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Diecast 

1. Dinky Toys a pair of Police Cars (1) 269 Jaguar Motorway Police Car - white with red interior and (2) 258 Cadillac USA 
Police Car - lacks a door sticker and aerial otherwise Good to Good Plus in Good to Good Plus boxes. (2) 

 £60 - £80 

2. Dinky Toys a pair of boxed Police Cars (1) 255 Ford Zodiac - cream with red interior, lacks aerial and (2) 252 Pontiac Royal 
Canadian Mounted Police Car - dark blue, some wear to side stickers and lacks aerials otherwise Good Plus in Fair to Good 
boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

3. Dinky Toys 264 Royal Canadian Mounted Police Patrol Car - scarce Cadillac version is blue, with white interior, some age 
related wear to the side stickers and would benefit from more detailed cleaning otherwise Excellent hard to fine example in a  
Fair card box (lacks one inner flap). 

 £50 - £70 

4. Dinky Toys a pair of boxed Superior Criterion Ambulance (1) 277 - some small marks to rear of roof but the box does 
include the instruction slip and inner packing piece and (2) 263 - white/red with inner plastic patient and stretcher 
accessory - would benefit from a more detailed cleaning otherwise Good Plus to Excellent in Fair to Good card boxes. (2) 

 £70 - £90 

5. Dinky Toys 236 Connaught Racer - light green with mid-green ridged hubs, racing number 32, light wear to the right hand 
transfers otherwise Excellent in a Good Plus card box. 

 £50 - £70 

6. Dinky Toys a pair of boxed Competition Cars (1) 108 MG Midget - white with maroon interior and red ridged hubs, some 
marks to bonnet but includes driver figure and (2) 109 Austin Healey 100 Sports - mustard yellow with mid-blue interior and 
ridged hubs, racing number 21 - otherwise Good to Good Plus in Poor to Fair card boxes (lack end flaps at one end).  (2) 

 £40 - £60 
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7. Dinky Toys Racing Car and Boat Trailer (1) 236 Connaught Racer - light green with mid-green ridged hubs, black knobbly 
tyres, some wear to the left hand racing number and (2) 796 Healey Sports Boat on Trailer (box lacks an end flap) - otherwise 
Excellent in Fair card boxes. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

8. Dinky Toys 107 Sunbeam Alpine Sports Car - powder blue with cream interior and pale beige ridged hubs, racing number 
26 - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in a Fair to Good card box with correct colour spot.  

 £50 - £70 

9. Dinky Toys 111 Triumph TR2 Sports Car - turquoise with red interior and ridged hubs, light wear to the racing number 25 
decals otherwise Good Plus to Excellent in a Good card box with correct colour spot.  

 £50 - £70 

10. Dinky Toys 109 Austin Healey 100 - cream, with red interior and ridged hubs, racing number 23 - Excellent in a Good card 
box with correct colour spot. 

 £60 - £70 

11. Dinky Toys 109 Austin Healey 100 Sports Car - mustard yellow with mid-blue interior and ridged hubs, racing number 21, 
some small chips but overall Excellent for display in a Good card box with correct colour spot.  

 £50 - £70 

12. Dinky Toys 110 Aston Martin DB3 Sports Car - mid-green with red interior and ridged hubs, racing number 22, some small 
marks to driver - otherwise the car is generally Excellent Plus to Near Mint and comes in a Fair to Good card box with small 
puncture mark to one side but does include the correct colour spot and is stamped "May 1958". 

 £50 - £70 

13. Dinky Toys a pair of boxed Racing Cars (1) 237 Mercedes Benz Racer - white/red (box lacks and end flap) and (2) 133 
Cunningham Race, may benefit from further polishing otherwise Fair to Good including card boxes. (2) 

 £30 - £50 

14. Dublo Dinky Toys 062 Singer Roadster - mustard yellow with red interior and smooth grey plastic wheels - Near Mint in an 
Excellent card box. 

 £20 - £30 

15. Dinky Toys 268 Renault Dauphine Mini Cab - red, with HP Sauce, Meccano and other adverts - Excellent Plus to Near Mint 
and comes in a Fair to Good card box. 

 £40 - £50 

16. Dinky Toys 182 Porsche 356A Coupe - cream, with blue ridged hubs and black knobbly tyres - Near Mint in a Good Plus 
card box with correct colour spot. 

 £60 - £70 

17. Dinky Toys 120 Jaguar E-type - slightly faded red finish with black removable hardtop - otherwise Excellent Plus in a Fair 
card box. 

 £40 - £50 

18. Dinky Toys 163 Bristol 450 Coupe - dark green with racing number 27, green ridged hubs - Near Mint in a Good card box. 

 £60 - £70 
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19. Dinky Toys 114 Triumph Spitfire - silver, with red interior, lady driver with seatbelt - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Fair card 
box. 

 £40 - £50 

20. Dinky Toys 187 Volkswagen Karmann Ghia Coupe - mid-green with cream roof, spun hubs with white knobbly tyres.  
Interestingly a factory error on this model which has one rear spun hub fitted the wrong way around - Excellent Plus in a Fair 
(slightly crushed) later card box. 

 £60 - £70 

21. Dinky Toys 449 Chevrolet El Camino Pick-up Truck - Near Mint in a Fair card box (loose inner flaps at one end). 

 £50 - £60 

22. Dinky Toys 174 Ford Mercury Cougar - metallic blue with yellow interior, front numberplate sticker starting to lift but does 
include the rear retractable aerial - Near Mint in a Fair to Good card box. 

 £30 - £50 

23. Dinky Toys 265 Plymouth USA Taxi - mustard yellow with red roof, cream interior, spun hubs, red printing to sides, would 
benefit from further polishing otherwise Excellent Plus to Near Mint and comes in a Fair card box.  

 £50 - £60 

24. Dinky Toys 266 Plymouth Canadian Taxi - scarce variation is mustard yellow, with red roof, cream interior, spun hubs with 
white knobbly tyres, "450 Metro Cab" printed to sides, some minor manufacturers paint marks to lower edges - otherwise 
Excellent Plus to Near Mint and comes in a Fair (crushed at one end) card box.  

 £60 - £70 

25. Dinky Toys 273 RAC Patrol Mini Van - dark blue with red interior, includes roof sign and rear opening doors (lacks part of 
the roof sign lettering) - otherwise Excellent Plus in Good card box which still has the inner cardboard packing ring.  

 £60 - £80 

26. Dinky Toys a pair of 1960's Rally Cars (1) 214 Hillman Imp Rally Car - dark blue with red interior - Excellent Plus to Near 
Mint and (2) 212 Ford Cortina Mk.I Rally Car - white, red interior (lacks one of the folding seat backs) - otherwise Good - both 
come in Fair detailed picture boxes. (2) 

 £60 - £80 

27. Dinky Toys 205 Lotus Cortina Mk.II Rally Car - white, with red boot, bonnet and stripes, pale blue interior, racing number 
7 - would benefit from further polishing otherwise Excellent Plus in a Good card box.  

 £60 - £70 

28. Dinky Toys a group of boxed models - to include 390 Freeway Cruiser, 225 Lotus Formula 1 Racing Car (in a card box with 
display stand) and 250 Police Mini Cooper S - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Fair to Good Plus packaging. (3) 

 £40 - £50 

29. Dinky Toys 281 Pathe News Camera Car, with opening tailgate, some wear to the camera but does include the removable 
figure and is otherwise Excellent in a Fair card box (end flaps lack inner tabs).  

 £40 - £50 
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30. Dinky Toys 968 BBC TV Roving Eye Vehicle - dark green, with grey trim and ridged hubs, includes camera and 
cameraman, with original plastic antenna - would benefit from more detailed cleaning - otherwise Excellent Plus to Near Mint 
and comes in an Excellent blue and white striped box. 

 £60 - £70 

31. Dinky Toys 112 Purdey's TR7 - yellow/black - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in a Fair window box. 

 £30 - £50 

32. French Dinky Toys 552 Chevrolet Corvair, manufacturers small yellow paint marks to roof - otherwise Excellent in a Good 
card box. 

 £50 - £60 

33. French Dinky Toys a pair of Sports Cars (1) 24h Mercedes 190 SL - cream with black hardtop - Good Plus in a Fair card 
box and (2) 24a Maserati - dark red, with professionally applied racing number 15 to the bonnet - otherwise Good Plus and 
comes in an Excellent crisp card box. (2) 

 £60 - £80 

34. French Dinky Toys 506 Aston Martin DB3 Sport - green, with racing number 14, light wear to the drivers head - otherwise 
Near Mint in a Good card box. 

 £50 - £70 

35. French Dinky Toys 24y Studebaker Commander - very pale green with dark green roof - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in a 
Fair to Good card box (tear on one side where price label removed). 

 £60 - £80 

36. French Dinky 570 Fourgon Peugeot 7 in orange "Autoroutes" livery - unboxed item, comes with loose accessories and 
broken barriers, unchecked for completeness but the van is otherwise generally Good for display and does include an 
instruction slip and a colourful pictorial card display stand. 

 £40 - £50 

37. French Dinky a group of unboxed models - to include a repainted Tri-porteur, a Peugeot Military Ambulance 80f, 24c 
Citroen DS19 - green with white roof and 24y Studebaker Commander - burnt orange with cream roof - varying amounts of light 
wear otherwise Fair to Good Plus. (4) 

 £40 - £50 

38. Dinky Toys Gift Set 118 "Tow Away Glider Set" - including white/blue Triumph 2000 Saloon, "Southdown Gliding Club" 
plastic Trailer with clear plastic canopy and folded Glider Aircraft to interior - would benefit from further otherwise Excellent Plus 
to Near Mint and comes in a Good box with illustrated header card and inner card packing piece. 

 £80 - £120 

39. Dinky Toys 197 Morris Mini Traveller - scarce colour variation is dark green, with lemon interior, concave hubs - a Mint 
unboxed example. 

 £60 - £80 

40. Dinky Toys a group of Mini's - to include 199 Austin Seven Countryman - powder blue with red interior (racing stripe and 
numberplates added), another 199 in pale blue with red interior, together with an AA Mini Van "Patrol Service" with loose roof 
sign - otherwise Good to Excellent. (3) 

 £40 - £50 
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41. French Dinky unboxed models - to include 25b Peugeot D3A Van "Cibie" - blue with yellow ridged hubs, (2) Citroen ID19 
Estate Car "RTL Luxembourg" with camera to roof and (3) 530 Citroen DS19 Police Car - all would benefit from further polishing 
otherwise Excellent to Excellent Plus. (3) 

 £60 - £80 

42. Dinky Toys a group of unboxed Cars including French - to include Dodge Royal and Ford Fairlane Police Cars together 
with an Aston Martin Opentop - metallic red and an Aston Martin DB6 - pale metallic blue (with display base only).  French 
models include Ford Galaxie 500 - very dark burgundy (lacks a rear door) and a Ford Thunderbird Coupe - metallic green - both 
have Fair display bases - Fair to Good Plus. (6) 

 £30 - £50 

43. Dinky Toys boxed Aircraft and Accessories - to include French Dinky 60b Vautour - silver, 2 x 765 Road Hoardings, 994 
tinplate Loading Ramp, Set 771 International Road Signs together with 502 "Box" French Dinky plastic Garage for cars 
(includes instructions) - Fair to Good Plus in Fair boxes. (6) 

 £60 - £70 

44. Dinky Toys dealers trade box for 6 x 756 Double Arm Lamp Standard - each lamp is Excellent including an Excellent 
individual box.  All is contained in a Good dealers trade carton. (6) 

 £70 - £90 

45. Dinky Toys a dealers trade carton for 6 x 512 Kart - each Go-kart is Excellent to Near Mint although could be improved with 
time spent in cleaning and include Good individual card boxes.  All is contained in a Fair dealers trade carton.  

 £50 - £70 

46. Dinky Toys a group of Accessories - to include a scarce 787 Lighting Kit for Buildings - Good in a Fair card box but includes 
the inner cardboard packing piece.  Also included is 781 Petrol Pump Station "Esso" and 735 Police Controlled 
Crossing - Good Plus to Excellent in Good card boxes. (3) 

 £40 - £50 

47. Dinky Toys a Shop Display Sign - printed card rectangle with metal stand - yellow, with "Dinky Toys" in red to both sides, 
various black and white images of typical models, circa early 1960's, some age related wear but overall Good, 35cm/14" x 
23cm/9" plus stand.  Also included is "Meccano Trains Hornby, Dinky Toys" 1957 French issue catalogue in colour with 30 
pages and 2 x 1971 Dinky Toys catalogues with 24 colour pages - Good Plus. (4) 

 £50 - £70 

48. Dinky Toys a group of Accessories - to include grass cutter, garden roller, Dunlop tyre rack with tyres, various road signs, 
petrol pump and others including 3 x Hornby Dublo advertising signs - Fair to Good Plus. (19) 

 £30 - £40 

49. Dinky Toys a dealers trade box for 6 x 751/42a Police Hut - box contains 6 models, each is of the dark blue Doctor Who 
style Police box and is generally Excellent to Near Mint.  All is contained in a yellow dealers card box with inner card divi sions. 

 £60 - £80 

50. Dinky Toys 617 Volkswagen KDF with 50mm PAK Anti-Tank Gun - military green with German markings - Excellent Plus to 
Near Mint in a Good picture box with an Excellent pictorial inner display stand. 

 £40 - £50 
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51. Dinky Toys boxed and unboxed Military vehicles - unboxed includes Anti-Aircraft Gun on Trailer, Artillery Tractor, 
Ambulance, 1-ton Cargo Truck and others including a French Panhard AML and a Britains Searchlight.  Also included are 676 
Armoured Personnel Carrier and 673 Scout Car - Excellent in Fair boxes - all would benefit from further cleaning. (9) 

 £50 - £60 

52. Dinky Toys 622 Foden 10-ton Army Truck - military green, box rubs to top of tilt - otherwise Excellent Plus and comes in an 
Excellent blue and white striped box still with inner card division. 

 £40 - £60 

53. Dinky Toys 661 Recovery Tractor - military green - Excellent to Near Mint, comes in an Excellent blue and white striped box 
still with inner card division and tested label. 

 £50 - £60 

54. Dinky Toys a group of boxed Military vehicles - to include 697 25 Pounder Field Gun Set, 626 Ambulance, 670 Armoured 
Car and French 693 Howitzer Gun - some could be improved with further cleaning otherwise Excellent to Excellent Plus in 
Good to Good Plus boxes. (4) 

 £50 - £70 

55. Dinky Toys Gift Set 699 "Military Vehicles (1)" - set contains Austin Champ, 1-ton Cargo Truck, Armoured Personnel 
Carrier and 3-ton Army Wagon - all have varying amounts of light wear, the contents are otherwise Good to Good Plus in Fair 
blue and white striped box (lid torn at corners) with a Good inner card display tray.  

 £80 - £120 

56. Dinky Toys a pair of boxed Military vehicles (1) 665 Honest John Missile Launcher - military green, lacks missile and (2) 
601 Austin Para-Moke - military green, with cradle and Parachute (in box) - both would benefit from further cleaning otherwise 
Good Plus to Excellent in Fair boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

57. French Dinky a group of boxed Military vehicles - to include (1) 80a Reconnaissance Car, (2) 822 Half Track M3, (3) 827 
FL10 Panhard (box has loose end flaps) and (4) 829 Jeep (lacks cannon accessory) - all would benefit from further cleaning but 
are otherwise Good to Good Plus in Fair to Good card boxes. (4) 

 £50 - £70 

58. French Dinky Toys 890 Berliet with Articulated Tank Transporter Trailer - requires polishing due to storage marks within the 
paintwork otherwise Fair to Good in a Good blue and white striped box. 

 £30 - £50 

59. French Dinky Toys 884 Brockway Military Truck with bridge - military green, includes load of plastic components for bridge 
assembly and a camouflage net (unchecked for completeness) - would benefit from further cleaning otherwise generally 
Excellent Plus and comes in a Good Plus blue and white striped box with reproduction instructions.  

 £60 - £70 

60. French Dinky Toys 883 Char AMX Tank - military green with black rubber tracks and green plastic folding bridge 
sections - Excellent in a Good detailed picture box with instruction leaflet.  

 £60 - £80 

61. French Dinky Toys 825 DUKW Military Amphibious Vehicle - military green with driver figure and load of 2 x packing cases 
and 2 x oil drums - would benefit from further cleaning otherwise Excellent and comes in an Excellent illustrated box.  

 £50 - £60 
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62. French Dinky Toys a pair of boxed Army Trucks (1) 824 Berliet Gazelle - military green with matching plastic tilt and (2) 318 
Berliet All Terrain 6-wheeled Truck - military green with tinplate tilt, some light wear to the high spots otherwise Excellent to 
Excellent Plus in Good card boxes. (2) 

 £80 - £90 

63. French Dinky a pair of boxed Reconnaissance Cars (1) 810 Command Car - military green with matching tinplate tilt, 
includes driver figure but lacks aerial and (2) Sinpar 4x4 Reconnaissance Car, includes matching plastic tilt, l acks radio 
equipment and aerial but includes driver - otherwise Good to Good Plus in Good card boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

64. French Dinky Toys a pair of Military vehicles (1) Renault Military Ambulance - later model with windows and concave 
wheels and (2) 823 Field Kitchen - military green including plastic chimney - would benefit from further cleaning otherwise Good 
Plus to Excellent in Good card boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

65. Dinky Toys a group of Motorcycles - to include AA Motorcycle Patrol - black/yellow together with 2 x Solo Motorcyclist each 
with black bike and grey rider - all have black rubber wheels - Fair to Good Plus. (3) 

 £30 - £50 

66. Corgi Toys a group of unboxed Cars - to include Chevrolet Impala Taxi - yellow, Ford Thunderbird Bermuda Taxi - white 
with removable plastic canopy, Chevrolet Impala Police Car (lacks side transfers), Oldsmobile Toronado and Plymouth Sports 
Suburban with US Mail transfers - otherwise Good to Excellent. (5) 

 £60 - £70 

67. Corgi Toys a group of Mini models - to include Morris Mini Minor - metallic red with cream interior, Mini Cooper with 
"Wickerwork" finish to sides - black with red roof and Mini Cooper S "Magnifique" (small retouch near drivers door) - metallic 
green with cream interior and opening boot plus sunroof - Excellent Plus to Near Mint. (3) 

 £50 - £70 

68. Corgi Toys a group of unboxed Sports Cars - to include Lotus Elan S2 - metallic blue with racing number 8 decals and "I've 
Got a Tiger in My Tank" to boot, Volvo P1800 - beige with red interior, Renault Floride - metallic green with red interior and 
Mercedes Benz 300 SL Roadster in bright plated finish with red roof - Good Plus to Excellent. (4) 

 £50 - £60 

69. Corgi Toys boxed and unboxed American Cars - unboxed models include Ford Thunderbird in gunmetal grey with red roof 
and yellow interior and an early light green model with cream roof and no interior, flat spun hubs, plus a Chevrolet Impala 
Taxi - two-tone red/yellow - Excellent to Near Mint.  Also included is 430 Ford Thunderbird Bermuda Taxi - yellow with canopy 
and driver - Excellent Plus in a Fair card box. (4) 

 £70 - £90 

70. Corgi Toys a group of boxed Cars - to include 448 Police Mini Dog Van with handler and dog, 252 Rover 2000 - metallic 
red and repainted black roof, 436 Citroen Safari - beige, with damaged plastic luggage to roof and 302 Hillman Hunter Rally Car 
with kangaroo figure - some wear to edges otherwise generally Fair to Good Plus in Fair to Good assorted boxes (two boxes 
lack an end flap). (4) 

 £80 - £100 

71. Corgi Toys a group of boxed and unboxed Cars - unboxed models include Porsche Targa 911S in red/white Emergency 
Services livery and metallic grey - Excellent.  Boxed models include 383 Volkswagen 1200 Beetle - red with Flower Power 
stickers and 373 Volkswagen 1200 Police Car - white/black - Near Mint in Excellent "Whizzwheels" window boxes. (4) 

 £50 - £60 
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72. Corgi Toys 510 Citroen DS Conversion "Tour De France Team Managers Car" - red, with "Paramount" to sides, lacks top of 
aerial but includes figure - otherwise Excellent Plus in an Excellent window box. 

 £50 - £70 

73. Corgi Toys 313 Ford Cortina GXL with "Graham Hill" figure - pale metallic green with black roof and white interior - Near 
Mint in an Excellent window box. 

 £60 - £80 

74. Corgi Toys 342 Lamborghini P400 GT Miura Fighting Bull - metallic yellow with red interior, includes bull figure - Excellent 
in a Good Plus "Golden Jacks" window box (the car is fitted with Whizzwheels).  

 £40 - £50 

75. Corgi Toys Gift Set 13 "Tour De France Paramount Film Unit" - comprising Renault 16 Camera Car with driver, camera and 
cameraman figure "Tour de France" to sides - some wear to bonnet decal otherwise Excellent in a Good window box (some 
puncture damage to cellophane), which lacks inner pictorial display stand but does include 4 x matching French made plastic 
Cycles with riders which are Excellent. 

 £60 - £70 

76. Corgi Toys a group of boxed Cars (1) 341 Mini Marcos GT850 - metallic red, (2) 335 Jaguar E-type 2+2 - dark red and (3) 
273 Rolls Royce Silver Shadow - white over grey (cellophane damage but fitted with Golden Jacks wheels) - otherwise Near 
Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent packaging. (3) 

 £80 - £100 

77. Corgi Toys 271 Ghia 5000 Mangusta with De Tomaso chassis - car body is white over blue with brown chassis - Near Mint 
to Mint in a Good Plus window box (cellophane punctured). 

 £60 - £80 

78. Corgi Toys a pair of boxed Cars (1) 338 Chevrolet SS350 Camaro - metallic yellow with black plastic top and red interior, 
SS racing stripe to front of bonnet and (2) 276 Oldsmobile Toronado - metallic blue with white interior in a Golden Jacks 
box - both have some puncture damage to cellophane otherwise generally Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Good Plus window 
boxes. (2) 

 £60 - £80 

79. Corgi Toys 481 Chevrolet "Police Patrol" Car - white over black with black roof, some light creasing to one of the paper 
stickers - otherwise Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Excellent card box with inner packing piece.  

 £50 - £70 

80. Corgi Toys a pair of 437 Superior Ambulance on Cadillac chassis (1) white over red and (2) blue over white with 
"Ambulance" transfers to sides - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Fair to Good card boxes, one of the boxes has a sellotape repair 
but both have their instruction slips. (2) 

 £70 - £90 

81. Corgi Toys 213 2.4 Jaguar Fire Service Car - red, with yellow interior, "Fire" sign to roof, includes aerial, very minor wear to 
a couple of high spots otherwise Excellent Plus to Near Mint.  This model fitted with suspension and flat spun hubs and comes  
in an Excellent card box. 

 £60 - £80 

82. Corgi Toys 256 Volkswagen 1200 in East African Safari Trim - red, with bright plated parts, includes plastic rhino 
figure - Excellent Plus and comes in a Good Plus card box with inner pictorial insert.  

 £60 - £80 
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83. Corgi Toys 499 Citroen Safari 1968 Winter Olympics - white with blue roof, includes sledge to roof rack and figure, would 
benefit from further cleaning otherwise Excellent Plus and comes with an additional figure on skis.  All is contained i n a Good 
window box with some puncture damage to the cellophane. 

 £50 - £70 

84. Corgi Toys 348 Ford Mustang Stock Racing Car - light blue with off white interior, some wear to the Flower Power style 
transfers on the passenger door - otherwise generally Excellent in a Good Plus card box. 

 £50 - £60 

85. Corgi Toys 443 Plymouth US Mail based on a Sports Suburban Station Wagon - white/blue with US Mail transfers to each 
side - Excellent Plus (although some superdetailing to rear lamps) and comes in an Excellent  card box. 

 £60 - £70 

86. Corgi Toys 486 Kennel Service Wagon - red lower with white upper, contains 2 x black and 1 x white plastic poodle figures 
to interior - otherwise Excellent Plus to Near Mint in an Excellent card box. 

 £50 - £70 

87. Corgi Toys 237 Oldsmobile Sheriff Car - black over white with red interior, flat spot to a rear tyre and small scratch to 
bonnet - otherwise Excellent Plus in a Good Plus card box. 

 £50 - £60 

88. Corgi Toys 439 Chevrolet "Fire Chief" Car - red, with white doors, 2 x Fire Officer figures to interior, includes rear aerial and 
orange beacon - Near Mint in an Excellent card box. 

 £50 - £70 

89. Corgi Toys a pair of Chevrolet Impala Emergency vehicles (1) 223 State Patrol Police Car - black, yellow interior, fitted with 
Corgi self adhesive wheel trims and aerial, (2) 439 Fire Chief's Car - red/white with 2 x figures - Good Plus to Excellent, both 
have their aerials and come in Good to Good Plus card boxes. (2) 

 £60 - £80 

90. Corgi Toys 247 Mercedes Benz 600 Pullman Limousine - metallic red, with working windscreen wipers and opening 
windows - Near Mint in a Good Plus card box. 

 £50 - £70 

91. Corgi Toys 475 Citroen Safari "1964 Olympic Winter Sports" - white, with tan interior, lacks one ski to roof rack but does 
come with an additional skiing figure - otherwise Excellent Plus in a Good Plus card box. 

 £50 - £60 

92. Corgi Toys 475 Citroen Safari Estate Car "Corgi Ski Club" - white, with tan interior, lacks skier figure but does include 4 x 
yellow skis, 2 x sticks and red roof-rack - otherwise Near Mint in a Good Plus card box. 

 £70 - £90 

93. Corgi Toys 513 Citroen Safari "Alpine Rescue Car" - white, with red roof, blue interior, yellow plastic roof-rack with sledge to 
roof, includes man figure and dog - Near Mint in a Good Plus window box. 

 £80 - £100 

94. Corgi Toys 430 Bermuda Taxi - white, yellow interior with driver and canopy - Near Mint in a Good Plus card box. 

 £60 - £70 
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95. Corgi Toys a pair of Sports Cars (1) 325 Ford Mustang Fastback 2+2 - white with red speed stripes, racing number 7 and 
(2) 337 Customised Chevrolet Corvette Stingray - yellow, red interior with racing number 13 - some minor wear otherwise 
Excellent in Good Plus to Excellent boxes.  (2) 

 £70 - £90 

96. Corgi Toys group of boxed and unboxed Minis - to include 308 Monte Carlo Mini Cooper S - yellow with red interior, 
includes roof-rack with 2 x spare wheels - Near Mint in a Fair (faded) window box. Unboxed models comprise another Monte 
Carlo Mini - yellow with racing number 177, Morris Mini Cooper - blue with white roof, red interior and BMC Mini Cooper S - red 
with spare wheels on roof-rack, white roof, red interior with "Monte Carlo" stickers - Excellent to Excellent Plus.  (4) 

 £80 - £100 

97. Corgi Toys a group of box and unboxed Aston Martin DB4 (1) 218, red with pale yellow interior, flat spun hubs - Excellent in 
a Fair card box (one end flap torn). Unboxed models comprise (2) turquoise with white roof and bonnet, pale yellow interior, 
racing number 7 and (3) yellow with red interior, applied Corgi Toys wheel stickers - otherwise Excellent.  (3) 

 £50 - £70 

98. Corgi Toys 210S Citroen DS19 - deep pink with pale yellow interior, would benefit from more detailed cleaning and fitted 
with Corgi Toys wheel stickers - otherwise Excellent in Good Plus box, comes with Corgi Model Club paper stickers to box 
interior 

 £60 - £70 

99. Corgi Toys 210S Citroen DS19 - metallic turquoise with black roof, this early model not fitted with interior, flat spun hubs 
and ridged tyres - Excellent in a Good Plus card box. 

 £60 - £70 

100. Corgi Toys pair of boxed Sports Cars (1) 319 Lotus Europa Elan - deep orange with white roof and cream interior, 
racing number 7, (2) 332 Lancia Fulvia - metallic blue with blue interior, some wear to the bright plated plastic  
bumpers - otherwise Excellent in Good card boxes.  (2) 

 £60 - £70 

101. Corgi Toys 259 "Le Dandy" Coupe - metallic red with lemon interior, some silver superdetailing to door handles and 
boot - otherwise Excellent in a Good Plus card box still with original price label attached. 

 £50 - £60 

102. Corgi Toys a group of boxed Racing Cars (1) 152S BRM Formula 1 - turquoise with racing number 1 and Corgi stickers 
applied to flap spun hubs; (2) 159 Cooper Maserati Formula 1 - red/white with racing number 3 and (3) 314 Ferrari Berlinetta 
250 Le Mans - dark red with bright plated interior and racing number 4 - Good Plus to Excellent Plus in Good to Good Plus card 
boxes.  (3) 

 £80 - £100 

103. Corgi Toys 201M Mechanical Austin Cambridge Saloon - mid grey early model fitted with friction drive motor and flat 
spun hubs with ridged tyres - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in a Fair card box. 

 £60 - £70 

104. Corgi Toys 231 Triumph Herald Coupe - blue/white with red interior, flat spun hubs - Near Mint in a Good card box. 

 £60 - £70 
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105. Corgi Toys a pair of boxed Cars (1) 251 Hillman Imp - metallic blue with yellow interior and plastic suitcase accessory 
(significant ink stain to one side of box); (2) 217 Fiat 1800 - lilac with contrasting roof, lemon interior - Excellent to Excellent Plus 
in otherwise Poor to Fair card boxes.  (2) 

 £60 - £80 

106. Corgi Toys 229 Chevrolet Corvair - powder blue with yellow interior, Venetian Blind to rear window, flat spun hubs, 
fitted with suspension - Near Mint in a Good card box. 

 £60 - £70 

107. Corgi Toys 240 Fiat 600 Ghia "Jolly" - light blue, with 2 x lady figures and canopy, would benefit from more detailed 
cleaning but otherwise Excellent Plus in a Good Plus card box. 

 £60 - £80 

108. Corgi Toys 240 Fiat 600 Ghia "Jolly" - metallic dark blue, red interior with canopy and man and lady figures - Excellent 
Plus in a Good card box with inner cardboard packing ring. 

 £60 - £80 

109. Corgi Toys 242 Fiat 600 Ghia - scarce open top example is yellow, with male driver and female passenger, seated 
Corgi Dog figure to back seat - Excellent in a Good card box (adhesive tape marks to one end flap).  

 £100 - £150 

110. Corgi Toys 222 Renault Floride - scarce colour variation is metallic blue, with lemon interior - very light wear to the high 
spots - otherwise Excellent Plus in a Good card box. 

 £100 - £150 

111. Corgi Toys 251 Hillman Imp - scarce promotional "Jensen's" issue, finished in light blue with yellow interior, a few minor 
marks - otherwise an Excellent scarce example in a Good card box, some creasing to the inner flaps at one end but does 
include the Corgi Model Club paper slips. 

 £400 - £600 

112. Corgi Toys 316 NSU Sport Prinz - metallic red with lemon interior - slight box rubs to roof otherwise Excellent Plus in 
Good Plus to Excellent card box. 

 £60 - £70 

113. Corgi Toys 315 Simca 1000 Competition Model - bright plated finish with red interior, racing number 8 - Near Mint in a 
Good card box. 

 £60 - £80 

114. Corgi Toys a group of Racing and Rally Cars (1) 317 BMC Mini Cooper S "Monte Carlo" - red/white with lemon interior 
and racing number 37; (2) 328 Hillman Imp - dark blue with cream interior, racing number 77 "Monte Carlo 1966" (some paint 
loss to rear below window) and (3) 152S BRM Formula 1 - turquoise with racing number 3, lacks driver figure - otherwise Good 
to Excellent in Good card boxes.  (3) 

 £70 - £90 

115. Corgi Toys 321 Mini Cooper S Monte Carlo 1966 Signature Model - scarce example with red body, white roof with 
Timo Makinen and Paul Easter Signatures, spun hubs, red interior - Excellent Plus in a Good card box (some personal graffiti to 
one side but does include the "Autographed" sticker. 

 £150 - £200 
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116. Corgi 333 BMC Mini Cooper S "RAC International Rally" - red including interior, white roof, spun hubs, racing number 
21, some wear to the sump guard otherwise Near Mint in a Excellent card box with correct numbered sticker.  

 £150 - £200 

117. Corgi Toys 233 "Heinkel Economy Car" 3-wheel Bubble Car - orange with lemon interior, some minor marks to front 
door otherwise Excellent in a Good card box (adhesive tape mark to one side).  

 £50 - £60 

118. Corgi Toys 153 Proteus Campbell Bluebird Record Car - blue - small mark near cockpit otherwise Excellent Plus in a 
Excellent card box. 

 £50 - £60 

119. Corgi Toys pair of 151 Lotus Mk.II Le Mans Racing Car (1) mid blue with racing number 7 and (2) metallic grey with 
racing number 3 - Good to Good Plus in Fair card boxes.  (2) 

 £60 - £70 

120. Corgi Toys 225 Austin Seven - dark red with lemon interior, some minor marks - otherwise Excellent in a Excellent 
crisp card box. 

 £60 - £80 

121. Corgi 225 Austin Seven Mini "Jensen's" promotional issue - scarce example is dark red, with lemon interior, small 
scratch to one side of the Jensen's transfer on the drivers door - otherwise Near Mint bright example which comes in an 
Excellent card box with correct "J" sticker to one end flap and Corgi Model Club slip to the interior. Believed to have been a 
Danish promotional issue. 

 £600 - £800 

122. Corgi Toys 225 Austin Seven - scarce colour variation is pale yellow with red interior, flat spun hubs - Near Mint in a 
Excellent card box which is for the 226 Morris Mini Minor but does include the model club application form.  

 £60 - £70 

123. Corgi Toys 226 Morris Mini Minor - powder blue with red interior, spun hubs, a couple of minor marks to 
roof - otherwise Excellent Plus to Near Mint and comes in a Good Plus to Excellent card box.  

 £60 - £80 

124. Corgi Toys 450 Austin Mini Van - light metallic green with red interior, includes both opening rear doors - Near Mint in a 
Good card box. 

 £60 - £70 

125. Corgi Toys 485 "Surfing with the BMC Mini Countryman" - turquoise, with lemon interior, comes with 2 x surfboards to 
the roof rack together with an additional loose board and figure - otherwise Near Mint in a Good colourfully illustrated card box 
(a tear to one end flap). 

 £50 - £70 

126. Corgi Toys 227 Morris Mini Cooper Competition Model - powder blue with white roof, lemon interior, some light wear 
particularly to high spots and around edges of roof otherwise Good Plus and comes in a Fair card box.  

 £50 - £70 
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127. Corgi Toys 447 Ford Thames Walls Ice-Cream Van - light blue/cream, with "Stop Me & Buy One" sticker to headboard 
(sticker starting to lift), spun hubs - otherwise Excellent Plus to Near Mint in a Good larger card box with pictorial insert, 
ice-cream man and small body figure. 

 £100 - £120 

128. Corgi Toys 435 Karrier Bantam Dairy Produce Van - light blue with light roof, some discolouration marks to roof but 
does include the opening plastic shutter and "Drive Safely" transfer to each side - otherwise Excellent in a Fair to Good card 
box. 

 £50 - £70 

129. Corgi Toys 462 Volkswagen Van "Tobler" - Excellent in a Fair plain unmarked card box with number hand written onto 
end flap. 

 £50 - £70 

130. Corgi Toys 466 Commer Milk Float - white, with blue rear body, plastic milk crate load, red interior to cab - Near Mint 
bright example which comes with an additional plastic milkman figure and a Excellent card box with model club paper slip. 

 £50 - £70 

131. Corgi Toys 421 Bedford 1200 White Van "Evening Standard" - black, silver roof, flat spun hubs - Excellent Plus to Near 
Mint in a Good Plus card box with model club paperwork. 

 £80 - £100 

132. Corgi Toys 471 Smiths Karrier Mobile Canteen - powder blue with "Snack Bar" transfer to front, includes detailed 
interior with rotating standing figure, small scratch above front windscreen otherwise Excellent Plus to Near Mint in a Good card 
box. 

 £60 - £70 

133. Corgi Toys 474 Musical Walls Ice-Cream Van on Ford Thames chassis - light blue/cream, blank yellow panel to 
headboard, chimes in working order - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in a Good card box with pictorial insert.  

 £100 - £120 

134. Corgi Toys 417 Land Rover Breakdown Truck - red, with cream tinplate canopy, flat spun hubs, small scratch above 
rear wheel - otherwise Excellent Plus in a Good card box. 

 £40 - £50 

135. Corgi Toys 472 Public Address Vehicle - green Land Rover with yellow plastic rear body, includes male & female 
figures, "Vote for Corgi" to rear - Near Mint in a Good card box. 

 £40 - £50 

136. Corgi Toys 508 Commer Holiday Camp Bus - orange lower and roof-rack, white upper, green plastic load, white interior 
with opening rear doors, spun hubs, couple of small chips to roof area - otherwise Excellent Plus in a Good Plus illustrated box. 

 £60 - £70 
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137. Corgi Toys pair of Commercial vehicles (1) 1141 Corgi Major Series Bedford TK Articulated Tanker - light blue with 
white upper tank and "Milk" to sides, the tractor unit lacks its mirrors but the model does have the "Drink a Pint of Milk a Day" to 
rear - otherwise Good in a Fair box which lacks an end flap but includes the inner corrugated cardboard insert; (2) 64 Work ing 
Conveyor on Forward Control Jeep chassis - red jeep with yellow elevator, the black rubber conveyor belts are a little 
slack - otherwise Excellent Plus to Near Mint for display in a Fair (torn) card box but does include a Good inner pictorial stand.  
(2) 

 £60 - £80 

138. Corgi Toys a group of boxed and unboxed Military vehicles - to include 1108 Bloodhound Guided Missile with 
launching ramp, 1112 Corporal Guided Missile on Mobile Launcher Trailer - both have deterioration to the rubber nose cones 
otherwise Good including boxes.  Also included are 353 Decca Airfield Radar Scanner, 359 Army Field Kitchen (lacks an end 
flap) and 1135 Bedford TK Heavy Equipment Transporter (also lacks an end flap but includes the inner card tray) - Good to 
Excellent in Fair to Good boxes.  Unboxed items comprise Oldsmobile Military Staff Car and Commer Army Ambulance - Good 
Plus. 

 £50 - £70 

139. Corgi Major Toys Gift Set GS4 Bloodhound Guided Missile with Launching Ramp, Loading Trolley and RAF Land 
Rover - the missile lacks the tip of the rubber nose cone and some light play wear otherwise contents are generally Good Plus, 
some tape repairs to the lid corners otherwise the box is generally Good and includes inner cardboard packing pieces.  

 £150 - £200 

140. Corgi Toys Gift Set GS2 Land Rover with Rice's Pony Trailer and Pony - comprising a green Land Rover with beige 
tinplate tilt and spun hubs, dark red Trailer containing plastic horse (some wear to the blue covering).  Small scratch to a trailer 
mudguard otherwise the vehicles which have spun hubs are generally Excellent Plus to Near Mint, the horse figure is Good.  
All is contained in a Fair gift set box with 2 x loose end flaps but does include the inner card display tray and 2 x inner packing 
pieces. 

 £70 - £90 

141. Corgi Toys Gift Set 35 London Passenger Transport Set - comprising Routemaster Bus with Corgi Toys advertising 
and crew, Austin FX4 Taxi Cab - black with lemon interior and driver - both vehicles have suspension and spun hubs and would 
benefit from more detailed cleaning, together with plastic Policeman figure on point duty - otherwise Excellent in a Good Plus 
card box with pictorial display base and Corgi Club paper slip. 

 £60 - £80 

142. Corgi Toys Gift Set GS16 - scarce set featuring Ecurie Ecosse Racing Car Transporter in metallic blue with scarce red 
cab interior and printing to body sides, metallic grey ramps.  Racing Cars comprise 150S Vanwall - red with racing number 25 
and flat spun hubs; 152S BRM Formula 1 Grand Prix - turquoise with racing number 1 and flat spun hubs; 154 Ferrari Formula 
1 Grand Prix - red with racing number 36 and spun hubs - all cars have their driver figures.  Each car comes in an individual 
box which are crisp Excellent examples each with Corgi Club paperwork.  The transporter and all t hree racing cars are 
generally Near Mint to Mint bright examples and all are fitted with suspension.  The set also includes inner packaging, 
transporter operating instructions and two sets of Corgi wheel trim accessories for two of the racing cars, the out er box has 
some light wear to the edges but is otherwise Good Plus and still has the original price pencilled in to the lid along with t he 
"Genuine Track Rod Steering" label - a nice set, hard to find in this condition. 

 £300 - £400 

143. Corgi Toys Gift Set 6 Volkswagen Breakdown Truck with Trailer and Cooper Maserati Racing Car - white Truck with 
red plastic accessories and pale yellow interior, dark red Trailer with blue Racer and racing number 7, would benefit from more 
detailed cleaning otherwise generally Good Plus to Excellent, all is contained in a Fair to Good card display box with hinged 
flap. 

 £70 - £90 
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144. Corgi Toys Gift Set GS31 "The Riviera Gift Set" - contains Buick Riviera - very light blue with red interior and wire 
wheels, 2-wheeled Boat Trailer - red, blue/white plastic boat with outboard motor, black plastic rope with water skier figure on 
tender.  Also included is the male pilot figure.  The boat would benefit from more detailed cleaning and has some replacement 
stickers to the cabin roof otherwise the contents are generally Good to Excellent and would benefit from more detailed cleaning.  
All is contained in a Fair to Good illustrated card box which lacks an inner flap but does include a pictorial display st and. 

 £160 - £200 

145. Corgi Toys Gift Set GS38 Monte Carlo Rally 3-Car Set - scarce set comprises BMC Mini Cooper S - red including 
interior, racing number 52, Rover 2000 - metallic red with white roof and red interior, racing number 136, Citroen DS19 - light 
blue with white roof, racing number 75, small scratches to a couple of the transfers - all cars have box rubs to the white roofs 
which may be improved by careful polishing otherwise contents are Good Plus to Excellent.  All is contained in a Good 
illustrated card box with inner packing piece and a Good Plus pictorial display stand. 

 £300 - £400 

146. Corgi Toys Gift Set 37 "Lotus Racing Team" - set contains Volkswagen Transporter - white with yellow interior, dark red 
2-wheeled Trailer with Lotus Elan chassis, Lotus Climax Racer, plus Lotus Elan Coupe and S2 models.  Also included are a 
group of accessories including traffic cones and various additional racing figures and mechanics which are unchecked for 
completeness - contents are Good to Excellent and all is contained in a Good window box. 

 £100 - £150 

147. Corgi Toys Gift Set 46 "All Winners" - set contains Oldsmobile Toronado - dark metallic blue, E-type Jaguar in bright 
plated competition finish, Ferrari Berlinetta 250 Le Mans - red with racing number 4, Chevrolet Stingray Stock Car - yellow with 
racing number 13 and MGB GT - dark red (slight box rub to roof), together with bag of traffic cone accessories and Corgi Model 
Club paper slip - contents are generally Excellent to Near Mint in a Good window box (partly torn near cellophane window), and 
a Good Plus card tray. 

 £200 - £300 

148. Corgi Toys Gift Set 10 - set contains Marlin Rambler Sports Fastback with Ottersport Kayak, rowing figure and 
Camping Trailer in matching blue/white - Excellent to Near Mint, all is contained in an Excellent illustrated box with a Good 
pictorial display base plus Corgi Model Club paper slip. 

 £180 - £240 

149. Corgi Toys Gift Set 36 - to include Oldsmobile Toronado - dark metallic blue with cream interior, bright plated 
2-wheeled Trailer with yellow/blue plastic Speedboat named "Swordfish" to sides, fitted with twin outboard motors and unusually  
still includes the two male and female passenger figures - the boat would benefit from more detailed cleaning otherwise 
generally Excellent to Near Mint.  All is contained in a Good window box (puncture damage to part of cellophane and a Good 
Plus inner polystyrene tray. 

 £150 - £200 

150. Corgi Toys Gift Set 15 "Corgi Pony Club" - comprises Land Rover and Rice's Beaufort Double Horse Box both in 
matching blue/white.  The Trailer includes the plastic partition to the interior and 2 x mare and foal figures, one of the Land 
Rover side stickers starting to lift otherwise Excellent Plus to Near Mint in a Good Plus window box with Fair inner cardboard 
tray (puncture damage to one side of cellophane). 

 £50 - £60 

151. Corgi Toys Gift Set 23 "Chipperfield's Circus Models" - contains Mobile Booking Office, International Crane Truck with 
2 x Cage Trailers, 1 x lion and 2 x polar bear figures, a Land Rover and Trailer with elephant in plastic cage - varying amounts 
of light wear but models are generally Good to Good Plus in a Good card box with inner polystyrene tray.  

 £140 - £180 
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152. Corgi Toys a pair of boxed Gift Sets (1) RNLI Rescue Set with white Land Rover "Mumbles" and black inflatable 
Lifeboat on 2-wheeled Trailer, (2) 45 Royal Canadian Mounted Police Set with dark blue Land Rover and matching Trailer 
includes Mountie on horseback - generally Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Fair to Good window boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

153. Corgi Toys a group of boxed Accessories and Figures - to include 1504 Racetrack Press Officials - set of 6, 1502 6 x 
Spectator Figures (painted in gloss finish), 1505 6 x Garage Attendants, 1503 Race Officials Silverstone and 1501 Racing 
Drivers and Pit Mechanics - otherwise Good to Excellent (some would benefit from cleaning), hard to find. (5 sets) 

 £60 - £70 

154. Corgi Gift Set 48 "Knie Zirkus" Circus Set - scarce set featuring Marvo Cannonball Truck, Land Rover, Chevrolet Van, 
2 x Trailers, Ringmaster, white horses, seating and flags, elephants, polar bear, acrobat and other items, unchecked for 
completeness but a scarce set produced by Corgi where the Knie stickers have been placed over the Pinder 
transfers - otherwise Good Plus to Excellent in a Fair card box with some sellotape repairs to the lid.  

 £100 - £150 

155. Corgi Toys Accessories and loose items - to include Corgi Cargos Plank load, Pit Stop kits include 604 Silverstone 
Press Box and 607 Circus Elephant and Cage and a box marked 15mm containing one dozen tyres,  Also included is a Green 
Light Diorama "The Blues Brothers" 5-vehicle Set and a 1/43rd BMW "International Toy Fair New York" and a Trix Twin Railway 
761 Yard Lamps - unchecked for completeness but appear Good to Excellent in Fair to Good Plus packaging.  Loose items 
include a DC Comics Car, various mechanic and animal figures, Corgi Performing Poodle figure, together with cast metal 
railway figures and others - Fair to Good. (7 boxed & qty accessories). 

 £30 - £40 

156. Corgi Toys rotating Shop Display Stand - made from clear plastic with yellow "Corgi Toys" to top sign, metal tripod 
base, 4-sided, each with 8 compartments for Corgi Toys models, the clear cellophane is cracked at the bottom on one side 
otherwise generally a Good item for the collector for display, standing approximately 71cm/28" high.  

 £70 - £90 

157. Corgi 428 Smiths Karrier "Mister Softee" Ice-Cream Van - two-tone cream, light blue, pale blue interior with figure, 
silver trim and spun hubs - tiny chip to serving hatch otherwise Excellent clean bright model unboxed.  

 £30 - £40 

158. Corgi 420 Ford Thames Airborne Caravan - two-tone with cream seats/red table interior (harder variation to find), silver 
trim and spun hubs - a few light marks to body otherwise Excellent Plus clean bright model unboxed.  

 £50 - £60 

159. Corgi unboxed group of Smiths Karrier Vans (1) "Chipperfield Circus" Mobile Booking Office - red with blue roof, silver 
trim and spun hubs; (2) similar but "Joes Diner" - mid blue with amber skylight; (3) Smiths Karrier Shop "Family 
Butchers" - white with blue roof and flap spun hubs (front label starting to peel); (4) similar but "Home Services" - pale 
green - Good to Excellent unboxed. 

 £40 - £60 

160. Corgi unboxed Agricultural group to include Land Rover 109WB and Rice Pony Trailer - brown/cream with grey chassis 
and spun hubs, Ford Super Major 5000 Tractor - blue with driver figure, Ford Super Major 5000 Tractor - blue with driver figure 
and yellow rear excavator and a Massey Ferguson 165 - red, white, grey engine and yellow side cutter attachment - Good Plus 
to Excellent unboxed.  (4) 

 £30 - £50 
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161. Corgi unboxed Commercial group (1) Corgi Major Big Bedford Tractor Unit with Carrimore Low Loader - yellow/metallic 
blue; (2) Big Bedford "Mobilgas" Articulated Tanker - red with silver trim; (3) similar but "Benzeen" - dark blue/cream (does 
include paint touch-ins/restorations) - Fair to Good Plus unboxed.  (3) 

 £40 - £50 

162. Corgi unboxed group to include Land Rover 109WB - red, dark cream canopy and towing yellow trailer with red Ferrari 
Formula 1 Car, "Samuelson", TV Van, 3 x Morris Mini Coopers, Polizei Volkswagen 1200 Saloon - dark green/white, some 
1/36th scale models including Jaguar XJS "The Saint" - Fair to Good Plus unboxed.  (24) 

 £50 - £70 

163. Solido (France) Ford Thunderbird - dark pink, off white interior, red steering wheel, driver figure, silver trim and spun 
hubs - paintwork slightly dull otherwise Excellent Plus in a Good early card picture box. 

 £50 - £60 

164. Solido boxed pair (1) 127 NSU Prinz IV - metallic silver with beige interior and spun hubs, Fiat Abarth 1000 - red, ivory 
interior and racing number 10 - Excellent to Excellent Plus in Fair card boxes. 

 £40 - £60 

165. Solido boxed group (1) 131 BRM Racing Car - pale blue, racing number 7 and spun hubs; (2) Cooper 1500 CM 
Formula 2 - mid green, yellow nose racing number 10; (3) Lotus - British racing green, racing number 9 and spun 
hubs - generally Excellent to Excellent Plus in Fair to Good boxes.  (3) 

 £40 - £60 

166. Solido boxed group (1) 157 BMW 2000 CS - red, black interior and bonnet, racing number 71 and cast hubs; (2) 146 
Ford GT Le Mans - white/blue, racing number 10 with spoked wire wheels; (3) Ferrari 2L5 - red, racing number 152 with driver 
figure - Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good card picture boxes.  (3) 

 £40 - £60 

167. Solido unboxed group (1) Aston Martin DB5 Vantage - champagne gold with red interior and spoked wire wheels; (2) 
Aston Martin DB4 - gunmetal grey with red interior, racing number 12 and spun hubs; (3) Aston Martin DB5 Vantage - blue, 
white interior and spoked wire wheels, also with Corgi Model Club Leaflet - generally Excellent could improve with detailed 
cleaning unboxed.  (3) 

 £40 - £60 

168. Solido group to include (1) Peugeot 403 Cabriolet - pale yellow, red interior with driver figure; (2) Mercedes 190SL 
Cabriolet - metallic red, spun hubs and driver figure; (3) Jaguar 3.442cm Le Mans - orange red racing number 7; (4) unboxed 
Alfa Romeo Giulietta Spider - dark red, light grey interior, spun hubs and female driver figure - Good to Excellent in Fair boxes.  
(4) 

 £40 - £60 

169. Solido mixed group to include 181 Alpine Rallye 1600 - metallic blue racing number 18 in window box, 152 Ferrari 330 
P3 - red, racing number 21 in card picture box, Ford Mk.IV - dark blue, red interior, Alfa Romeo Giulia TZ - red, white body 
stripe racing number 82 plus a Mebetoys Rally Car - Fair to Good Plus in Fair boxes where applicable.  (5) 

 £40 - £60 

170. Solido 660 AMAR Circus Set comprising Flatbed Lorry with 2 x cages, publicity service vehicle, animals and 
accessories to make circus tent - contents generally Excellent to Near Mint - one model has some discolour and light marks in a 
generally Good window box with polystyrene tray. 

 £50 - £70 
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171. Quiralu (France) a boxed group (1) Isetta Velam - white, grey roof, spun hubs with white tyres; (2) similar but darker 
grey roof; (3) Messerschmitt Auto Scooter type KR200 - pale blue, grey blue wheelarches and with driver figure - Good to Good 
Plus in generally Good picture card boxes.  (3) 

 £50 - £70 

The Hertfordshire Collection 

172. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK1 1933 Pierce Silver Arrow - pale metallic blue, grey interior and chrome trim, 
(2) BRK1X similar but blue, Brooklin Collectors Club 1992 Special Edition one of only 300 issued - Near Mint to Mint in Good 
boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

173. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK2A 1948 Tucker Torpedo - metallic gold, brown interior and chrome trim, (2) 
BRK2X similar but metallic green - Tucker Automobile Club of America Convention 1992, one of only 750 - Near Mint to Mint in 
Good boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

174. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale group (1) BRK2X 1948 Tucker Torpedo - Limited Edition Movie Souvenir - metallic blue 
with grey interior and chrome trim (includes information letter by John A Hall), (2) similar but metallic silver, (3) BRK2X s imilar 
but metallic red with beige interior - Near Mint to Mint in Good boxes. (3) 

 £60 - £80 

175. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK4 1937 Chevrolet Coupe - dark green, brown interior and chrome trim - early 
model, (2) BRK4X similar but red - early limited edition, one of 150 - "James Leake 15th Auction 1987" - Near Mint to Mint in 
Good boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

176. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair of Limited Edition models (1) BRK4X 1937 Chevrolet Coupe - light cream with red 
interior and chrome trim - First membership model of Brooklin Collectors Club 1989 Limited Edit ion, one of 275, (2) BRK4X 
1937 Chevrolet Police Car - San Francisco Bay Brooklin Club Anniversary Special 1991, one of 300 - Near Mint to Mint in Good 
to Good Plus boxes. (2) 

 £60 - £80 

177. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK6 1932 Packard Light 8 Coupe - dark green, black chassis, cream interior, 
chrome trim, (2) BRK6A similar but Convertible Coupe (top up) - cream body on dark brown chassis with tan hood - Near Mint 
to Mint in Good boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

178. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK7 1934 Chrysler Airflow 4-door Sedan - blue, black roof panel, grey interior 
and chrome trim, (2) BRK7X Chrysler Airflow Fire Department Car - S.F.B.B.C 1992, one of 300 - Near Mint to Mint in Good 
boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

179. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK8 1940 Chrysler Newport Le Baron - yellow with dark brown interior and 
chrome trim (windscreens not fitted in bag), (2) BRK8A similar but Indianapolis Car - white with red interior - Near Mint to Mint in 
Good to Good Plus boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 
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180. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale group (1) BRK9 1940 Ford Sedan Delivery - black, "Ford" advertising logos, (2) BRK9X 
similar but red, "Weeties" - Model Cars of the World Australia Limited Edition model, (3) BRK9 similar but green "Huggett 
Electrical Ltd" Special Christmas Edition 1990 - Near Mint to Mint in generally Good boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £70 

181. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK10 1949 Buick Roadmaster Sedan - maroon with similar interior and chrome 
trim, (2) BRK10X similar but grey metallic, cream interior - Miniature Cars USA - Near Mint to Mint in Good boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

182. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale BRK10X 1949 Buick Roadmaster Convertible - pale cream, red interior, brown folded 
hood, chrome trim - 1997 Club Special "The Rain Man" complete with Oman figures "Tom Cruise" and "Dustin Hoffman" limited 
edition of 250 - generally Mint in Excellent box with certificate. 

 £100 - £120 

183. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale group (1) BRK11 1956 Lincoln Continental Mk.II Coupe - light cream, brown/cream 
interior and chrome trim, (2) BRK11A similar but metallic blue with light cream interior, (3) BRK11B similar but dark green with 
green/cream interior - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus boxes. (3) 

 £60 - £80 

184. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK12 1931 Hudson Greater 8 Murray body - orange on cream interior with 
black seat and spoked wire wheels, (2) BRK14 1940 Cadillac V16 Convertible Coupe - pale metallic bronze with dark cream 
hood and cream interior - Near Mint to Mint in generally Good boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

185. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK13 1956 Ford Thunderbird Hardtop - red with off white interior and chrome 
trim, (2) BRK13A 1957 Ford Thunderbird Convertible - pale green with two-tone green interior and chrome trim - Near Mint to 
Mint in Good to Good Plus boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

186. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK13X 1956 Ford Thunderbird - blue with white interior and chrome 
trim - C.T.C.I Convention Williamsburg 1990, one of 500, (2) BRK13X similar but off white, black interior - Miniature Cars 
USA - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

187. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK15 1949 Mercury 2-door Coupe - metallic green with cream interior and 
chrome trim, (2) BRK15X similar but black, "James Dean" - Brooklin Club Deutschland 1993, one of only 200 - Near Mint to 
Mint in Good boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

188. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK15X 1949 Monarch Coupe - metallic maroon with grey interior and chrome 
trim, C.T.C.S 1990, (2) BRK15X similar but metallic blue with red interior - Miniature Cars USA (small tear to end of box) - Near 
Mint to Mint in Fair to Good boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

189. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) 15a 1950 Mercury Convertible - red body, grey interior, black folded hood and 
chrome trim, (2) BRK15X similar but yellow, red interior and black folded hood - Indianapolis Pace Car - Near Mint to Mint in 
Good to Good Plus boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 
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190. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale group (1) BRK16 1935 Dodge Van - maroon/black, "Dr Pepper", (2) BRK16 similar but 
black "Sears", (3) BRK16X similar but San Francisco Bay Brooklin Club Anniversary Special 1989 - white on blue chassis with 
black roof panels - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Good boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

191. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale group (1) BRK16 1936 Dodge Van - grey on red chassis with black roof panels, 
"Burma-Shave", (2) BRK16A similar but "City Ice" - two-tone blue, (3) BRK16X San Francisco Earthquake Relief 1989 - white 
on blue chassis - San Francisco Bay Brooklin Club - limited edition one of only 200 - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Good boxes. 
(3) 

 £50 - £60 

192. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale group (1) BRK16X 1935 Dodge Pick-up - C.T.C.S 1986 - yellow body, blue chassis with 
tyre load and chrome trim, (2) BRK16X 1935 Dodge Pick-up "Ronald McDonald's Charities", R.M.C.C - Miami Valley 
Chapter - white on red chassis with "Coca Cola" barrel load, one of 750, (3) BRK16X 1935 Dodge Pick-up - W.M.T.C 
1990 - maroon, black chassis with large key load, limited edition model - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £70 

193. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK17 1952 Studebaker Champion Starlight Coupe - pale grey with red interior 
and chrome trim, (2) BRK17 similar but black with grey interior - Near Mint to Mint in Good boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

194. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale BRK17A 1952 Studebaker Commander Convertible - brown with two-tone brown/cream 
interior and chrome trim, (2) BRK17X similar but Indianapolis Pace Car - blue, dark red interior and white folded hood, limited 
edition model - Near Mint to Mint in Good boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

195. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK18 1941 Packard Clipper - two-tone dark blue/silver with brown interior and 
chrome trim, (2) BRK18A similar but dark red body, beige interior - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

196. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK18X 1941 Packard Clipper Fire Chief - red, "N.W.F.D" - P.C.T.S 1991 Limited 
Edition model, (2) BRK18X similar but Taxi - yellow - Sharrock Models - one of 500 - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Good boxes. 
(2) 

 £50 - £70 

197. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale BRK18X 1941 Packard Staff Car - military green, beige interior and US Army 
decals - Maidenhead Static Model Club 20 Year Anniversary Convention 1969-1989 - Mint in a Fair box (tape repair at one 
end). 

 £40 - £50 

198. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK19 1955 Chrysler C300 Hardtop Coupe - red, dark cream interior, spoked 
wheels and chrome trim, (2) BRK19X similar but Brooklin Collectors Club 2nd Membership model - white with red interior - Near 
Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

199. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK19X 1955 Chrysler C300 - black body, dark cream interior and spoked 
wheels with chrome trim - Miniature Cars USA, (2) BRK19X similar but Police Pursuit Car - dark blue with white doors and pale 
blue interior - SFBBC 1994, one of 300 - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus boxes. (2) 

 £60 - £80 
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200. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale group (1) BRK20 1953 Buick Skylark Convertible - pale metallic green-silver, beige 
interior, cream hood and spoked wheels with chrome trim, (2) BRK20A similar but metallic red body with cream interior, (3) 
BRK20X similar but gold body, red interior and hood, gold spoked wheels and trim - Collectors Gazette 100th issue 
model - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £70 

201. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale group (1) BRK21 1963 Chevrolet Corvette Stingray Coupe - red, white interior, chrome 
trim and solid wheels, (2) BRK21X similar but blue body and interior -Miniature Cars USA, (3) BRK21 similar but white body 
with red interior - Near Mint to Mint in Good boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £70 

202. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK21A 1964 Chevrolet Corvette Convertible - metallic gold body, red interior, 
chrome trim and solid wheels, (2) BRK21X 1963 Chevrolet Corvette - yellow, racing number 99, "B.F. Goodrich" Special Limited 
Edition - Near Mint to Mint in Good boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

203. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK22 1958 Edsel Citation 2-door Hardtop - pink, white interior, chrome trim and 
silver/white rear flashes, (2) BRK22A similar but metallic turquoise with red interior - Near Mint to Mint in Good boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

204. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK22X 1958 Edsel Citation - red, white interior, chrome trim and white/silver 
rear flashes - Brooklin Collector Club 3rd Membership model, one of 500, (2) BRK22 similar but pink body, cream interior - Near 
Mint to Mint in Fair to Good boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

205. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale boxed pair (1) BRK23 1956 Ford Fairlane 2-door Victoria - sea green, white interior and 
roof, chrome trim with orange numberplates, (2) BRK23 similar but with yellow numberplates - Near Mint to Mint in Good boxes. 
(2) 

 £40 - £60 

206. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK24 1968 Shelby Mustang GT 500 - metallic blue, black interior, alloy wheels 
and chrome trim, (2) BRK24A 1968 Ford Mustang Fastback - red with black interior and solid wheels - Near Mint to Mint in 
Good to Good Plus boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

207. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale BRK24AX 1968 Ford Mustang Steve McQueen "Bullitt" - dark green with black interior 
and driver figure - B.C.D 1994, one of 250 - Mint in Excellent box. 

 £120 - £140 

208. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK25 1958 Pontiac Bonneville Convertible - black with silver interior and folded 
hood and chrome trim, (2) BRK25A similar but white body, two-tone maroon interior and folded hood with maroon rear flashes 
and silver stars - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

209. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK25X 1958 Pontiac Bonneville - red, pale grey/white interior - Pacific Coast 
Toy Show 1990, one of 500, (2) BRK25X similar but Indianapolis Pace Car Special Edition 1989 - white with red interior - Near 
Mint to Mint in Fair to Good boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 
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210. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale BRK26A 1955 Chevrolet Fire Marshall's Truck "Rock County" - red, beige interior and 
chrome trim, (2) BRK26X 1955 Chevrolet Van - maroon - W.M.T.C 1988 Limited Edition Wessex - Near Mint to Mint in Good to 
Good Plus boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

211. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale a pair (1) BRK26 1955 Chevrolet Nomad - pale blue with white interior and roof and 
chrome trim, (2) BRK26X similar but metallic bronze with white roof - C.T.C.S 1987, one of 375 - Near Mint to Mint in Good 
boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

212. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK27 1967 Cadillac Eldorado Brougham - silver with dark red interior and 
chrome trim, (2) BRK27X similar but black, pale gold interior and gold trim - P.C.T.S 1992 Special Edition, one of 750 - Near 
Mint to Mint in Good boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

213. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK28 1957 Mercury Turnpike Cruiser - metallic bronze with beige interior, 
pearlescent rear flashes and chrome trim, (2) BRK28X 1958 Monarch Turnpike Cruiser - metallic blue, grey interior and chrome 
trim - C.T.C.S 1988, one of 450 - Near Mint to Mint in Good boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

214. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK29 1953 Kaiser Manhattan 4-door Sedan - mid-blue with grey interior and 
chrome trim, (2) BRK29A similar but two-tone metallic lavender blue/grey with chrome trim - Near Mint to Mint in Good boxes. 
(2) 

 £50 - £70 

215. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK29X Kaiser Manhattan Rotterdam Deluxe - Model Cars of Rotterdam, one of 
500 - black, pale blue interior and chrome trim, (2) BRK29X 1953 Kaiser Manhattan Taxi - yellow, black interior and chrome 
trim - Miniature Cars USA - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Good boxes (tape repairs to one). (2) 

 £50 - £70 

216. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale group (1) BRK30 1954 Dodge Royal 500 Convertible - yellow, black interior, black hood 
and chrome trim, (2) BRK30A 1954 Dodge Royal Convertible top down - metallic green with white interior and black folded 
hood, (3) BRK30X similar but Indianapolis Pace Car - off white with cream interior - Excellent Plus to Mint in generally Good 
boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £70 

217. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale BRK30X 1954 Dodge Royal Convertible - Maidenhead Static Model Car Club 1992 
Special Edition, one of only 100 - red, white interior, spoked wheels, chrome trim and with Santa Claus figure and 
gifts - Christmas Special - generally Mint in an Excellent box. 

 £50 - £60 

218. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK31 1953 Pontiac Sedan Delivery Van "Gulf Oil" - orange with blue interior 
and sun visor with chrome trim, (2) BRK31X 1935 Pontiac Van "Huggett Electrical Ltd" - green, black interior and chrome 
trim - Near Mint to Mint in Good boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

219. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK31X 1953 Pontiac Sedan Delivery Van - San Francisco Bay Brooklin Club, 
one of 100 - off white with red interior and chrome trim, (2) BRK31X similar but C.T.C.S 1989, one of 600 - blue, "Trans-Canada 
Airlines" - Near Mint to Mint in Good boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 
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220. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK31X 1953 Pontiac Sedan Delivery Van - W.M.T.C 1989 - maroon, beige 
interior, chrome trim, "Wessex" key logo in gold to van sides, one of only 300, (2) BRK31X 1953 Pontiac Pick -up Wessex Model 
and Toy Collectors 1991 - maroon, beige interior, barrel load and chrome trim - Near Mint to Mint in Good boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

221. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK31B 1953 Pontiac Sedan Delivery "Sunoco" - blue with yellow sun visor and 
chrome trim, (2) BRK31A similar but "Mobil Oil" - white with red sun visor, red interior and chrome trim - Near Mint to Mint in 
Good to Good Plus boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

222. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK31X 1953 Pontiac Sedan Delivery "Modelex 90" - metallic green, beige 
interior and chrome trim, (2) BRK31X 1953 Pontiac Pick-up "Model Garage (Red Roof) Ltd" - yellow, black interior, chrome trim 
(red jib to rear load requires adhesive fix) - Excellent Plus to Mint in Good to Good Plus boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

223. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK32 1953 Studebaker Commander Starliner Coupe - pale blue, beige interior 
and chrome trim, (2) BRK32A 1953 Studebaker two-tone Starliner - blue with cream roof and interior and chrome trim - Near 
Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

224. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale Studebaker Starliner Police Safety Vehicle Brasilia Press USA - white, brown interior, 
chrome trim and sirens, "Indiana State Police" logos to doors - generally Mint in a Good box. 

 £40 - £50 

225. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale group (1) BRK33 1938 Phantom Corsair Coupe - black, red interior and chrome trim, (2) 
BRK33X similar but sales brochure model Mini-Grid Canada - light khaki, (3) BRK33X 1938 Phantom Corsair "Modelex 
91" - metallic green - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus boxes. (3) 

 £60 - £80 

226. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale (1) BRK34 1952 Nash Ambassador - maroon, cream interior, spoked wheels and chrome 
trim, (2) BRK34A similar but two-tone Le Mans Coupe - yellow with white roof - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus boxes. 
(2) 

 £40 - £60 

227. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK35 1957 Ford Fairlane Skyliner - cream with black interior and chrome trim, 
(2) BRK35A similar but top down version - black with dark cream/black interior - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus boxes. 
(2) 

 £40 - £60 

228. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale BRK35X 1957 Ford Fairlane Skyliner C.T.C.S 1991 - metallic green with gold flash, off 
white interior and chrome trim, limited edition model by Mini Grid Scale Models - Mint in an Excellent box. 

 £40 - £50 

229. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale BRK35X 1957 Ford Skyliner "Historic Route 66" 1993 - pale yellow with black interior and 
chrome trim - David Angel Limited Edition model - Mint in an Excellent box. 

 £50 - £60 
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230. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK36 1952 Hudson Hornet Convertible - green with lighter green interior, tan 
folded hood and chrome trim, (2) BRK37 1960 Ford Sunliner - pale metallic purple with maroon hood and seats and chrome 
trim - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

231. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK38 1939 Graham Combination Coupe - silver-grey with white interior and 
chrome trim, (2) BRK38 similar but brown with dark cream interior - Near Mint to Mint in Good boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

232. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK39 1953 Oldsmobile Fiesta - two-tone white/pale blue with pale blue interior, 
cream folded hood and chrome trim, (2) BRK39X similar but top up version - white/red with red interior and cream hood - Near 
Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus boxes. (2) 

 £60 - £80 

233. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK39X 1953 Oldsmobile Fiesta "Modelex" - two-tone metallic green/pale mint 
green with dark cream interior and folded hood, chrome trim and with female figure, (2) BRK40 1948 Cadillac Dynamic 
Fastback Coupe - dark blue with red interior and chrome trim - Near Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

234. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK41 1959 Chrysler 300E Convertible - metallic gold, cream interior and folded 
hood with chrome trim, (2) BRK41X similar but top up - black, dark blue/black interior, cream hood and chrome trim - Near Mint 
to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

235. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK41X 1959 Chrysler 300E Convertible "Modelex 93" - metallic green with 
cream interior and black folded hood, (2) BRK42X 1952 Ford F1 Panel Delivery Van "Modelex 92" - metallic green - Near Mint 
to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

236. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK42 1952 Ford F1 Ambulance "Jasper County" - cream with gold trim, (2) 
BRK42X similar but "San Francisco General Hospital" - San Francisco Bay Brooklin Club 1993 5th Anniversary model, one of 
only 300 - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

237. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK42X 1952 Ford F1 Panel Delivery Van "Michelin" - yellow with chrome trim 
and white "Michelin Man" figure to roof, (2) BRK42X similar but W.M.T.C 1992, one of 250 - maroon, "Wessex Small 
Talk" - Near Mint to Mint in Good boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

238. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK42X 1952 Ford F1 Panel Delivery Van "Canada Dry" - green with chrome 
trim, C.T.C.S 1992, one of 500, (2) BRK42X similar but "Alka Seltzer" - pale blue - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. 
(2) 

 £50 - £70 

239. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK43 1948 Packard Station Sedan - cream with brown interior, woodwork door 
panels and chrome trim, (2) BRK43X similar but Brooklin Collectors Club 5th Membership model - dark metallic green - Near 
Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 
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240. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale boxed pair (1) BRK43A 1948 Packard Station Sedan and roof rack - pale metallic green, 
brown interior, woodwork door panels and chrome trim (roof rack in bag in box), (2) BRK44 1961 Chevrolet Impala Sports 
Coupe - red, red/white interior, cream body flashes and chrome trim - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

241. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK45 1948 Buick Roadmaster Convertible - metallic blue, dark blue seats, white 
folded hood, chrome trim, (2) BRK45DS 1948 Buick Roadmaster European Limited Edition Special - red with cream seats and 
folded hood - Mint in Good to Good Plus boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

242. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK45A 1948 Buick Roadmaster - cream with brown seats and folded hood and 
chrome trim, (2) BRK45X similar but Convertible "Barbara Ann Scott" - C.T.C.S 1993 - blue, red seats and black folded hood 
(with figure) - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

243. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale BRK46 1959 Chevrolet El Camino Pick-up Truck - yellow with black interior and chrome 
trim - WMTC 1995 on sun visor - Mint in Good Plus box. 

 £50 - £60 

244. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK46X 1959 Chevrolet El Camino Pick-up - W.M.T.C 1993 - metallic charcoal, 
red interior, black rear cover, cream side flashes and chrome trim, (2) BRK46X similar but "Modelex 94" - metallic green with 
dark cream interior, white body flashes and chrome trim, one of 600 - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

245. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale BRK46X 1959 Chevrolet El Camino UN Emergency "Stop Racism Charity" - white with 
black "UN" logos, gunmetal details to rear body, limited edition one of 500 - generally Mint in a Good Plus box. 

 £60 - £80 

246. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale BRK48 1958 Chevrolet Impala - blue with blue/cream interior, chrome trim - Mint in Good 
Plus box. 

 £40 - £50 

247. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK47 1965 Ford Thunderbird Convertible - red with red/black interior, spoked 
wheels and chrome trim, (2) BRK49 1954 Hudson Italia Coupe - metallic silver with pale blue/dark blue interior, spoked wheels 
and chrome trim - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

248. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK50 1948 Chevrolet Fleetline Aero Sedan - dark green, dark cream interior, 
woodwork panelling and chrome trim, (2) BRK50A 1948 Chevrolet Police Car "California Highway Patrol" - black with white door 
panels, red roof light and chrome trim - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

249. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK51 1951 Ford Victoria - two-tone green with green interior and chrome trim, 
(2) BRK51X similar but "Modelex 1995" - pale green, cream interior and metallic green roof, one of 500 - Near Mint to Mint in 
Good to Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 
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250. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK51A 1951 Ford Fordor Sedan "Diamond" Taxi Cab - C.T.C.S 
1996 - black/orange with chrome trim, (2) BRK52 1941 Hupp Skylark Hupmobile Model 115R Skylark Custom - dark red with 
cream interior and chrome trim - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

251. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK53 1955 Chevrolet Cameo - off white, red interior and chrome trim, (2) 
BRK53X similar but "Hudsons Bay Co 1670-1995" - green, pale green door panels, cream canopy and chrome trim - C.T.C.S 
1995, one of 325 - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

252. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale BRK53X 1955 Chevrolet Cameo "Michelin" Recovery Truck - yellow with blue interior, 
yellow jib and "Michelin Man" figure (both in bags) - generally Mint in an Excellent box. 

 £50 - £60 

253. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale BRK53X 1955 Chevrolet Cameo "Franciscan Restaurant" - S.F.B.B.C 1996, one of only 
200 - green with silver refrigerated back and chrome trim - generally Mint in a Good box. 

 £50 - £60 

254. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK53 1955 Chevrolet Cameo "Blue Grass Farms Kentucky" - dark green, silver 
interior with cream bale load and chrome trim, (2) BRK62 1955 Horse Trailer "Shelbyville Kentucky" - similar colour scheme part 
of a 2-model set - Near Mint to Mint in generally Good boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

255. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale BRK54 1955 Streamlined American Caravan - silver, whitewall tyres and chrome 
trim - generally Mint in a Good box. 

 £30 - £40 

256. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK55 1951 Packard Mayfair - cream with green interior and roof and chrome 
trim (accessories in bag in box), (2) BRK55A similar but maroon including interior, cream roof and chrome trim - Near Mint to 
Mint in Good to Good Plus boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

257. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK56 1965 Ford Mustang Convertible - pale yellow with black interior, cast 
wheels and chrome trim, (2) BRK56X 1964 Half Ford Mustang "Indianapolis Pace Car" - white with blue body stripe, folded 
hood - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

258. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK58 1963 Half Ford Falcon Sprint - metallic green, dark green interior and 
chrome trim, (2) BRK59 1957 Rambler Rebel - metallic silver with gold body stripe, black interior and chrome trim - Near Mint to 
Mint in generally Good boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

259. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale BRK61X 1960 Chevrolet Impala - rose metallic, off white folded hood and chrome trim 
(wing mirror loose in bag) otherwise Near Mint - limited edition model one of 200 in an Excellent box. 

 £40 - £50 

260. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK60 1963 Oldsmobile Starfire - metallic dark red, dark red interior, silver body 
stripe and chrome trim, (2) BRK64 1959 Ford Thunderbird Hardtop Coupe - powder blue, two-tone blue interior, chrome trim 
(mirror in bag in box) - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 
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261. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK63 1956 Plymouth Fury - light cream with gold body stripe, similar interior, 
gold/chrome trim, (2) BRK66 1956 Packard Patrician 4-door Sedan - dark metallic blue, dark red interior and chrome trim 
(additional parts in bag in box) - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

262. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK67 1961 Imperial Southampton Customs Coupe - metallic green, white 
interior and chrome trim, (2) BRKX2 1948 Lincoln Continental by Raymond Loewy - dark green with beige interior and chrome 
trim - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.  (2) 

 £50 - £70 

263. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale pair (1) BRK68 1954 Chevrolet Bel Air - orange, cream hood and chrome trim, (2) BRK68 
similar but "Modelex 97" - pale green body with metallic dark green roof and body stripe, cream interior and chrome trim (extra 
parts in bag in box) - Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent boxes.  (2) 

 £50 - £70 

264. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale BRK XX 1935 San Francisco Cable Service Trailer S.F.B.B.C. 1995 Club Special Set one 
of only 300 - 2-part set comprising Dodge Pick-up and Trailer - dark red/pale brown with tan canopy and roof panel - Mint in 
Near Mint boxes with outer card sleeve. 

 £60 - £80 

265. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale BRK36X 1952 Hudson Hornet Hollywood Coupe B.C.C. 1995 one of 350 "7th 
Anniversary Club Model 1995" - metallic brown gold with beige interior and chrome trim - Mint in Near Mint lift off lid box. 

 £40 - £50 

266. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale BRK53X 1956 Chevrolet Cameo Pick-up W.M.T.C 1995 Limited Edition "Wessex Model 
& Toy Collectors" - dark red with cream interior and rear canopy, white body stripe and chrome trim - generally Near Mint in a 
Near Mint lift of lid box. 

 £40 - £50 

267. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale BRK56X 1965 Ford Mustang Convertible W.M.T.C 1997 "Wessex Model & Toy 
Collectors" - black with red interior, white folded hood and chrome trim - Near Mint in a Near Mint lift off lid box. 

 £40 - £50 

268. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale Brooklin Collectors Club 1996 "8th Anniversary Year Model" - 1958 Pontiac Bonneville 
Sport Coupe hard top - pale pink body with silver grey roof and side flashes and chrome trim, limited edition 1 of 350 - generally 
Mint in a Near Mint lift off lid box. 

 £40 - £50 

269. Brooklin Models "Merley House Model Museum" 2nd Edition Brooklin Collectors Guide 1990 2-model set comprising 
BRK6A 1932 Packard Light 8 and BRK12 1931 Hudson Greater 8 limited edition set 1 of 500 - generally Mint in a Good lift off 
lid box (split on one corner). 

 £40 - £50 

270. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale "The Brooklin Thunderbirds" 1992 C.T.C.I National Convention Tolsa Oklahoma June 
29th - July 4th 2 model set comprising BRK13X 1955 Thunderbird - Raven black and BRK13 1956 Thunderbird in Goldenglow 
yellow - generally Mint in a Excellent lift off lid box. 

 £40 - £50 
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271. Brooklin Models "40 Years of Thunder" 1994 C.T.C.I International Convention Dearborn Michigan "Where the Flight 
Began" July 25th - July 30th 3-model set comprising BRK13A 1957 Thunderbird finished in Azure blue, BRK13V similar in 
Sunset coral and BRK13X similar in Thunderbird blue - generally Mint in an Excellent Plus lift off lid box. 

 £50 - £70 

272. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale "Royal Canadian Mounted Police" C.T.C.S 1994 2-model set comprising 1952 Ford F1 
Panel Van and Horse Trailer both in blue "RCMP Musical Ride" limited to 500 - generally Mint in Excellent Plus lift off lid box. 

 £50 - £70 

273. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale 1994 Members Gift Set - The Brooklin Collectors Club "6th Anniversary Year 
Model" - 2-model set comprising 1955 Chevrolet Nomad and 1954 Airstream Wanderer Caravan limited edition set one of 
350 - generally Mint in an Excellent Plus lift off lid box. 

 £50 - £70 

274. Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale BRK13X 1956 "Marilyn Monroe" Thunderbird Set 1993 comprising 2 x models one 
finished in pink the other in black and Marilyn Monroe figure - German Brooklin Club - generally Mint in an Excellent lift off lid 
box. 

 £70 - £90 

275. Durham Classics 1/43rd scale pair (1) 34 Chrysler Airflow Coupe - metallic silver with chrome trim "Canadian 
Automotive Museum 100 Years", (2) similar but pale metallic gold "Airflow Club of America 30th Anniversary" - generally Mint in 
Excellent Plus boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

276. Durham Classics 1/43rd scale pair (1) 54 Ford Courier Sedan Delivery "Prairie Airways" - pale blue with brown interior 
and chrome trim (wrong stamp to end of box), (2) 39 Ford Panel Delivery Van "Chicago Sun-Times" - red with advertising board 
and chrome trim - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

277. Durham Classics 1/43rd scale pair (1) 53 Ford F-100 half-ton Pick-up Truck "Bickells Farms" - pale blue with pumpkin 
load and chrome trim, (2) similar model but "Midas" - black with yellow logos and hubs and steel roll load - Near Mint to Mint in 
Good to Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

278. Durham Classics 1/43rd scale pair (1) 54 Ford "Toronto Transportation Commission" - yellow with dark red interior and 
chrome trim, (2) DC-16C 1953 Chevy Pick-up "Shell Oil" - yellow with multi-coloured industrial load and chrome trim, one of 
only 300 issued - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Excellent Plus boxes. (2) 

 £60 - £80 

279. Durham Classics 1/43rd scale pair (1) 36 Lincoln Zephyr top down - red with pale grey interior and dark grey folded 
hood, (2) 1941 Chevy Utility - metallic green, tan interior, open rear load with paint tins and pallet motif to sides - Near Mint to 
Mint in Excellent to Excellent Plus boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

280. Durham Classics 1/43rd scale pair (1) 41 Chevy Panel Van "Ride on a C.C.M" - cream with brown wheelarches and 
chrome trim - 93 TTS Show, one of only 300, (2) similar model but "Bally's Las Vegas" - black with metallic silver 
wheelarches - K & R Toy, Doll and Collectable Show, one of 300 - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Excellent Plus boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 
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281. Durham Classics 1/43rd scale 41 Chevy Panel Van "The Modesto Bee" - two-tone red cream with chrome 
trim - "Scoopy's" 50th Birthday, one of 250 - Mint in Good Plus box. 

 £40 - £50 

282. Durham Classics 1/43rd scale pair (1) 41 Chevrolet Deluxe Coupe "Michigan State Police" - black with gold body 
stripes and chrome trim, (2) 39 Ford Panel Delivery Van "Toronto City Police" - Paddywagen - Toronto International Toy 
Collectors Show 1993, limited edition No.310 of 350 - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Excellent Plus boxes. (2) 

 £60 - £80 

283. Durham Classics 1/43rd scale DC-23 1939 Ford Railbus "Union Pacific" - yellow with brown interior and chrome trim, 
fitted with rail conversion wheels, one of only 250 (additional accessories in box) - generally Mint in Excellent box. 

 £40 - £50 

284. Durham Classics 1/43rd scale DC-17A 41 Chevy Tour Bus "Maestro on Tour" - two-tone blue, musical instrument roof 
luggage - "Acker Bilk" complete with figure in box, one of only 250 issued - Mint in Excellent box. 

 £40 - £50 

285. Durham Classics 1/43rd scale 41 Chevy Panel Tour Bus "Niagara Tours" - two-tone green with roof luggage and 
sightseeing advertising board - generally Mint in an Excellent box. 

 £40 - £50 

286. Durham Classics 1/43rd scale DC-2J 1953 Ford Pick-up Truck "50th Anniversary Wurlitzer" - very dark metallic red, 
grey interior, jukebox load and gold trim, one of only 250 issued - generally Mint in an Excellent Plus box. 

 £50 - £70 

287. Durham Classics 1/43rd scale 53 Ford Pick-up Truck "Wurlitzer Music" - red with grey interior, jukebox load and 
chrome trim - generally Mint in an Excellent Plus box. 

 £50 - £60 

288. Durham Classics 1/43rd scale 1939 Ford Railbus "Great Northern Belton" - red/black with chrome and gold trim and 
railway adapted wheels, limited edition No.89 of only 250 (additional accessories in box) - generally Mint in Excellent box. 

 £50 - £70 

289. R & J Miniatures 1/43rd scale handbuilt white metal model RJM001F 1949 Pontiac Pick -up Truck "Star Construction 
Co" - black, gold sun visor, stone load and chrome trim (additional tools and accessories in bag in box) - generally Near Mint in 
an Excellent box. 

 £50 - £60 

290. DGM (Spot-On) Morris Minor 1000 Tourer - Damask red similar interior, black hood, chrome wheels and trim - Near 
Mint in plain white card box. 

 £20 - £30 

291. Corgi boxed pair (1) 158 Lotus Climax F1 - orange/white, racing number 8 with cast hubs, (2) 159 Cooper Maserati 
F1 - yellow/white, racing number 3 and cast hubs - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent Plus to Near Mint blue and yellow window 
boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 
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292. Corgi a mixed group to include D16/1 Rallying with Ford 3-model set, D36/1 similar but Ford Zephyr Racing, 2 x 30th 
Anniversary Minis in blue window boxes, 2 x other Corgi Minis and 6 x Corgi 50's Classics including 810 1957 Ford Thunderbird  
and 805 1956 Mercedes 300 SC - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent Plus packaging. (12) 

 £40 - £50 

293. Corgi a boxed group to include D47/1 "The Bash Street Kids", D94/1 Whitbread 2-model set, D46/1 British Railways 
Transport of the 50's and 60's, D35/1 50th Anniversary Battle of Britain, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent 
packaging. (11) 

 £30 - £50 

294. Corgi a group of models in grey window boxes to include harder to find D953/18 Bedford O Series Pantechnicon 
"Charlie Cairoli Blackpool Tower Circus", 923 1929 Thornycroft Field Ambulance - military green, 957 Royal Mail Morris Minor 
Van 1959, plus others - Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Excellent packaging. (17) 

 £30 - £50 

295. Corgi a large boxed group to include Classic Cars Collector Series - Jaguar Mk.II - Ford Popular - Lotus 
Cortina - Jaguar Mk.II Police, plus a large group of Corgi Classic models including D708 Ford Cortina Saloon Police Car - white, 
D983 Morris J Van "Walls Ice Cream", plus many others - Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Excellent packaging. (24) 

 £50 - £70 

296. Matchbox a mixed group to include G-5 Famous Cars of Yesteryear 4-model set (without shrink wrap), Models of 
Yesteryear Y1 1911 Ford Model T Car - red, smooth black roof, black seats, single brake lever, Y4 1909 Opel Coupe - maroon 
seats (missing hood), various loose Models of Yesteryear, a Matchbox Originals 40th Anniversary 5-model set, MB60 Matchbox 
Superfast Ford Transit Van - Great Ormond Street, 2 x MB38 Superfast Vans, unboxed Super Kings Peterbilt Wreck Truck, plus 
others - Fair to Mint in Good packaging where applicable. (24) 

 £30 - £50 

297. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group of model Cars to include 21 models in straw window boxes including Y8 
1945 MG TC - red with black seats and tan hood, Y18 1937 Cord 812 - red with off white hood and seats, similar but in plum 
red body, plus others and 17 models in earlier woodgrain style boxes including Y1 1936 Jaguar SS100 - white/cream with large 
sidelights, Y10 1906 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost - purple/white with black seats and chrome 12-spoke wheels, Y16 1928 
Mercedes SS Coupe - metallic green with black plastics and cast exhaust, plus others - generally Near Mint to Mint in Fair to 
Excellent packaging. (38) 

 £50 - £70 

298. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group of models in straw window boxes to include 2 x Y12 1912 Ford Model T 
Van "Coca Cola", Y3 1912 Ford Model T Tanker - Zerolene, similar but Express Dairy, Y29 Walker Electric Van - Harrods 
Special Bread Delivery, a few model Cars including Y7 1912 Rolls Royce in yellow with black roof, Y8 1945 MG TC - blue with 
tan seat and hood, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (48) 

 £50 - £70 

299. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of Code 3 promotional models including Y12 Ford Model T Van - Wilkinson 
Sword, similar but Millers of Poole, 2 x Police vehicles including Y13 Crossley - City of London Police, Y5 Talbot Van - Golden 
Shred Marmalade, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (10) 

 £40 - £60 

300. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a small group of Promotional Code 3 models to include Y12 Ford Model T 
Van - Joblin, Y13 1918 Crossley - Worthingtons, Y18 Atkinson Steam Wagon - McMullen Brewery, Y22 Ford A Van - Sloppy 
Joes and Y27 Foden Steam Lorry - Beach's Golden Gallopers - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent boxes. (5) 

 £50 - £70 
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301. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group of models in maroon window boxes to include Y27 Foden Steam 
Lorry - Pickfords type A body casting, Y3 Ford Model T Tanker - Red Crown Gasoline - 1978 baseplate, Y22 Ford Model A 
Van - Walters Palm Toffee - emerald green logo, plus a number of Cars including Y16 1960 Ferrari Dino 246/V12, Y8 1945 MG 
TC - cream with rusty brown hood, plus many others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (45) 

 £50 - £70 

302. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a boxed group of Commercial vehicles in maroon window boxes to include Y12 1937 
GMC Van - Baxters, Y27 Foden Steam Lorry - Guinness, Y3 1912 Ford Model T Tanker - yellow - Shell, Y8 1917 Yorkshire 
Steam Wagon - Johnny Walker Whisky, limited edition 3-model gift set plus many others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near 
Mint boxes. (50) 

 £50 - £70 

303. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of late issue models in plastic window boxes to include Y37 1929 Garrett 
Steam Wagon - Chubbs, Y27 1922 Foden Steam Wagon - Joseph Rank, Y32 1917 Yorkshire Steam Wagon - Samuel Smith, a 
number of Cars including Y11 Bugatti Type 35 - French racing blue, Y2 1930 4.5 litre Super Charged Bentley - dark blue plus 
others - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes. (21) 

 £30 - £50 

304. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of Special Edition models to include YS16 1929 Scammell Truck and Trailer 
with GER Class Locomotive, YS38 1920 Rolls Royce Armoured Car, YS9 1936 Leyland Cub Fire Engine FK7, Y29 1849 
Aveling Porter Steam Roller plus others, all with protective outer card sleeves and a YY60 Connoisseurs Limited Edition Gift 
Set containing 6 models in wooden presentation box with inner packing, certificate, plastic cover and key (no outer transit 
carton) - some light corrosion on unplated parts - common problem - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging 
(apart from one).  (10) 

 £50 - £70 

305. Matchbox The Dinky Collection a group to include DY16 1967 Ford Mustang Fastback - metallic green, DY19 1973 
MGB GT V8 - dark red, 2 x D1 1968 Jaguar E-type Mk.1.5 - green with black hood, DYS10 Mercedes Diesel Omnibus Type 
0-3500 plus others - Excellent Plus to Mint in generally Good to Excellent packaging (one if Fair).  (22) 

 £50 - £60 

306. Solido Age D'or a mixed group to include 4060 Cadillac Fire Brigade Car - red, 4408 Citroen Breakdown Truck, 4411 
Ambulance - white with red cross logos, 4043 Cadillac Police Car, 4514 Chrysler Windsor Taxi - yellow plus others - Excellent 
to Mint in Fair to Good boxes - some models not in correct issue boxes. (34) 

 £40 - £60 

307. Solido Age D'or models to include 71 Rolls Royce - cream/black, 136 Bugatti Royale - black with red seats, 35 
Duesenberg, 88 Bugatti Atalante - blue, 4516 Facel Vega - metallic blue with grey interior plus others - Excellent to Mint in Fair 
to Excellent boxes. (31) 

 £40 - £60 

308. Solido a boxed group of Buses and Coaches to include Renault TN6C - red/white, London Tour Bus - blue, London 
Double Deck Bus - yellow "Stevensons" advertising plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (7) 

 £30 - £50 

309. Brumm (Italy) a boxed group to include R76 Lancia Ferrari D50 - red, racing number 1, R135 Maserati 250F - red, 
racing number 32, R72 Mercedes W196 - silver, racing number 8 plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. 
(12) 

 £50 - £70 
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310. Brumm (Italy) a boxed group to include R117 Porsche 356 Roadster - beige with grey interior, R68 Ferrari 
D246 - black, racing number 66, R63 Fiat Berlina 1100 - Fire Chief Car plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent 
boxes. (12) 

 £50 - £70 

311. Brumm (Italy) a boxed group to include R109 Auto Union Tipo D - silver, racing number 4, R130 Jaguar D-type - white, 
blue body stripes, racing number 9, R41 Bugatti Tipo 59 - blue, racing number 4 plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to 
Excellent boxes. (12) 

 £50 - £70 

312. Brumm (Italy) a boxed group to include R171 Ferrari 312 F1 - red, racing number 9, R60 Lancia Aprilia Berliner - gas 
conversion - blue, R162 Lancia Aurelia B20 1951 - red, racing number 39 plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent 
boxes. (12) 

 £50 - £70 

313. Brumm (Italy) boxed group to include R206 Porsche 356 Coupe - white, racing number 200, R158 Ferrari 330 P3 - red, 
racing number 27, R100 Bentley 4.5 litre - British racing green plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (12) 

 £50 - £70 

314. Brumm (Italy) a boxed group to include R156 Ferrari 250 T.R.S - red, racing number 28, R147 Jaguar D-type - yellow, 
racing number 389, R59 Lancia Aprilia Berliner - dark red - gas conversion plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent 
boxes. (13) 

 £50 - £70 

315. Brumm (Italy) a boxed group to include R121 Porsche 356 Coupe - red with open sun roof, R122 Ferrari 801 - red, 
racing number 10, R111 Maserati Indy - rose pink, racing number 1 plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. 
(13) 

 £50 - £70 

316. Brumm (Italy) a boxed group to include R145 Alfa Romeo 1900 - blue, racing number 256, R154 Jaguar D-type - black, 
racing number 108CSR, R66 Ferrari 815 Sport - red with black seats plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes. 
(13) 

 £50 - £70 

317. Brumm (Italy) a boxed group to include R108 Auto Union Rekordwagen - silver, racing number 4, R73 Blitzen 
Benz - metallic silver/chrome, R159 Bugatti 57S Roadster - maroon with beige seats plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to 
Excellent boxes. (10) 

 £50 - £70 

318. Brumm (Italy) a boxed group to include R141 Alfa Romeo 1938 SC2900B - red, racing number 143, 107 Auto Union 
Rekordwagen - silver, racing number 3, R87 Bugatti 57S Coupe - blue with chrome trim plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to 
Excellent boxes. (10) 

 £50 - £70 

319. Brumm (Italy) a group of special branded models to include S004 Porsche 356 Coupe - light cream with black hood, 
S013 Ferrari 330-P3 - green, racing number 3, S008 Ferrari D246 - yellow, racing number 20 plus others - Near Mint to Mint in 
Good to Excellent boxes. (12) 

 £50 - £70 
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320. Brumm Revival a group to include Cycle Car R4 Darmont 1929 - red with black hood, R1 Morgan 1923 - green, R2 
similar 1923 Morgan - white with black hood plus others, and 3 x Rio Models including 64 1942 Mercedes - Adolf Hitler 
Personal Car - Excellent to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes (one is Fair).  (10) 

 £50 - £70 

321. Small mixed group of models to include Box Model (Italy) 8437 Ferrari 250 LM Monza 66 - white, blue body stripe, 
racing number 22, 8446 Ferrari 250 LM "Kyalami 66" - yellow, racing number 5 plus three others and 3 x Vitesse models 
including BMW 328 Open Cabriolet 1938, 172R Austin Healey 3000 - metallic blue with white roof and similar but white with red 
interior open top - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (8) 

 £40 - £60 

322. A large mixed group of models to include Bburago 1/24th scale 1507 Ferrari Testarossa in red, 1509 Mercedes 
SSK - silver/blue, three others similar, a Polistil Ferrari 312 T2, Polistil Alfa Romeo Alfetta in red, a similar model but wi th black 
chassis and roof up, 2 x Guisval Bugatti and Rolls Royce Phantom VIII, a number of Onyx Racing Cars, some Brumm models 
not in correct issue boxes, 2 x Solido Racing Cars, a few unboxed models including Corgi Mercedes Benz 300 SL in chrome 
with red roof and "Magic Roundabout" - part repainted - Fair to Mint in Fair to Good packaging where applicable. (30) 

 £30 - £50 

323. Mixed quantity of printed Ephemera including "White Metal" magazines - Classics by Brooklin, also The Brooklin 
Collector magazines, a number of manufacturers catalogues including Solido 1987 and 1980, a number of Brumm 
manufacturers catalogues, a number of Corgi catalogues from the late 1980's, a Rio catalogue, also Models of Yesteryear 
Creaks of Camberley The Alternative Collection model list in colour brochure, plus others - Fair to Excellent. (qty) 

 £20 - £30 

The Canadian Collection 

324. Corgi GS5S "British Racing Cars" Gift Set comprising Vanwall - red, silver, flat spun hubs, racing number 25, Lotus 
Mk.11 - mid-blue, red seats with driver figure, flat spun hubs, racing number 7 and BRM - turquoise, racing number 3 and flat 
spun hubs - conditions are generally Excellent Plus to Near Mint, a few tiny chips but overall very clean and bright in hard to 
find later issue polystyrene packaging (Good with age discolouration) in a Fair to Good outer card picture box (complete but 
some fading and stains). 

 £200 - £300 

325. Corgi 277 "The Monkees" Monkeemobile - red, white roof, yellow interior, 4 x figures, chrome trim and cast 
hubs - generally Mint in a Good Plus blue and yellow window box (puncture hole to inner card flap).  

 £100 - £120 

326. Corgi 290 "Kojak" - Buick Police Car - metallic bronze, off white interior, solid hubs - Kojak figure with hat and "Crocker" 
figure in car - generally Mint in a Good Plus striped window box (crease to rear of header card).  

 £100 - £120 

327. Corgi TV & Film related group (1) 267 "Batman" Batmobile (2nd issue) - black body, Whizzwheels, blue tinted windows 
with "Batman and Robin" figures, grey plastic aerial, tow hook - Excellent but with a few small edge chips, (2) 266 "Chitty Chitty 
Bang Bang" with "Caractacus Potts and Truly Scrumptious" figures - generally Good Plus but missing front and rear wings, (3) 
497 "The Man from UNCLE" Gun Firing Thrushbuster - empty card picture box only (outer card box no inner stand) - generally 
Good all flaps in place but with some creasing and edge wear. (3) 

 £60 - £80 
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328. Corgi 268 "Batman" - Batbike - black/red with grey and blue "Batman" figure, missiles attached to sprue - generally 
Mint in a Good Plus orange, yellow and black window box with detachable header card (creased on rear).  

 £60 - £80 

329. Corgi a boxed group to include 1117 Bloodhound Loading Trolley - military green - lift off lid carded picture box with 
inner packing and instruction leaflet, 1139 Corgi Major Chipperfield's Menagerie - Scammell Handyman Mk.3 Tractor Unit and 
Trailer (missing animal cages), 3 x loose Chipperfield's Circus models including 109 WB Land Rover and 2 x  Animal Trailers 
including 2 x polar bears and a 702 High Speed Breakdown Truck - Fair to Near Mint in Fair to Good packaging. (6) 

 £50 - £70 

330. Corgi Aircraft group (1) 1317 Lockheed L-1011 Tri-Star - "Air Canada" - white/red/silver, (2) 1322 Boeing 747 Jumbo 
"CP Air Canada" - brown/orange/silver, (3) 1315 Boeing 747 Jumbo "Air Canada" - white/red/silver, (4) 1324 Lear 
Jet - Singapore (empty box/case only) - Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent packaging. (4) 

 £60 - £80 

331. Corgi unboxed group of Cars to include Triumph TR2 - green, off white seats and flat spun hubs, MG GT - yellow with 
black interior, bonnet and tailgate with spoked white wheels, 219 Plymouth Sports Suburban - cream with brown roof and red 
interior, Rolls Royce Silver Shadow - silver with brown interior, Ford Escort 1.3 GL in metallic blue with black interior, 1/36th 
scale Buick Regal Police Car in metallic blue with off white interior plus others - Fair to Excellent unboxed.  Also with Triang 
Spot-On Rover 3-litre - blue, ivory interior, spun hubs and silver trim with a Poor original box. (12) 

 £40 - £60 

332. Corgi TV & Film related group (1) 00802 "Fawlty Towers" Austin 1300E Estate - red with "Basil Fawlty" figure, (2) 
96682 "Inspector Morse" Jaguar Mk.II from the ITV series - dark red with black roof and cream interior, (3) 92978 James Bond 
007 Ferrari 355 - "GoldenEye", (4) James Bond 007 Citroen 2CV - yellow with red interior "For Your Eyes Only" - Near Mint to 
Mint in Good to Excellent packaging. (4) 

 £50 - £70 

333. Corgi Classics "Chipperfield's Circus" boxed group (1) 97888 Foden Closed Pole Truck with Caravan, (2) 97957 ERF 
8-wheeled Rigid Truck, (3) 97886 Scammell Highwayman with Crane, (4) 97889 AEC Cage Truck and Trailer, (5) Corgi Cameo 
10-model set - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (5) 

 £50 - £70 

334. Corgi Classics a boxed group (1) 15901 Showman's Range Scammell Highwayman Generator and Closed Pole Trailer 
and Dodgem Set "Anderton & Rowlands", (2) similar 16501 Scammell Highwayman Ballast with Closed Pole Trailer and 
Caravan Set "Carters", (3) 27801 Atkinson Open Pole Truck Set "Anderton & Rowlands", (4) 24401 Leyland 8-wheel Rigid 
Truck Set "Corona's Pleasure Fairs Ltd", (5) 97893 J Ayres AEC Mercury Truck and Trailer - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent 
boxes. (5) 

 £50 - £70 

335. Corgi Juniors and others a mixed blister card group to include 62 Volvo P1800 - red with blue interior, 18 
Snowmobile - black/yellow with driver figure, 76 US Military Jeep, 3 x "Coca Cola" Delivery Vans, Matchbox Superfast MB15 
XR-4 Ford - two-tone grey with orange interior, 43 Steam Loco in black and red, Walt Disney "Jiminy Cricket" figure Car plus 
others and 3 x boxed Matchbox Superfast including MB23 Volvo Container Truck with lions - Near Mint to Mint in Good to 
Excellent packaging. (20) 

 £40 - £60 

336. Dinky 2 "Farmyard Animals" figure set - 6 pieces including horses, sheep, pig and cows - generally Excellent to Near 
Mint in a Good Plus green lift off lid box with paper label (some scuffing to base).  

 £70 - £90 
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337. Dinky 1 "Station Staff" figure set to include Porter, Ticket Collector, Guard, Porter with luggage and Engine 
Driver - generally Good (some base chips, one base missing) in a generally Good green lift off lid box (one model unstrung, 
small scuff to inner card). 

 £30 - £40 

338. Dinky trade pack 687 Military Trailer - green including ridged hubs - generally Excellent Plus to Near Mint in a Good 
Plus lift off lid yellow trade box with original dividers. 

 £50 - £70 

339. Dinky Motorcycle group to include empty trade box for 270 "AA" Motorcycle Patrol, one original model - black, yellow, 
tan figure driver, a similar model but military green - Army - Sidecar Mounted Machine Gun, plus two other Motorcycles both 
black one with grey rider figure the other blue - Fair to Excellent in a generally Good box (some crayon marks to one end and 
lid).  (5) 

 £60 - £80 

340. Dinky a mixed group to include 781 "Esso" Petrol Pump Station - dark cream base, red/white pumps and sign in a 
Good original card box, unboxed Dinky Supertoys Lawn Mower, Plough, a "Dunlop" Tyre Rack in green with a selection of black 
and white treaded tyres and 2 x 595 replacement white metal Tractor Drivers - Good to Near Mint. (5) 

 £30 - £40 

341. Dinky Dublo a group to include 067 Austin Taxi - off white/blue with grey plastic wheels with Good original box, 
unboxed Royal Mail Van - red (some fading), 603 Army Personnel - Private (seated) box with two correct figures, empty box for 
150b Royal Armoured Corps Trooper, 9 x loose Military figures, empty plastic garage box for Mini Dinky 10 Ford Corsair and a 
small Meccano box with spare parts enclosed - Fair to Good Plus in generally Good boxes where applicable. (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

342. Dinky 151 Triumph 1800 Saloon - mid-blue body and ridged hubs with silver trim - Excellent Plus, mark to nearside roof 
possibly factory finish otherwise clean bright model in a Good carded picture box (a little creased) with correct colour spot . 

 £50 - £70 

343. Dinky 282 Duple Roadmaster Coach - red, silver trim, red ridged hubs with black treaded tyres - Excellent Plus clean 
bright model in a Good carded picture box (some pen marks to one end and small round yellow sticker to other).  

 £50 - £60 

344. Dinky 175 Hillman Minx Saloon - two-tone light tan/green, silver trim, light beige ridged hubs with black treaded 
tyres - some light rubs to roof otherwise Excellent Plus clean bright model in a Good carded picture box (small pen marks to 
both ends). 

 £50 - £70 

345. Dinky 169 Studebaker Golden Hawk - pale green with cream flashes and rear, cream ridged hubs with white treaded 
tyres, silver trim - some light rubs to roof and small dark marks to rear of body - overall Excellent in an Excellent yellow carded 
picture box with correct colour spot. 

 £50 - £70 

346. Dinky 155 Ford Anglia - turquoise body, red interior, silver trim and chrome spun hubs - a couple of small factory finish 
marks otherwise Near Mint in a Good Plus carded picture box (very small pen marks to one end).  

 £60 - £80 
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347. Dinky 182 Porsche 356A - pale cream body, silver trim, chrome spun hubs - tiny pin prick chip above headlight 
otherwise Excellent Plus clean bright example in an Excellent carded picture box.  

 £60 - £80 

348. Dinky 120 Jaguar Type E - red body, cream interior, dark cream folded hood, black detachable hood, silver trim and 
chrome spun hubs - a few pin prick chips to raised cast lines otherwise Excellent Plus clean bright model in a Good Plus carded 
picture box (rub and crease to one edge). 

 £50 - £60 

349. Dinky 189 Triumph Herald - two-tone white/light blue, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded tyres - pin prick 
chips to raised cast lines otherwise Excellent Plus clean bright model in a Good yellow and red carded box (pen mark rub to 
one edge). 

 £60 - £80 

350. Dinky 257 Nash Rambler "Fire Chief" - red body, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded tyres with red roof 
light - some small chips to raised cast edges - Good Plus but still a bright model in a Good carded picture box (pen mark to one 
edge). 

 £40 - £50 

351. Dinky 144 Volkswagen 1500 - cream body, red interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded tyres - with 
green plastic suitcase - tiny chip to offside wheelarch otherwise Near Mint in a Good Plus carded picture box (small pen marks 
to each end). 

 £50 - £70 

352. Dinky 136 Vauxhall Viva - blue body, red interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded tyres - small factory 
error with silver paint offside front wing and tiny chip below windscreen otherwise Near Mint in a Good slightly creased yellow 
and red carded picture box. 

 £60 - £80 

353. Dinky 169 Studebaker Golden Hawk - tan body with red rear and wings, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with white 
treaded tyres - a few small marks to roof otherwise Excellent Plus clean bright model in a Good yellow and red card box (some 
pen marks). 

 £60 - £80 

354. Dinky 178 Plymouth Plaza - two-tone blue, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with white treaded tyres - small mark to boot 
otherwise a stunning clean bright example in a Good yellow and red carded box, small pen mark to one end. 

 £60 - £80 

355. Dinky 144 Volkswagen 1500 Saloon - metallic brown body, red interior, chrome spun hubs with black treaded tyres, 
silver trim, with brown luggage case - a few factory paint flaws - otherwise Excellent Plus in a Good Plus red and yellow carded 
picture box (small pen marks to both ends). 

 £70 - £90 

356. Dinky 197 Morris Mini Traveller - green body with brown rear panels, lemon interior, spun hubs - small chips to roof, 
factory paint flaws - otherwise Excellent in a Good carded picture box, pen marks to 2 edges. 

 £60 - £80 

357. Dinky 197 Morris Mini Traveller - ivory body with tan rear panels, red interior, spun hubs, chip to front of bonnet but 
otherwise Excellent in a Good slightly creased carded picture box, pen mark to one end. 

 £30 - £40 
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358. Dinky 199 Austin Seven Mini Countryman - pale drab blue, brown rear panels, red interior, silver trim, chrome spun 
hubs - Near Mint clean bright example in a Good carded picture box (small pen marks to 2 edges). 

 £60 - £80 

359. Dinky 274 Mini "AA Patrol Service" Van - yellow, blue interior, silver trim, plastic roof sign and rear opening doors - a 
few tiny chips to raised edges - Good Plus still a bright model in a Good red and yellow carded picture box. 

 £40 - £50 

360. Dinky 258 Cadillac "USA Police" Car - black body, cream interior, red roof-light, chrome spun hubs with black treaded 
tyres (missing grey plastic aerial) - a few dull marks otherwise Excellent in a Good carded picture box (pen marks to both ends). 

 £50 - £70 

361. Dinky 258 "Police" Dodge Royal Sedan - black body, white door panels, red roof-light, grey plastic aerial, silver trim, 
chrome spun hubs with black treaded tyres - Excellent Plus clean bright example in a Good carded picture box (pen marks to 
both ends). 

 £50 - £70 

362. Dinky 264 Ford Fairlane "RCMP" Patrol Car - blue body, white door panels, red roof-light, off-white interior with 2 x 
figures, silver trim, spun hubs with black treaded tyres and grey plastic aerial - Excellent Plus clean bright example in a Good 
slightly creased carded picture box. 

 £60 - £80 

363. Dinky empty box group (1) 130 Ford Consul Corsair; (2) 137 Plymouth Fury Convertible - small paper label to one end; 
(3) 169 Studebaker Golden Hawk - 2 rectangular labels to each end of box; (4) 449 Chevrolet El-Camino Pick-up Truck - large 
paper labels to both ends, 2 circular labels to each side - Fair to Good - all are complete.  (4) 

 £40 - £60 

364. French Dinky boxed pair (1) 529 2CV Vespa 400 - blue body, dark grey roof, silver trim and chrome convex hubs (over 
labels to end of boxes); (2) 524 Renault Dauphine - turquoise body, silver trim, chrome ridged hubs (box has some scuffs and 
stains) - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in generally Fair but complete boxes.  (2) 

 £50 - £70 

365. French Dinky 1407 Simca 1100 - silver body, beige interior, concave hubs - Near Mint clean bright example in a Good 
carded picture box. 

 £50 - £70 

366. French Dinky 1416 Renault 6 4-door Car - red with cream interior, concave hubs and silver trim - a few dull marks 
otherwise Near Mint in a Good Plus carded picture box (price label residue to one edge).  

 £50 - £70 

367. Dinky unboxed group (1) 111 Triumph TR2 Sports Car - turquoise, red interior, red ridged hubs, figure driver, racing 
number 25; (2) 164 Vauxhall Cresta - two-tone dark cream/dark red with dark cream ridged hubs and black smooth tyres, silver 
trim; (3) 40g/159 Morris Oxford Saloon - grey brown body with grey ridged hubs, black smooth tyres and silver trim (one tyre 
has flat spot) - Good to Excellent unboxed.  (3) 

 £40 - £60 

368. Dinky unboxed group to include 156 Rover 75 - two-tone cream/blue with cream ridged hubs, another similar but dark 
red including ridged hubs, 172 Studebaker - two-tone green/off-white, 344 Plymouth Estate Car - tan body with brown panels 
plus 3 other racing car record breaking types - Fair to Good unboxed.  (6) 

 £30 - £50 
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369. Dinky unboxed pair (1) 176 Austin A105 Westminster Saloon - light grey body, red body stripes, red ridged hubs with 
black treaded tyres, silver trim; (2) 176 similar but cream body with blue body stripe, silver trim, cream ridged hubs with b lack 
treaded tyres - both generally Excellent a few tiny chips but overall clean and bright unboxed.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

370. Dinky unboxed group (1) 180 Packard Clipper - two-tone beige/cerise (upper body colour has discoloured); (2) 174 
Hudson Hornet - yellow, grey roof and body stripe, grey ridged hubs with white treaded tyres (one has flat spot); (3) 179 
Studebaker President - blue with dark blue rear flashes, cream ridged hubs with white treaded tyres; (4) 175 Hillman 
Minx - two-tone grey/blue with blue ridged hubs and black treaded tyres - Good to Good Plus unboxed.  (4) 

 £40 - £60 

371. Dinky mixed group to include 198 Rolls Royce Phantom V - two-tone grey with red interior and driver figure - with 
carded picture box, 115 Plymouth Fury - white, red interior, grey folded hood, 2 x figures, white plastic aerials and chrome spun 
hubs, 194, 127 Rolls Royce Silver Cloud Mk.III - gold body, orange red interior, matt black baseplate, 196 Holden Special 
Sedan - metallic bronze with cream roof and interior, chrome spun hubs and silver trim and 281 Fiat 2300 Station Wagon 
"Pathe News" - black, red interior, cast hubs with cameraman figure to roof - Good to Excellent - may improve with detail 
cleaning.  (5) 

 £50 - £70 

372. Dinky mixed group (1) 475 1908 Ford Model T - blue body, black chassis, yellow seats and wheels and 2 x figures - in 
original window box; (2) 485 Ford Model T "Merry Christmas" - white, red, yellow with Father Christmas figure (slightly dull may 
benefit from cleaning); (3) 486 Vintage Morris Oxford "Dinky Beats" novelty car - lilac with turquoise wings, includes 4 x Beatle 
type figures - 3 with guitars (not checked for correctness) unboxed - Good Plus to Excellent in Fair to Good boxes.  (3) 

 £50 - £70 

373. Dinky empty box group (1) 952 Vega Major Luxury Coach - end flap type yellow and red picture box; (2) 425 Bedford 
TK Coal Lorry - lift off lid yellow and red picture box; (3) Dinky Super Toys 968 BBC TV Roving Eye vehicle - blue and white 
striped lift off lid box - generally Good.   (3) 

 £50 - £60 

374. Dinky Construction group (1) 562 Muir Hill Dumper Truck - yellow, red/silver wheels, tan driver figure (some chips to 
rear at edge of dump) - incorrect base for box; (2) 960 Albion Chieftain Lorry Mounted Cement Mixer - orange cab and body, 
blue and yellow barrel, black plastic hubs with black treaded tyres (some small chips to edge of cab) in a Good Plus lift off lid 
blue and white striped box; (3) similar but unboxed with grey treaded tyres (some small chips to rear of vehicle) - generally 
Good Plus in Fair to Good Plus boxes.  (3) 

 £50 - £70 

375. Dinky 956 Turntable Fire Escape - red including plastic hubs with black treaded tyres, silver platform, chrome ladders, 
with windows - generally Excellent clean bright model, couple of tiny chips under ladders, loose on rear rivet in a Good Plus 
blue and white striped lift off lid box with instruction leaflet and inner packing. 

 £60 - £80 

376. Dinky boxed pair (1) 959 Foden Dump Truck with Bulldozer blade - red cab, silver chassis, red dump, yellow hubs with 
black treaded tyres, driver figure, silver trim and blade front - Excellent Plus in a Good Plus lift off lid box (faint pen marks to one 
end); (2) similar but with red hubs - couple of small chips to raised edges - otherwise Excellent clean bright model in a Fair red 
and yellow carded picture box (part of end flap missing).  (2) 

 £70 - £90 

377. Dinky 450 Bedford TK "Castrol" Box Van - green, red interior, white opening side and rear doors, red plastic hubs, 
silver trim - cab slightly loose on body, natural age discolouration on labels - otherwise Excellent Plus in a Good Plus lift off lid 
carded picture box (faint pen marks to one end). 

 £70 - £90 
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378. Dinky 407 Ford "Hertz" Transit Van - yellow body, red interior, chrome spun hubs, silver trim - Near Mint in a Good Plus 
carded picture box (pen mark to each end). 

 £50 - £60 

379. Dinky 402 Bedford TK "Coca Cola" Delivery Truck - red cab and back, white roof, black chassis, blue interior, red 
plastic hubs - small paint touch-in or factory error to offside - otherwise Excellent clean bright model in a Fair carded picture box 
(missing part of end flap). 

 £40 - £50 

380. Dinky 974 AEC Hoynor Car Transporter - dark metallic blue cab with yellow chassis, orange and yellow trailer, red 
plastic clips - a few very tiny chips to rear of trailer otherwise clean bright model - Excellent Plus in a Good carded yellow and 
red picture box. 

 £100 - £120 

381. Dinky 952 Vega Major Luxury Coach - white, blue interior, dark red body stripe, silver trim, cast spun 
hubs - battery-operated issue - Excellent Plus clean bright model in a Good yellow and red carded picture box (circular yellow 
price label to one side). 

 £50 - £70 

382. Dinky unboxed pair of Coaches (1) 949 Wayne School Bus - yellow, black body stripes, red interior and silver 
trim - minor chips to cast raised edges overall clean and bright, (2) 953 Continental Touring Coach - turquoise, white roof, beige 
interior, silver trim and side flashes - some small chips and stains to roof, part of decal missing off side - Good to Excellent 
unboxed. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

383. Dinky unboxed group (1) 974 AEC Hoynor Car Transporter - metallic blue cab, yellow chassis, orange and yellow 
decks - a few small chips but would benefit from cleaning and is generally Excellent, (2) 901 Foden (2nd type) Diesel 8-wheeled 
Wagon - red cab and chassis, red Supertoy hubs with black treaded tyres, grey back, silver trim - chips to cab, (3) 504 Foden 
(1st type) Tanker - dark blue cab and chassis with lighter blue cab flash and tank, blue ridged hubs (no tow hook), (4) similar 
but heavily repainted model - Fair to Excellent unboxed. (4) 

 £60 - £80 

384. Dinky unboxed group (1) 301 Field Marshall Tractor - orange, green hubs, plastic driver figure, black rubber tyres, 
metal tow hook, (2) 25h Streamlined Fire Engine - bright red including ladder, red ridged hubs, black smooth tyres, silver trim 
and fitted with bell, (3) 252 Bedford Refuse Wagon - tan body with mid-green shutters and rear hatch, red ridged hubs with 
black treaded tyres - generally Excellent to Excellent Plus unboxed. (3) 

 £60 - £80 

385. Dinky unboxed group to include 422 Fordson Flatbed Truck - dark green with mid-green ridged hubs and silver trim, 
other similar models but with some repainting, 343 Dodge Stake Truck - green with yellow back, 30s Austin Covered 
Truck - repainted - Fair to Good Plus unboxed. (12) 

 £40 - £60 

386. Dinky unboxed group to include Muir Hill Dumper Truck - yellow with tan driver figure, 27g Motor Cart - dark green, tan 
driver figure and brown rear body, another similar but lighter green without figure, 571 Coles Mobile Crane - yellow/black with 
yellow Supertoy hubs, Commer Breakdown Truck - brown/green "Dinky Service", plus others - Fair to Good unboxed. (16) 

 £40 - £60 

387. Dinky Military 601 Austin Para-Moke - military green, light grey plastic canopy, chrome spun hubs - generally Near Mint 
in a Good yellow and red carded picture box with parachute and instruction leaflet.  

 £50 - £70 
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388. Dinky boxed Military group (1) 651 Centurion Tank with rotating turret - military green, green plastic rollers and black 
rubber tracks, (2) 641 Army 1-ton Cargo Truck, (3) 686 25-pounder Field Gun - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in generally Good to 
Good Plus picture card boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £70 

389. Dinky Military group (1) 683 Chieftain Tank - dark green rollers with black rubber tracks, (2) 677 Task Force Set 
comprising Alvis Stalwart - military green, DUKW Amphibian - blue and Ferret Armoured Car - desert sand, (3) 675 Motor Patrol 
Boat - grey/off white with black/orange parts and red missiles (crease to one end of packaging) - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to 
Good packaging. (3) 

 £40 - £60 

390. Dinky unboxed Military group to include 2 x 651 Centurion Tanks, 669 Medium Artillery Transporter, 673 Scout Car 
with two figures, 151a Medium Tank - early model with metal tracks plus others - Fair to Good Plus unboxed. (15) 

 £40 - £60 

391. French Dinky Military pair (1) 815 Sinpar 4x4 Gendarmerie - drab green including plastic canopy, black plastic aerial 
(not fitted, in bag in box), 2 x figures, concave hubs, (2) 820 Renault "Ambulance" - similar colour scheme with white and red 
cross to roof, sides and rear, rear opening door - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus picture card boxes. (2) 

 £60 - £80 

392. French Dinky Military pair (1) 827 Military Panhard FL10 - drab green including concave hubs with black treaded tyres, 
(2) 814 Panhard Armoured Car - similar colours with black plastic aerial - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus picture card 
boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

393. French Dinky Military pair (1) 827 Panhard FL10 - drab green including concave hubs with black tyres, (2) 883 AMX 
Bridge Layer - drab green, green plastic rollers and grey rubber tracks - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus picture card 
boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

394. French Dinky Military 823 GMC Tanker - drab green including concave hubs, black plastic hood - a few small marks to 
bonnet otherwise Excellent Plus to Near Mint with accessories in sealed bag, folded leaflet, two pieces of inner packing whic h 
are generally Good Plus and a Good outer carded picture box. 

 £80 - £100 

395. French Dinky Military 809 GMC Covered Wagon - drab green cab and chassis, black roof, green plastic canopy, 
concave hubs with driver figure - generally Near Mint with inner card packing which is Good Plus and a Good outer card picture 
box. 

 £80 - £100 

396. French Dinky Military 808 GMC Crane Truck - drab green cab and chassis, black roof and jib, green rear back, 
concave hubs - generally Near Mint in a Good but slightly creased carded picture box.  

 £50 - £70 

397. French Dinky Military 824 Berliet "Gazelle" - drab green including plastic canopy and concave hubs, metal tow 
hook - generally Near Mint in a Good Plus carded picture box. 

 £60 - £80 
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398. French Dinky Military 818 Berliet Troop Carrier - drab military green including metal tilt with concave hubs and black 
treaded tyres and with metal tow hook - generally Near Mint in a Good slightly creased picture card box. 

 £40 - £60 

399. French Dinky Military 809 GMC Covered Wagon - drab green cab and chassis, black roof, green plastic canopy, 
concave hubs and with driver figure - generally Near Mint with Good Plus inner card tray and a Good Plus outer card picture 
box (some slight stains to one side). 

 £50 - £70 

400. French Dinky 897 Log Carrier - orange Tractor Unit, yellow Trailer, yellow concave hubs with correct log load - without 
original elastic ties otherwise Excellent Plus - two tiny chips on base, in a Good Plus lift off lid blue and white striped box.  

 £80 - £100 

401. French Dinky 894 Articulated Transporter "Dinky Toys Service Livraison" - silver, orange including concave 
hubs - some marks and scratches to top of cab roof otherwise Excellent in a Fair blue and white striped lift off lid box (complete 
but with heavy creasing). 

 £70 - £90 

402. French Dinky 881 "Pinder" Gift Set comprising GMC Open Back Truck - red, yellow, black plastic roof, animal trailer in 
similar colours, 3 x animal figures - panther-tiger-lion and with unused decal sheet - generally Excellent Plus in a Poor to Fair 
picture card box (missing inner stand and several tape repairs). 

 £70 - £90 

403. French Dinky 34b Berliet Container Truck - red including convex and concave hubs, black wheelarches, light grey bed, 
metal tow hook, dark grey container - some marks to wheelarches and flatbed - Good Plus in a Good carded picture box. 

 £40 - £50 

404. Dinky 726 Seaking Helicopter - white, blue with white "Apollo" Space Capsule - generally Near Mint with Excellent Plus 
inner stand with card protection, unused decal sheet and instructions and a Good Plus outer card pic ture box (some light 
feathering to one end flap). 

 £70 - £90 

405. Dinky 723 Hawker Executive Jet - white, yellow wings, blue engines, fluorescent stripes, some very small marks to 
fuselage and wing tip - otherwise Excellent Plus in rare North American/Canadian bubble pack with turquoise base, yellow 
black and red wrap around card, staple sealed on all 4 sides - generally Good Plus to Excellent. 

 £100 - £120 

406. Dinky 719 Spitfire Mk.2 - empty packaging only - rare North American/Canadian bubble pack with turquoise plastic 
base, yellow and red wrap around card with 4 x original staples - generally Good Plus. 

 £40 - £50 

407. Dinky mixed Aircraft group (1) 737 P.1B Lightning Fighter - silver, RAF roundels; (2) 60a French Dinky Mystere 
IV - silver with French Airforce roundels; (3) 702 empty box only for D.H. Comet Airliner - blue and white lift off lid type; (4) 705 
Viking - silver with dark red propellers (unboxed) - Good Plus to Excellent in Fair to Good boxes.  (4) 

 £40 - £60 
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408. Matchbox King Size K4 Fruehauf Hopper Train - dark red cab, silver hoppers, red plastic hubs with black tyres (K-4 
baseplate - generally Near Mint in Good Plus inner card tray (some pen marks to one end), outer card box is Good - some 
scuffing to edges. 

 £60 - £80 

409. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Lesney Giftware range Y15 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost mounted on stainless steel pipe 
stand or similar - generally Near Mint in a Good carded box with inner packing piece. 

 £15 - £25 

410. Tekno (Denmark) 830 Volvo Amazon Estate - dark blue, ivory interior, decals to front wings and bonnet, jewelled 
headlights, white wheels with steel hubs - Near Mint in a Good Plus carded picture box with correct colour spot to one end.  

 £100 - £120 

411. Tekno (Denmark) 833 Ford Mustang Convertible - dark blue, red interior, light grey folded hood, cast hubs - Near Mint 
in a Good Plus glossy carded picture box. 

 £70 - £90 

412. Tekno (Denmark) unboxed group (1) 838 Volvo 164 - orange with black interior and cast hubs; (2) similar but Volvo 
144 - white with red interior; (3) similar but red body with black interior - Excellent to Excellent Plus unboxed.  (3) 

 £60 - £80 

413. Tekno (Denmark) 825 Volvo 1800 - off-white body, red interior, off-white/chrome hubs (some discolouration) - overall 
Excellent clean bright model. 

 £40 - £50 

414. Tekno (Denmark) 436 Volvo Breakdown Truck "Falck Zonen" - red including ballast and jib, pale grey interior, blue roof 
light - Excellent Plus unboxed clean bright model. 

 £40 - £50 

415. Tekno (Denmark) a pair of empty boxes both are 449 Scania Vabis - both boxes are generally Good Plus to Excellent. 

 £50 - £60 

416. Tekno (Denmark) pair of empty boxes (1) 451 Scania Vabis, (2) 452 Trailer - Good to Good Plus some light creases 
and original price labels. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

417. Tekno (Denmark) unboxed group to include Volvo "Esso" Fuel Tanker - red, early Dodge Tipper Truck - red/black with 
tipping action "Kul & Koks", a Volvo 14 "Politi" Police Car - loose bonnet missing roof lights, a Ford Thunderbird - repainted and 
an early MG Sports Car (missing windscreen) - Fair to Good unboxed. (5) 

 £40 - £60 

418. Mixed Commercial group (1) Lion Cars (Holland) 69 DAF 2100 Container Truck - red "McDonalds", (2) Nacoral (Spain) 
Volvo Canopy Truck - orange/red with white plastic canopy (cellophane damaged in window box), (3) Tekno (Denmark) Volvo 
Rigid Truck "ASG" - blue/yellow - unboxed - Good to Excellent in Fair to Good boxes. (3) 

 £40 - £50 
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419. Rob Eddie (Brooklin Models) RE13 1956 Volvo P1900 Sport - red with black folded hood and chrome trim, one of only 
400 - Mint in Excellent box. 

 £50 - £60 

420. Rob Eddie (Brooklin Models) RE13 1956 Volvo P1900 Sport - yellow, red interior, black folded hood and chrome trim, 
one of only 500 - Mint in Good Plus box. 

 £50 - £60 

421. Rob Eddie (Brooklin Models) 6Y 1963 Volvo PV544 RAC Rally - cream, racing number 29, red interior and chrome 
trim - spot lamp in bag in box - Mint in a Good Plus box. 

 £50 - £60 

422. Rob Eddie (Brooklin Models) 6 1963 Volvo PV544 - dark grey including interior and chrome trim - Mint in a Good Plus 
box. 

 £50 - £60 

423. Rob Eddie (Brooklin Models) 4X 1950 Volvo PV831 Taxi - black, beige interior and chrome trim - Mint in a Good Plus 
box. 

 £50 - £60 

424. Rob Eddie (Brooklin Models) 4 1950 Volvo PV831 Disponent - dark blue, grey interior, chrome trim - Mint in a Good 
box. 

 £40 - £50 

425. Rob Eddie (Brooklin Models) RE15 1973 Volvo 145 Estate - yellow/brown, dark brown interior, solid wheels and 
chrome trim - Mint in a Good box (pen marks to one end). 

 £40 - £50 

426. Rob Eddie (Brooklin Models) RE9A 1957 Volvo Amazon "Webasto Roof" - white, red interior, dark brown roof panel 
and chrome trim - additional items in bag in box - Mint in an Excellent box. 

 £50 - £60 

427. Rob Eddie (Brooklin Models) RE32X 1987 Volvo 760 GL Taxi - yellow, black interior, orange roof, one of only 
250 - generally Mint in an Excellent box. 

 £50 - £60 

428. Rob Eddie (Brooklin Models) RE10JA 1965 Volvo Amazon Estate "Hampshire Constabulary" - white, red interior, blue 
roof light and chrome trim, one of only 350 - Mint in a Good Plus box. 

 £50 - £60 

429. Rob Eddie (Brooklin Models) 8 1953 Volvo PV445 Van "Polis" - very dark blue/black with white roof, chrome/red roof 
lights and chrome trim - generally Mint in a Good Plus box. 

 £50 - £60 

430. Durham Classics 1/43rd scale white metal 1941 Chevrolet Raised Roof St Johns Ambulance - white/black with chrome 
trim "100th Anniversary Ontario Council" limited edition No.230 of 300 - generally Mint in an Excellent box. 

 £40 - £50 
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431. Somerville Models 1/43rd scale 124 Volvo Amazon - dark blue with grey interior and chrome trim - Near Mint in an 
Excellent box (pen marks to label). 

 £40 - £50 

432. Century (AMR) 5 1986 Volvo 480 ES - white with black interior, cast wheels, black bumpers - generally Mint in a Good 
Plus box. 

 £30 - £40 

433. Mixed group models (1) DG Replica Models Armstrong Siddeley - blue on yellow chassis with white tyres, (2) 24c 
Dinky Toys Town Sedan - green on black chassis with white tyres, (3) red Austin Van 28 Series "Hornby Trains" - dark red, (4) 
Grand Prix Models (Radlett) - MG Tourer or similar - dark red with tan seat and grey folded hood - Excellent to Near Mint in 
generally Good boxes. (4) 

 £40 - £60 

434. Mixed group of white metal models and casting to include 2 x DG Replica Models sealed in bags with instructions, 3 x 
loose white metal body castings and chassis and a Western Models WMS12 1963 MG TF Midget - red, requires repairs to 
windscreen, steering wheel etc - Good to Excellent in Good boxes. (6) 

 £30 - £50 

435. Corgi Retail Card Stand - "Corgitronic" - "The Big Noise in Metal Toys" - 3-part colour card stand possibly top section of 
metal shop retail stand, models include Routemaster Bus, "Gulf" Fuel Tanker, "Police" Land Rover and Firebird - all generally 
Excellent but possibly missing additional piece. 

 £30 - £40 

436. Corgi Shop Retail window or door Sticker "Corgi Toys" in red/yellow/black with white Corgi Dog motif - unused 
generally Excellent with backing cards. 

 £50 - £60 

437. Corgi Shop Retail ceiling hanging display x 4, each display measures approx 36" x 12" - yellow with multi-national flag 
and hanging eyelet - model cars can be interchanged with adhesive pads, models include Jaguar XJS, American Fire Chief, 
Fiat Abarth Rally, "Radio Luxemburg" Van, plus others - generally Good condition however some stick-on pads have lost 
adhesion.  (11 stick-on card models) 

 £40 - £50 

438. Corgi Classics Shop Retail card display x 7 - "Classics 1950's" depicting four illustrated models with figures and one 
actual Corgi model - 810 1957 Ford Thunderbird, approx size 42cm x 30cm - each display with card fold-out stand - all 
generally Excellent. 

 £40 - £60 

439. Corgi a mixed group of Catalogues and Leaflets to include 1969, 1967 to 68, 1972, 1970, 1980, 1979 featuring 
"Moonraker", 4 x "Mighty Military Machines" colour leaflets, plus others - Good Plus to Excellent - all appear free from pen 
marks etc. (20) 

 £40 - £50 

440. Corgi small group of Catalogues and Leaflets to include hard to find Canadian catalogue from 1969 plus a similar 
catalogue but stamped USA and a small selection of leaflets including "The Rocket Age", Corgi Model Club News plus 
others - generally Excellent but one with very light stain marks which is Good. (10) 

 £30 - £50 
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441. Dinky a collection of Catalogues to include No.3, No.4 (small adhesive label to front - 1968), No.5 through to 
No.11 - generally Excellent appear free from pen marks apart from one which is Good. (9) 

 £40 - £50 

442. Dinky a mixed group of harder to find Canadian Catalogues including 1957, 1958 and 1959, 1960 Canada/English and 
a 9th Edition Canada catalogue, No.12 (USA) and an early 1955 catalogue - generally Excellent one is Good with stick-on label. 
(7) 

 £50 - £60 

443. Dinky a mixed group of Catalogues to include No.5, No.7, a similar No.7 but with Belgium price list, plus No.10 and 
No.11 - all generally Excellent. (5) 

 £30 - £40 

444. Dinky a mixed group of printed Ephemera to include Canadian catalogue/leaflet "Parker Brothers Ontario", another 
4-page catalogue with British prices blacked out, a similar catalogue from Canada but in landscape format, various Canadian 
leaflets and price lists, a 16-page catalogue with price list and a Meccano Magazine Digest "Collecting Meccano Dinky 
Toys" - Good to Excellent. (11) 

 £40 - £50 

445. Dinky France 3 x Catalogues (1) 1965 large format French Dinky catalogue with price list - 20 pages, (2) 1970-1 with 
Mini Hi-Way insert - 24 pages, (3) similar but 1971 full colour illustrated catalogue - Good Plus to Excellent. (3) 

 £40 - £50 

446. Meccano Colour Catalogue 7/563/45 - Canada to include Bayko, Hornby Trains, Hornby Speed Boats and Circuit 24 
(with price list) - generally Excellent, no pen marks etc - slight colour fade to right hand side. 

 £20 - £30 

447. Britains a mixed group of Catalogues and printed ephemera to include Britains models 1968 32-page colour catalogue, 
large glossy 1962 88-page catalogue, 24-page 1975, 10 x 1986 toy catalogue plus others and 2 x "Autoway" glossy wall 
posters - all generally Excellent.   (20) 

 £30 - £40 

448. A mixed group of Trade Catalogues, Booklets etc to include Solido export catalogue (Canada) - 24-pages, others 
similar, a Tekno 1968-69 colour catalogue plus 1970-71, various other manufacturers including 
R.A.M.I. - Mebetoys-Brio-Politoys-Mercury 1977, Tonka Toys, White Metal model catalogues including Durham Classics and 
Brooklin models, also include San Francisco Brooklin Club, pin badge and a handy pocket size Japanese Guide to Diecast 
Toys - Good to Excellent.  (25) 

 £30 - £40 

449. Matchbox 1959 Export Catalogue - 16-page colour catalogue with "R&H Products Limited" dealer stamp to 
rear - generally Excellent internally with no pen marks but does have some light grubby marks to external cover.  

 £40 - £50 

450. Corgi empty box group (1) 38 Mini 1000 Camping Set - window box issue with illustrated colour inner display card, (2) 
247 Mercedes Benz 600 Pullman, (3) 319 Lotus Elan Coupe, (4)156 Cooper Maserati F1, (5) 490 Volkswagen Breakdown 
Truck - Good to Excellent Plus.  (5) 

 £70 - £90 

451. Micro Models (New Zealand) 1955 Model V.W. Standard Saloon (Volkswagen Beetle) - yellow with chrome wheels and 
trim - bubble pack issue mounted on colour card - generally Near Mint on a Good card - hard to find model. 

 £50 - £70 
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452. Triang Spot-on 404 (N104) Morris Mini Van - yellow body, cream interior, silver trim and chrome hubs with "Ferodo" 
labels to van sides - promotional model - small label peel to nearside otherwise Near Mint unboxed. 

 £40 - £50 

453. Mixed group of Continental models to include Solido 36 Porsche 914/6 - white, black interior and roof, racing number 
40, Politoys 505 Autobianchi Bianchina Panoramica - metallic green with orange red interior, chrome trim and hubs, Tonka 
Polistil 1/40th scale Volvo 760GLE in silver with black interior, unboxed Solido Ford Mustang, Norev Volvo P1800 - plastic, 
another plastic Mercedes Gullwing and 3 x empty boxes - Politoys - Good Plus to Near Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes.  (9) 

 £40 - £60 

454. Schuco (Germany) mixed group (1) 1036/1 Micro Racer Mercer type 35 1913 - blue - clockwork model (includes key), 
(2) 1050 Studio Racing Car in blue with red seat and silver trim - with 2 keys in bag - box perforations intact, (3) 02140 "Trix 
Express" - 3-wheeled model in yellow with red roof - Excellent Plus to Mint in Good to Excellent Plus boxes.  (3) 

 £50 - £70 

455. Mixed group of small scale models to include Lone Star Impy 404 Service Station Pump Set - white/blue with red 
plastic canopy, Lone Star Locos Treble O Gauge - buffers (box missing one inner flap), Best Box (Holland) 2502 Porsche 911S 
in red with white interior, Majorette Horse Trailer - red with white plastic canopy and 3 x Tomy Construction models - Magnet 
Shovel - Komatsu Motor Grader and Caterpillar Tractor - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes.  (7) 

 £40 - £50 

456. Corgi mixed group of models to include 47401 Aviation Archive Avro Lancaster, 47303 similar but Royal Canadian Air 
Force, D53/1 4 Rally Cars, 97680 Jaguar E-type 30th Anniversary, 97701, 97681, 97705 and D47/1 - "The Bash Street Kids" 
Morris J Van and AEC Bus and 3 x Golden Oldie Series - Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent Plus packaging.   (11) 

 £40 - £60 

457. Mixed group of Corgi models to include 21401 Walls AEC Refrigerated Box Trailer Set - "Walls Ice-Cream", 774 
Heathrow Coach, 04001 TR3A soft top in white with black roof, 96685 Jaguar Mk.2 - Staffordshire Police, 2 x 97770 Morris Mini 
Van - Hanleys plus others - Excellent Plus to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging.   (18) 

 £40 - £60 

458. Mixed group of Continental models to include 6 x Eligor (France) including "Guinness" Delivery Van, 1110 Mini 850 
1965 - red, 4 x Vitesse Triumph TR3 plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging.   (10) 

 £40 - £60 

459. Mixed group of models to include Lledo "Noddy in Toyland" x 2 including Toyland Garage Breakdown Truck, Tomica 
Dandy F22 Classic Mini in red with Union Jack roof, Matchbox Models of Yesteryear 1905 Fowler Showmans Engine, Bri tains 
Pioneer Fort Henry Guard, loose Matchbox models including Super Kings Volvo Estate in blue plus other Models of Yesteryear 
Lledo models etc - Fair to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes where applicable.  (18) 

 £30 - £50 

460. Japan manufacturer plastic and metal 1/32nd scale Construction Set - M.G Tokyo Plamo Racing Model Car 
Kits - contents appear complete mostly still sealed on blister card, main bubble for body of car is cracked also with inner header 
card and instructions - all generally Excellent in a Good Plus box with some light stains and marks. 

 £30 - £40 

Further Diecast 
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461. Triang Minic "Minic Brewery" Forward Control Lorry with Articulated Trailer (missing pivot connection between lorry and 
trailer) - green cab with red rear body, includes load of 8 x wooden barrels and a key, the motor is in working order - generally 
Good in a Fair card box (lacks end flap at one end). 

 £30 - £40 

462. Corgi Aviation Archive AA99127 WW2 Blitz 3-model set comprising Heinkel HEIII H-3, Messerschmitt ME109E and 
Supermarine Spitfire Mk.1 - majority of models and parts appear Excellent and intact however all 3 models have suffered 
damage to aerial/antenna missing or broken with inner packing certificate and Good outer card box.  

 £20 - £30 

463. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear 14 x various woodgrain boxed mostly Cars including Y4 1909 Opel Coupe; 2 x Y7 
1912 Rolls Royce; Y14 Stutz Bearcat plus others similar along with 4 x Y27 Foden Guinness Steam Wagon in maroon window 
boxes - all generally Near Mint to Mint with usual minor factory assembly marks in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (18) 

 £40 - £60 

464. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear factory trade box for 3 dozen models containing 36 x Y12 1912 Ford Model T Van 
"Harrods Express Delivery" - dark green body, black chassis, dark khaki roof, black seat, gold 12-spoke wheels and parts, 
cream upper panel and white type 2 rear doors - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes and Fair outer transit carton. 

 £30 - £50 

Tinplate & Plastic 

465. Yonezawa (Japan) Lincoln XL-500 tinplate "Concept Car" - futuristic model is red, with clear plastic roof, detailed 
tinprinted interior, some slight surface corrosion to the plated parts - otherwise a Good scarce example with friction drive in 
working order, 7.5"/19cm long. 

 £120 - £160 

466. Lehmann 689 "Adam" tinplate Luggage Porter with original trunk, clockwork operation, with walking action, in working 
order with integral key, the man has a blue jacket with check trousers, red cap, red/cream luggage trolley wit h brown tinplate 
trunk with opening lid - a Good scarce example. This toy was produced from around 1914 until the outbreak of the WW2 and 
has survived remarkable well, some chipping to the upper arm area and shoes but generally Good Plus, only the 2nd such 
example Vectis have had, 8.5"/21cm tall. 

 £800 - £1200 

467. Tipp & Co (made in the US Zone of Germany) "M1 Motorway" tinplate track layout with 2 x clockwork vehicles. The 
vehicles comprise an "Express" Delivery Van - blue and white and a "Tourist" Single Decker Bus, no key but each vehicle is in 
working order. Also included are a quantity of straight and curved track sections with 2 x junctions and bridge support piers . 
Scarce set which is unchecked for completeness but the contents are generally Good to Good Plus and all is contained in a 
Poor to Fair card box which does have a colourful illustration on the lid.  

 £80 - £120 
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468. Triang Minic 30M Mechanical Horse and Pantechnicon Trailer - scarce tinplate clockwork model from the 1950's, 
unusual to find "Carter Paterson and Pickfords Joint Parcels Services" to the green trailer, which also has its opening rear doors 
and locking door. The prime move has a red standard cab, some deterioration to the rubber tyres, no key but the clockwork 
motor is in working order, some age related wear but overall a Good Plus to Excellent bright example which still retains its Good 
Plus card box. 

 £140 - £180 

469. Triang Minic Dust Cart - dark blue standard cab with red rear body, bright plated parts, slight corrosion to the front wing 
near the keyhole, no key, the motor is in working order, slight paint loss near keyhole area otherwise an Excellent bright 
example which comes in a Fair card box (but lacks an end flap at one end).  

 £30 - £40 

470. Triang Minic No.2 Series tinplate Jeep - larger scale model is military green, steerable front wheels, no key but the 
clockwork motor is in working, lacks rear jerry can but does include the spare wheel and folding windscreen - Excellent overall 
and comes in a illustrated card which lacks an end flap but is otherwise Fair.  

 £20 - £30 

471. Triang Minic Jeep - smaller size tinplate clockwork item is military green with black plastic wheels - some minor wear 
around windscreen and keyhole otherwise an Excellent in working order which still includes its key (would benefit from 
lubrication) and comes in a Fair to Good early card box. 

 £30 - £35 

472. Triang Minic Pre-War Rolls Royce Sedanca 50ME with electric lights - scarce model is two-tone green with green 
hood, black plastic seats, opening rear boot to reveal battery compartment and wire, 2 x bulbs to front headlamps (one 
headlamp lacks its ring). This version was not fitted with front bumper, flat spots to some of the tyres and lacks its key but the 
motor is in working order, would benefit from more detailed polishing otherwise generally Good Plus to Excellent example which 
has survived very well. 

 £200 - £300 

473. 1950's large scale tinplate Cars - all of German manufacture (1) JNF Mercedes 4-door Saloon with friction drive, 
steerable front wheels and tinprinted interior - Good, (2) Tipp & Co (Tippco of Germany) friction drive Mercedes 190SL Sports 
Car - orange/cream with tinprinted interior - Fair to Good.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

474. JNF Favorit large tinplate Open Top Car - lime green with red interior, tinprinted dashboard, the motor is in working 
order and comes with a key, steerable front wheels, circa 1950's - Excellent in a Poor to Fair illustrated box, 10"/25cm long. 

 £100 - £130 

475. Arnold (Germany) 2800 "Primat" tinplate remote control Car - dark blue with tinprinted interior, male driver and female 
passenger composition figures to interior, cable attached to rear with mechanical remote control, front wheels have to be turned 
by hand but the wind-up remote control powers the vehicle forwards and backwards - Excellent for display and comes in a Poor 
to Fair illustrated box (lacks an end flap), 10"/26cm long. 

 £90 - £110 

476. Joustra (France) large tinplate Ford "Pick-up Truck with Camera" - fitted with clockwork mechanism, no key but the 
motor is in working order, made to power the camera and then propel the vehicle forward at intervals. The toy lacks the camera 
accessory but does have accessory but does have the opening rear tailgate - finished in orange with light blue roof and 
tinprinted interior detail, bright plated parts, 12"/30cm long. All is contained in a Fair colourfully illustrated card box with some 
sellotape repairs. 

 £120 - £160 
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477. Tudor Rose (UK) large plastic "Jaguar XK140" - scarce large scale ex shop stock example is red, with silver wheel and 
steering wheel, substantial friction motor to front wheels, 12"/30cm long. Lacks the gear stick knob otherwise an Excellent P lus 
ex shop-stock example in Good Plus illustrated box. 

 £40 - £60 

478. Wells Brimtoy (UK) "Speed King" tinplate clockwork Police Motorcycle and Rider - circa 1950's, friction drive in working 
order with clicking sound, some light storage wear otherwise an Excellent ex shop-stock example, 4"/10cm long and comes in a 
Good illustrated box. 

 £40 - £60 

479. Japanese tinplate "Automobile with Siren" - beige with red side stripe, in working order, black baseplate, 6"/15cm long, 
some minor marks but overall an Excellent scarce circa 1940's and still retains a Fair to Good card box with inner tissue paper 
packing. 

 £70 - £90 

480. Bandai (Japan) tinplate Triumph TR3 Sports Car in competition finish - metallic red upper, white lower, bright plated 
parts, fitted with a Scratchbuilt windscreen surround otherwise Good Plus with friction drive in working order, 8"/21cm long. 

 £25 - £35 

481. Gama (made in the US Zone of Germany) Fire Chief's Car - tinplate friction drive Car is red, with strong friction drive 
motor (would benefit from lubrication). Some age related wear but does include bright plated parts and siren accessory to 
roof - Good Plus example from the 1940's, 6.5"/17cm long. 

 £50 - £70 

482. Niedermeier (PN Toys of Germany) 260 Overtaking Racing Cars - scarce novelty toy comprising 2 tinprinted blue/red 
racing cars with clockwork motor to one of them linked by a metal bar, produces simulates overtaking action when wound, each 
car is 5"/12cm long and unusually all is contained in a Good illustrated box, circa 1950's.  

 £100 - £140 

483. American pre-war cast iron Railway Locomotive, Tender, Goods Wagon and large Passenger Coach - of early 
American manufacture, by Hubley, Kenton or similar - black Loco with red Tender, gold painted Coach - Fair, together the 
vehicles measure 32"/81cm long. (4) 

 £30 - £40 

484. A group of large scale plastic Mini Cars comprising a Hong Kong Plastic version with racing number 7, and 2 x 
Triang/Penguin models in (faded) pink and dark blue, all lack their front and some of the rear bumpers but are otherwise Fair . 
(3) 

 £30 - £50 

485. Wallworks (UK) cast iron "Express" 4-2-2 Locomotive and matching Tender plus a Guards Van which is marked 
"Wallworks".  These models were cast by a Manchester foundry at the turn of the 20th century and were more famous for 
producing cast iron Bus models for Leyland Motors.  The railway models are very rare.  Together the Train measures 
approximately 18.5"/47cm - Fair to Good unboxed. 

 £100 - £150 

486. Gama (Germany) tinplate Cadillac large scale 4-door Sedan - scarce metallic blue colour - an impressive model, with 
detailed tinprinted interior, bright plated parts including hub caps, not fitted with friction drive, a freewheeling model with 
steerable front wheels, some minor marks but generally Excellent overall, 12.5"/31cm long.  

 £300 - £400 
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487. Japanese tinplate friction drive Car circa 1950 - red with yellow wheels, friction drive to rear with siren sound, 
7.5"/19cm long - some light age wear but otherwise a Good Plus bright example. 

 £30 - £40 

488. Japanese tinplate 2-door Sedan circa 1960 - friction drive with bright plated parts, dark blue in colour, 8"/21cm long. 

 £30 - £40 

489. Marchesini tinplate Lancia Aurelia or similar approx 1/43rd scale friction drive tinplate car - dark red, with plastic 
hubs - Excellent overall. 

 £20 - £30 

490. Marchesini (Italy) 1960's tinplate Lorries to include a Mobilgas Tanker with twin tanks, Milk Truck with churns and a 
Flatbed Truck - grey - Excellent, each vehicle is 4.5"/12cm long.  (3) 

 £30 - £50 

491. Marchesini (Italy) tinplate Lorry and Buses - to include Flatbed Lorry with plastic plank load, blue Single Decker Bus 
and a white Ambulance vehicle - each model is 4.5"/12cm long - Excellent. 

 £30 - £50 

492. Triang Minic 100 pound Ford Saloon and similar Royal Mail Van (1) Saloon Car finished in greyish blue (thick coat of 
paint applied by the manufacturer) deterioration to the rubber tyres, this model is fitted with a black anodised radiator gri lle and 
rear spare wheel cover, untested, (2) Royal Mail Van with "GR" transfers to sides, lacks rubber tyres but the motor is in working 
order - Good.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

493. Wells o' London Pre-War tinplate Royal Mail Van - circa 1928, one of their medium sized models finished in red, with 
twin opening rear doors, uniformed driver figure, gilt lettering, black roof and running boards, "W" to radiator grille, spok e 
wheels - a Good scarce example which has survived remarkably well, clockwork motor in working order with permanent key, 
7"/18cm long. 

 £360 - £400 

494. A group of 30 x assorted Keys for various toys, assorted sizes - Good.  (30) 

 £30 - £40 

495. Victory Industries "Vosper RAF Crash Tender" - battery operated electric model from the 1950's is grey with black hull 
and white roof, some loose/missing deck fittings - otherwise a Good example fitted with 2 x brass propellers and rudders. All is 
contained in a Good illustrated card box with inner packaging, warranty slip, instructions and other paperwork - Good, 16"41cm 
long. 

 £40 - £50 

496. Victory Industries "Vosper" RAF Crash Tender - battery operated electric model has a black hull, grey deck with white 
superstructure roof, comes with a bag of deck fittings and both rudders within the box, unchecked for completeness but 
otherwise Good, 16"/41cm long and comes in a Good illustrated box with instruction slips and inner packaging.  

 £40 - £50 
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497. Triang Cabin Cruiser and Sherman Tank (1) Triang "Thames" large scale clockwork plastic cabin cruiser, 14.5"/37cm 
long, in working order, comes with a Triang key, "Triang" flag to rear, rudder and propeller in working order - brown 
superstructure with white hull and cream roof, some bright plated fittings - Excellent including a Good Plus card box with 
colourfully illustrated label (the antenna is in a bag within the box) and (2) Triang Minic Series II clockwork powered Sherman 
Tank - military green, fitted with rubber tracks, the clockwork motor may need adjustment but does come with a large Triang key 
and gun which needs attaching to the turret otherwise Fair to Good for display including illustrated card box.  (2) 

 £40 - £50 

498. Sutcliffe Models pair of tinplate clockwork Boats (1) Merlin battery operated 12"/31cm Speedboat - red/white with blue 
engine cover and (2) Pilot Boat - red/white, no key but in working order - Fair to Good.  (2) 

 £40 - £50 

499. Telsalda or similar Hong Kong plastic "Police Launch" - scarce battery operated Boat from the 1950's with brown 
superstructure and blue hull, lacks antenna and part of the handrail at one side - otherwise a Good Plus example for display 
with rudder and propeller. All is contained in a Good illustrated box, 9.5"/24cm long. 

 £20 - £30 

500. Mamod Steam Wagon - large pressed steel Live Steam Wagon, overpainted in blue and white, appears well used but 
still a Fair to Good example for display, 16"/41cm long. 

 £60 - £70 

501. Mamod 4-wheeled Log Trailer - pressed steel construction with simulated plastic logs, includes tow bar, 12"/31cm long. 

 £20 - £30 

502. Mamod SA1 Steam Roadster vintage car - white, with black seating, red spoked wheels, comes with steering control, 
funnel and burner (in the box), has had some use otherwise, the plastic steering wheel covering appears loose but otherwise 
with further cleaning would be Good for display and comes in a Fair illustrated box with some inner packaging plus a catalogue 
showing contemporary Mamod range including trains. 

 £60 - £80 

503. Mamod TE1A Steam Tractor - mid-green, with fuel tablet style burner, dark red spoked wheels, appears to have had 
relatively light use, includes steering control knob, would benefit from further cleaning - otherwise Good Plus to Excellent for 
display and comes in a Good Plus card box with some inner packaging (dated December 81), together with a catalogue 
showing contemporary Mamod range. 

 £60 - £70 

504. Mamod Traction Engine TE1 - earlier 1960's model with Meths type burner, lacks drive band and would benefit from 
refurbishment and cleaning otherwise overall Good in a Poor to Fair early box but does have a Good illustrated label and a 
1970's catalogue showing range. 

 £50 - £60 

505. Mamod SR1 Steam Roller - scarce early example with Meths burner, black painted boiler, lacks drive bands but does 
seem to include some accessories within the box, has had some use and would benefit from re-commissioning otherwise Fair 
to Good for display and comes in a Fair 1960's box with illustrated label. 

 £50 - £70 

506. Wilesco (Germany) Steam Tractor - blue, with bright plated parts, red spoked wheels and flywheel, grey corrugated 
roof, solid fuel burner to underside and fitted rotary hand wheel steering - Good Plus for display although would benefit from 
further cleaning, 13"/32cm long and comes in a Poor to Fair card box. 

 £50 - £70 
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507. Mettoy (UK) tinplate 6-wheel clockwork "Royal Mail" Van - circa 1940's with GRVI to each side, clockwork motor in 
working order with permanent key driving rear wheels, some light wear to the roof but does include the opening rear door with 
locking catch - otherwise generally Good Plus to Excellent for display. 

 £80 - £100 

508. Mamod Steam Roadster - pressed steel model for Live Steam operation - white, with red chassis and spoked wheels, 
comes with separate burner, packets of fuel tablets and plastic funnel, appears unused and is Excellent Plus for display.  Al l is 
contained in a Good card box with inner cardboard packing pieces, 16"/40cm long. 

 £80 - £120 

509. Mamod OW1 Open Wagon - pressed steel accessory for Mamod Steam Engines with green body, red spoked wheels 
and separately applied tow bar - Excellent Plus and comes in a Good Plus card box, 10"/26cm long. 

 £30 - £50 

510. Gama (Germany) tinplate Cadillac - deep pink with cream roof, lacks rear boot but does have its detailed tinprinted 
interior and steerable front wheels, made for battery operation, some corrosion to the underside of the baseplate otherwise Fair 
to Good, 12"/31cm long. 

 £50 - £70 

511. Schuco "Real" 5500 Mercedes 230 SL - large scale tinplate battery-operated model is white, with red plastic interior, 
includes opening boot, with key and steering wheel accessories, tinprinted dashboard - Good, 11"/28cm long. 

 £50 - £70 

512. Ichiko (Japan) large tinplate Mercedes Benz 250 SE 4-door Sedan - dark red with detailed tinprinted interior and hub 
caps, lacks wing mirrors but does have a clean battery compartment although its untested and mystery action to 
underside - Good for display, 14"/35cm long. 

 £50 - £70 

513. Codeg (UK) large Bakelite Art Deco style Open Tourer Car - scarce example in brown, comes with separately applied 
windscreen which is detached but present - otherwise Good, 13.5"/35cm long. 

 £30 - £50 

514. OK Toys (Hong Kong) 3356C large Morris Oxford based Taxi - made to approximately 1/20th scale similar to the 
Triang Minic electric vehicles, finished in black, with black/white chequered effect to sides, Taxi sign to roof, cream interior, 
steerable front wheels, clean battery compartment to underside, some light wear to the bright plated parts but otherwise a Good 
Plus to Excellent example which still retains a Good illustrated box, 9.5"/24cm long.  

 £60 - £70 

515. Triang Minic 1/20th scale Hillman Minx electric model Car - scarce example finished in sage green with cream interior, 
bright plated parts, clean battery compartment to underside, steerable front wheels - Excellent, 8"/20cm long. 

 £60 - £80 

516. Modern Toys (Masudaya of Japan) large tinplate Policeman on Motorcycle - impressive model is white, with tinprinted 
detail, uniformed tinplate rider with light blue shirt and dark blue trousers and peaked hat, untested but does have a clean 
battery compartment, some wear to sides of rear mudguards otherwise Good Plus, 12"/30cm long. 

 £60 - £70 

517. Shackleton (UK) Foden large diecast clockwork Foden FG 6-wheeled Lorry - scarce example from circa 1950 with 
green cab and flatbed, grey chassis, substantial clockwork motor with (Hornby) key, the model lacks its propeller shaft but the 
motor is in working order, the model comes with spare wheel and rear tow hook - Good to Good Plus. 

 £200 - £240 
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518. Lehmann (Germany) 771 "Autohutte" tinplate Garage - white, with embossed red roof, twin opening doors with locking 
catch, some light age related wear otherwise Good Plus to Excellent, 6"/15cm long.  

 £20 - £30 

519. Joustra (France) 2002 tinplate clockwork Car, some fading to the paintwork through age but the clockwork motor is in 
working order with opening bonnet and partially opening door, 5.5"/14cm long.  Also included is a Chad Valley (UK) "British 
Railways" Container Lorry, lacks top of container but the motor is in working order - Fair, 5.5"/14cm long. (2) 

 £30 - £50 

520. Schuco (Germany) Racing Car and Micro Racer (1) 1050 tinplate Mercedes Studio Racing Car - silver, the clockwork 
motor is present but requires attention, fitted with steerable front wheels, (2) 1046 Volkswagen Beetle Police Car Mic ro 
Racer - green/white, flat spot to a rear tyre but the motor is in working order - Fair to Good.  (2) 

 £30 - £40 

521. Schuco Kommando Anno 2000 - dark red with black baseplate, the clockwork motor is in working order with brake, 
includes opening bonnet to reveal engine detail - Good Plus for display and comes with a Fair whistle accessory. 

 £40 - £50 

522. Schuco (Germany) pair of 1500 tinplate Garage - each garage is cream, with grey corrugated roof, both opening 
tinplate doors with locking catch and side mounted telephone accessory - Good Plus to Excellent, each item is 6"/15cm long.  
(2) 

 £50 - £60 

523. Schuco pair of tinplate clockwork vintage Cars from the "Oldtimer Series" (1) 1225 Mercer Roadster - brick red and (2) 
1227 Ford 2-door Saloon - maroon with yellow trim - no key but both have clockwork motors in working order although the 
mechanisms may require adjustments - Good to Good Plus, each car is 7"/17cm long.  (2) 

 £50 - £70 

524. Schuco (US Zone of Germany) Fex 1111 tinplate clockwork Car - scarce example is grey with motor in working order 
and comes with a "Schuco" key, some age related wear but overall Good for display, 6"/15cm long.  

 £40 - £50 

525. Schuco pair of pre-war clockwork Mice - each with grey felt covering, no keys and some age related wear but both 
have working clockwork motors, each has both of his ears and metal eyes. Also included is a Schuco wind-up acrobat type 
Bear with some age related wear to his yellow covering but in working order by winding his arms - Fair to Good.  (3) 

 £40 - £50 

526. Unknown maker, similar to Schuco pair of clockwork Monkeys (1) acrobat figure with red coat and black trousers, in 
working order by winding his arms and (2) Monkey with drum - red jacket with yellow trousers, no key but in working order with 
drumming action - Fair to Good.  (2) 

 £40 - £50 

527. Fairylite and other Hong Kong or similar produced clockwork figures (1) clockwork Monkey with tankard, similar to 
Schuco in appearance, fitted with soft black plastic feet and hat, no key but the motor is  in working order with drinking action 
and (2) Fairylite Boy on a tinplate sledge, no key but in working order with forward motion and spinning action - Good to Good 
Plus.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 
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528. German pair of tinplate clockwork Performing Dogs - both have been made in the US Zone of Germany (1) 5"/12cm 
Dog with cymbals to front and walking action, (2) 3"/7cm Dog with clicking action - Good to Good Plus.  (2) 

 £40 - £50 

529. A pair of British made tinplate 1950's Animals. (1) Wells Brimtoy black and white tinplate clockwork Pig in working order 
with vibrating action and (2) Marx Toys (UK) Kitten with wooden ball, in working order with twirling tail, 5.5"/14cm long - Good to 
Good Plus.  (2) 

 £30 - £40 

530. Lehmann and other German tinplate clockwork Animals - Lehmann items comprising 903 Paak-Paak friction drive 
Duck, AHA910 friction drive Seal with revolving ball, together with a miniature Pecking Bird and acrobatic Monkey with plasti c 
ball and rotating legs - in working order - Good to Excellent.  (4) 

 £30 - £40 

531. A pair of diecast Father Christmas figures on sleighs - to include blue barrel with standing Father Christmas figure and 
wobbling walking action together with a turquoise sledge, seated Father Christmas figure and brown reindeer, some age related 
wear - both are diecast and are unmarked but are from the 1940's 50' period - Fair to Good.  (2) 

 £20 - £30 

532. A pair of tinplate clockwork Animals to include scarce early Dog type figure from the turn of 20th Century, covered in 
fur, carved wooden legs, composition face, clockwork motor with integral key to underside in working order with clicking sound 
and jumping action - Fair scarce item, 9"/23cm long, (2) Standing Deer type animal with clockwork motor in working order and 
twirling tail, some age related wear to the covering otherwise Fair to Good.  (2) 

 £40 - £50 

533. Wells Brimtoy tinplate clockwork vehicles - to include 6-wheeled Double Decker Bus with a Poor to Fair box, Double 
Decker Bus, Trolleybus and "Pocketoy" Removals Van with opening rear doors and locking bar - Fair to Excellent, all but the 
6-wheeler have motors in working order.  (4) 

 £40 - £60 

534. Wells Brimtoy Pocketoy "Bentalls" Removals Van - scarce tinplate clockwork promotional van in the livery of this South 
London Store - dark green with opening rear doors and locking bar, motor in working order - Good Plus. 

 £30 - £40 

535. Johillco (John Hill Company UK) Pre-War lead Fire Engine - red, with rubber wheels and 4 x seated Firemen figures, 
lacks ladder otherwise generally Good. 

 £20 - £30 

536. Tipp & Co (Germany) and other similar tinplate clockwork vehicles - to include Tippco 753 Covered Truck, together 
with 2 x similar Limousines and a "Campsa" Pennytoy style Tanker Truck, 4"/11cm long, all have clockwork motors in working 
order although some would benefit from lubrication - Fair to Good Plus.  (4) 

 £50 - £60 

537. Joustra (France) "Bimbo" tinplate clockwork Clown Car - red, with tinprinted clown figure, no key but the car is in 
working order with novelty circular action and moveable clown, some wear to the front and rear edges - otherwise Good Plus 
bright example, 4.5"/11cm long. Also included are a group of 3 x early metal Gyroscope and a wooden spring loaded Robot 
figure (similar to Triang Wakouwa Toys) - Good.  (5) 

 £30 - £50 
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538. A pair of boxed tinplate Train Sets (1) Wells Brimtoy or similar "The Flying Scot" blue Locomotive with 2 x red 
carriages, 9"/22cm long and (2) Fairylite (Hong Kong) "Highspeed Passenger Train" - articulated 3-coach train, no key but the 
clockwork motor is in working order with brake, 16"/41cm long - Good to Good Plus in Fair card boxes (lacking some end flaps).  
(2) 

 £40 - £50 

539. Japanese tinplate friction drive F80 Fighter Plane - dark blue with American markings, machine guns to wings and 
comes with 3-blade propeller, some age related wear but in working order - Fair to Good with a 7.5"/19cm wingspan. 

 £40 - £50 

540. Mettoy (UK) tinplate clockwork Single Engined Aircraft K3520 - yellow, with red engine cowl, motor in working order 
driving wheels - Good to Good Plus, 17"/43cm wingspan. 

 £40 - £60 

541. CP Toys (France) and other similar Horsedrawn Cart Pennytoys - all have 2-wheeled Trailers including a Tanker 
Trailer and varying length from 4" to 6"/15cm in length - Fair to Good.  (4) 

 £30 - £50 

542. Gunthermann tinplate clockwork Circus Bear Novelty plus empty boxes - the novelty animal is 8"/19cm high, repainted 
arms but includes his ball, in working order, fitted with wheels, circa 1930's - otherwise Fair to Good.  Empty toy boxes 
comprise empty boxes only for a Chad Valley Buffet Car, a Modern Products Covered Wagon and 4 x Horses and a Japanese 
Drummer Novelty which are generally Fair. (4 including empty boxes) 

 £30 - £50 

543. Hausser (Germany) Elastolin large composition Elephant figure with Ceremonial Howdah - the animal is grey with 
detailed head and tusks, the Howdah appears to be of lead construction, repairs to some of the tassels otherwise a Good 
scarce example standing 6.5"/16cm high. 

 £60 - £70 

544. Hans Eberl (Germany) tinplate clockwork "Ebo Pao-Pao" Peacock from the turn of the 20th Century, some age related 
wear to the colourful tinprinting including feathers, the mechanism appears in working order although may require adjustment 
otherwise a Fair to Good example, 10"/25cm long. 

 £50 - £70 

545. Tinplate clockwork Grasshopper from the turn of the 20th Century, some age related wear to the green paint but in 
working order with integral key producing hopping action - otherwise Fair to Good, 8"/20cm long. 

 £50 - £70 

546. Early tinplate clockwork Pigeon - from the turn of the 20th Century, detailed embossed body and head, clockwork 
motor attached to spoked wheels is in working order with integral key, propels the bird forward in a circular motion, the head 
moves to and fro and produces a slight "cooing" sound, 8"/19cm long. 

 £50 - £70 

547. Gunthermann or similar tinplate clockwork Spaniel type Dog Novelty - significant wear to its cream paintwork, still fitted 
with spoked wheels to underside, the clockwork motor is weak and the spring may require attention but does produce a 
"yapping" sound with wagging tail - Fair, fitted with spoked wheels to underside. 

 £40 - £60 

548. Tinplate clockwork Crocodile circa 1930's, fitted with wheels to underside, in working order, is propelled forward with 
snapping effect to his mouth, lacks the seated boy figure but still a Good example, 15"/38cm long.  

 £40 - £50 
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549. Gunthermann (Germany) or similar Boy playing with Celluloid Balls, grey jacket and trousers, black boots, although 
some age related wear, fitted with integral key, the motor is in working order as he flails his arms around - a Fair to Good scarce 
example, 10"/25cm tall. 

 £60 - £80 

550. Gunthermann (Germany) or similar tinplate Boy pushing wooden Rickshaw type vehicle fitted with large red spoked 
wheels, the boy has a blue shirt, red hat and trousers, a freewheeling item from earlier in the 20th Century - Good, 10"/26cm 
long. 

 £60 - £80 

551. "Beehive Honey Mama and Baby Bears" Penny Bank - early cast iron savings bank with "A Copper Wash" to the 
ornate front, depicting Mama Bear stealing honey while Baby Bear plays beneath the hive, securing screw still intact at rear,  
serial number RD502036 to rear, 7"/18cm high.  Also included is a cast metal "City Bank" - black, 4"/11cm high - Good. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

552. Carpenters (USA) cast iron 4-wheeled Wagon with 2 x galloping horses - a very early toy dated "Patent 1880" to 
underside, when pushed forward the wheeled mechanism produces a galloping action to the two horses which still include the 
chains.  There is still some red paint to the wagon body otherwise a Fair scarce example, 16"/41cm long.  

 £100 - £150 

553. Arcade, Kenton or similar pair of cast iron Horses - light grey in colour, from the early part of the 20th Century, come 
with the front axle of a larger vehicle - Fair, 9"/23cm long. 

 £30 - £40 

554. Kanto Toys (Japan) Girl riding a Bicycle with bell - clockwork tricycle is red/blue, celluloid girl figure with ponytail, 
integral key, motor in working order propels the tricycle forward with ringing bell, circa 1950's - Good Plus, 4"/10cm long. 

 £30 - £40 

555. Marx Toys or similar large tinplate clockwork Tricycle with Boy rider - red, with colourful spoked wheels, substantial 
clockwork motor in working order, propels the bicycle forward turning from left to right, occasionally ringing the bell, also fitted 
with a brake - Good circa 1950's, 8.5"/22cm high. 

 £40 - £50 

556. Salto (Germany) clockwork "Somersaulting Clown" - comes with a key, in working order (key hole under his right arm), 
plastic hands and face, when wound produces a slow bowing action with a sudden somersault, some age wear but generally a 
Good example from the 1950's, 6"/15cm high. 

 £50 - £60 

557. A large wooden American Steam Railway Locomotive - produced as a floor train/nursery toy of wooden construction 
with early metal spoked driving wheels.  Includes driver figure in cab - a Fair to Good example for display, 26"/66cm long. 

 £20 - £30 

558. Horikawa (Japan) tinplate and other Robots for restoration or spare parts - to include 2 x Television Robots with TV 
screens to their chest (one has loose head parts in a separate bag), Gear Robot with apparent speed control to top and another 
Robot lacking his head but with machine guns to his chest - a Fair basis for restoration. (4) 

 £60 - £80 
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559. "Thunder Robot" - tinplate battery-operated robot of recent limited edition production, lacks its antenna and part of the 
switch at the rear otherwise a Good example it's believed not many were produced, 11"/28cm high.  

 £20 - £30 

560. USA Toys a group of R-1 tinplate battery-operated Robots of recent limited edition production - grey tinplate body with 
skirt, and include red claws to hands - 13"/32cm high, some light storage wear but generally Excellent Plus to Near Mint 
including packaging. (4) 

 £60 - £80 

561. A group of Jupiter and Saturn 12"/30cm plastic battery-operated Robots - lot includes 2 x Saturn Robots which require 
re-assembly and are unchecked for completeness but otherwise Fair including boxes.  Also included is 2 x Jupiter Robots 
untested but appear Excellent in Good illustrated boxes with some inner packaging and each has a quantity of plastic missiles. 
(4) 

 £30 - £50 

562. Unconfirmed Maker - Castle (Circa, 1960), comprising: Chipboard & Wood Castle (W91.5 x D61 x H56cm / 36 x 24 x 
22 Inches). The entire Structure is Faced with textured Paint with cut-out Doors / Windows. The Buildings consist of: Keep, 
Towers, Gatehouse & Separate Access Ramp. Please note the buildings are permanently fixed to the Base. Some minor age 
wear otherwise generally Excellent overall. An ideal castle to display Britains (or similar) figures on. (2 pieces) 

 £20 - £30 

563. Marx Toys (UK) "Lumar Contractors Heavy Duty Power Shovel" - scarce boxed pressed steel item - orange, with black 
chassis and jib, includes rubber tracks, wooden winding handle producing rotary loading and unloading action to the front 
shovel - Good Plus and unusually comes in a Good plain cardboard box with some inner packaging, 30cm/12" long. 

 £30 - £50 

564. Triang Minic "Tank Tactix" Game - comprising Minic No.M301 2-wheeled Canon No.M302 Missile Firing Tank - both 
large scale plastic models, the tank is remote controlled with cable attached and comes with a selection of assorted missiles 
(some of the rubber nose cones have deteriorated) but otherwise Fair to Good including illustrated box, the tank measures 
9.5"/24cm long. 

 £30 - £40 

565. ERTL Semi-Truck and School Bus - comprising ERTL large pressed steel Semi-Truck with Log Carrying Trailer and 
logs - yellow cab with grey chassis, some bright metal parts.  Also included is a Gabriel (USA) 26123 "Mighty Metal Hubley 
School Bus", the truck is 19"/48cm long - both would benefit from further cleaning otherwise Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Good 
open cardboard window boxes.  Also included is an original "ERTL" outer cardboard mailing carton. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

566. Victory Industries Electric Vauxhall Velox - large 1/18th scale plastic battery operated model from the 1950's - bluish 
grey with brown tinplate interior, includes battery compartment cover to underside, minor box rubs to roof otherwise generall y 
Excellent Plus bright example which comes in a Good Plus stout card box with instructions, warning slip and warranty 
paperwork. 

 £70 - £90 

567. Victory Industries Electric Vauxhall Velox - large 1/18th scale plastic battery operated model - scarce dark blue 
variation with beige tinplate interior, includes battery compartment cover to underside, some glue marks to drivers door and box 
rubs to roof - otherwise a Good Plus example which comes in a Good box with warranty slip.  

 £50 - £70 
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568. Victory Industries 1/18th scale Vauxhall Velox - large battery operated plastic model in the more unusual colour of red 
(very slight fading to upper surfaces), beige tinplate interior, includes battery cover - otherwise Good Plus to Excellent in a Good 
card box. 

 £50 - £70 

569. Victory Industries 1/18th scale Vauxhall Velox - large scale plastic battery operated model car is black with red tinplate 
interior, some scratches to bonnet but does include the battery compartment cover - otherwise Good Plus and comes in a Fair 
to Good card box (some sellotape repairs to edges). 

 £40 - £60 

570. Victory Industries Vauxhall Velox - battery operated 1/18th scale model car, has been resprayed in metallic grey, beige 
tinplate interior, lacks battery compartment cover, some previous repairs to the plastic front wing and replacement front 
bumper - otherwise Fair to Good in a Fair card box (torn lid at one end). 

 £30 - £50 

571. G&R Wrenn Limited (UK) large plastic Mini Cooper - scarce example from this company more associated with model 
railways, finished in turquoise with bright plated parts, pull-back clockwork motor, approx 1/20th scale, similar scale to the 
Triang Minic electric cars, some very light age related wear and a small split to one rear tyre - otherwise Excellent Plus to Near 
Mint, 6.5"/16cm long. 

 £50 - £70 

572. Pocher (Italy) large 1/8th scale Mercedes 500K circa 1934 - highly detailed kitbuilt impressive model is black with beige 
interior, includes 2 spare wheels to rear, dashboard with ignition key, folded hood, spoked wheels etc. There may be some 
loose/missing minor detail parts as is common with these models but does come with a separate bag containing numberplate, 
scarce tool roll, road map and other parts - a Good Plus impressive model that is becoming harder to find, 25"/63cm long.  

 £200 - £300 

573. Pocher (Italy) 1/8th scale Bugatti 50T circa 1932 - impressive highly detailed plastic model with metal fittings, finished 
in black/yellow, the passenger door handle is detached but present (in a bag inside the car), includes rear lamps and spare 
wheels, may have loose/missing minor detail parts as is common with these models but overall generally a Good scarce 
example, 25"/63cm long. 

 £200 - £300 

574. Pocher (Italy) large 1/8th scale Rolls Royce Phantom Sedanca circa 1932 - impressive highly detailed plastic model of 
this famous car with metal fittings, may have some loose/missing minor detail parts but does come with some small spare parts 
and accessories in the rear boot including road may, driving gloves etc, includes rear spare wheel with cover to rear, would 
benefit from more detailed cleaning - otherwise Good Plus, 26.5"/67cm long. 

 £200 - £300 

575. Marklin (Germany) "Auto-Baukasten" Mercedes Racing Car Kit - of recent limited edition production circa 1989, to 
commemorate 75 Years of Marklin. The set comprises pressed steel components to build this famous 1930's racer, unchecked 
for completeness but includes body parts, wheels, clockwork motor, plastic driver figure etc and appears Near Mint including 
presentation box with illustrated lid and photocopied instruction books. 

 £100 - £130 

576. 1950's large plastic clockwork Racing Car - resembles a Maserati - red, with blue steering wheel, cast metal hubs with 
rubber tyres, clockwork motor with integral key driving rear wheels in working order, of unconfirmed manufacture but marked 
"GD" to underside, possibly German - Good Plus, 10.5"/26cm long. 

 £60 - £70 
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577. Unique Art (USA) 1950's tinplate clockwork Police Motorcycle - beige, with tinprinted detail, blue uniformed Police 
Officer Rider, clockwork motor in working order driving rear wheels with brake - a Good Plus to Excellent scarce example, 
9"/23cm long. 

 £60 - £80 

578. Gaiety Toys (UK) cast aluminium Morgan 3-wheeler Sports Car - green, with blue interior, includes engine detail, some 
wear to the paintwork but still a Fair to Good scarce example, 5"/12cm long. 

 £20 - £30 

579. Triang Minic 1/20th scale Vanwall Racing Car - British racing green, racing number 26 - Excellent Plus bright example 
which comes in a Fair to Good card box still with inner card display base, 1950's black and white catalogue for Triang Minic 
electric 1/20th scale model cars and a photograph of the real car No.26. 

 £70 - £80 

580. Toy and Model Reference Books, Waddingtons Games and Jim Clark Memorabilia - reference books include Minic 
Tinplate Vehicles by Sue Richardson, various Eagle Books including Model Aircraft, Model Boats, Spacecraft Models and Cars 
together with a folder of photocopies of mainly Jim Clark pictures and interesting facts. Board games include 3 x Waddingtons 
Formula 1 Car Racing Game circa 1962 and a Pit Stop Target Game - unchecked for completeness but appear Good.  (14) 

 £20 - £30 

581. "Les Jouets Citroen" Reference Book by Clive Lamming - circa 1990, scarce reference book featuring these large scale 
tinplate toys manufactured by Citroen from the 20's onwards. The text is in French but does include many mostly colour pictures 
of the models with some black and white, over the book 274 pages - Excellent. 

 £40 - £60 

582. TN Toys (Nomura of Japan) tinplate "Batman Robot" from 1966 - very scarce example is light blue/dark blue with 
yellow pocket detail, plastic grinning head (one of several variations - similar to the Adam West character) and does include a 
blue cloth cape with bat shape clip, some minor marks and one of the terminals in the otherwise clean battery compartment 
may require attention, UNTESTED but generally Good Plus to Excellent scarce example, 12"/31cm high.  

 £1000 - £1500 

583. Yonezawa (Japan) 436 tinplate "Police Car with Flashing Light" - unusually based on a Bentley 
Continental - black/white with tinprinted interior detail, bright plated parts, still with original price label to underside, some light 
age related wear and manufacturers retouching - otherwise a Excellent example which is battery operated with control cable 
attached, 8.5"/22cm long and comes in a Fair to Good card box (one corner of lid split).  

 £40 - £50 

584. Yonezawa (Japan) 2205 "Moon Explorer" battery operated toy from the 1960's - scarce example is red/white, with clear 
plastic domes, tinprinted detailed cockpit area with pilot figure, includes revolving white antenna to roof and 4 x plastic pads to 
feet, spring loaded door to one side reveals astronaut figure with camera, comes with blue plastic N27 rocket shaped battery 
control box. UNTESTED but otherwise Excellent Plus to Near Mint for display and comes in a Good Plus illustrated card box 
with "Fairylite" label and inner manufacturers warning slip, 8"/21cm long.  

 £200 - £300 

585. Modern Toys (Masudaya of Japan) "X-1 Space Explorer Ship" - battery operated tinplate spaceship with detailed 
two-tone blue body, crack to the top of the clear plastic dome but still includes the tinprinted astronaut pilot, mystery action to 
underside and a clean battery compartment, circa 1960's, untested but appears otherwise Good Plus to Excellent, 7.5"/19cm in 
diameter and comes in a Good Plus card box with colourfully illustrated lid.  

 £50 - £60 
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586. Horikawa (SH Toys of Japan) "Super Space Capsule" - scarce 1960's tinplate battery operated space toy with silver 
body and tinprinted detail, orange lantern and red plastic base with tinplate battery compartment cover, untested but fitted with 
spring loaded doors to each side, one revealing tinprinted detail, the other an astronaut with camera and screen, light age 
related wear otherwise Excellent Plus to Near Mint in a Good card box with colourfully illustrated lid, 9"/23cm high.  

 £50 - £70 

587. Modern Toys (Masudaya of Japan) "Planet Explorer" battery operated tinplate Spaceship - metallic grey/blue with red 
boosters, includes plastic antenna accessory, clear plastic front dome with tinprinted astronaut pilot and red and green 
navigation lights, untested but with a clean compartment, light age wear, circa 1960's - otherwise Excellent Plus to Near Mint 
and comes in a Good card box with colourfully illustrated lid, 9.5"/24cm long.  

 £60 - £80 

588. KO Toys of Japan tinplate "Planet Robot" - clockwork example with integral key, red tinplate feet and red plastic hands, 
in working order with brake to front and sparking action in front window, black plastic head, with walking action - Excellent Plus 
and comes in a Good Plus card box with illustrated lid and some inner cardboard packing pieces, 9.5"/24cm high.  

 £50 - £70 

589. Japanese tinplate vintage Car and Circus Vehicle (1) KO Toys (Japan) tinplate clockwork "Circus" vintage car with 
spoked wheels, tinprinted circus figures to windows, no key but the motor is in working order propelling the car forward, wit h 
brake to roof, some age related wear particularly to roof but otherwise Good to Good Plus, 45"/12cm long, (2) Nomura (Japan) 
"Antique Car" battery operated tinplate vintage car - red, with tinprinted detail, plastic driver figure, untested and some light 
surface corrosion around the battery compartment lid to the underside - untested but otherwise Excellent for display, 10"/25cm 
long and comes in a Good illustrated card box.  (2) 

 £40 - £50 

590. Nomura (TN Toys of Japan) tinplate "Just Married Car" - scarce 1960's battery operated novelty car is red, with 
tinprinted luggage detail, Bride and Groom, he raises his hat and the bride still has her veil, untested but with a relatively clean 
battery compartment, some minor age related marks to bonnet and hood otherwise Good Plus to Excellent for display, 
11"/27cm long. 

 £40 - £60 

591. Linemar (Japan) tinplate 1960's Fire Engine - battery operated example is red, with 3 x standing fireman figures, one 
with flag, similar to the American Lafrance vehicles, untested but with a clean battery compartment and steerable front wheels, 
minor age related wear - otherwise an Excellent Plus to Near Mint bright example and comes in a Good Plus colourfully 
illustrated card box, 12.5"/32cm long. 

 £80 - £100 

592. Nomura (TN Toys of Japan) "Battery Powered Police Car" - tinplate toy from the 1960's is white, with tinprinted interior 
detail and radio, tinprinted policeman driver with plastic hat, spare wheel cover to rear, mystery action to underside, untested 
but with a clean battery compartment, 10"/25cm long - Excellent Plus in a Good Plus card box with colourfully illustrated lid. 

 £70 - £80 

593. Nomura (TN Toys of Japan) "Fire Chief Mystery Action Car" - tinplate battery operated car from the 1960's is red, with 
tinprinted fire chief figure including removable red helmet, some minor marks to the front of his helmet otherwise overall 
Excellent and comes in a Fair card box with colourfully illustrated lid, 10"/25cm.  

 £60 - £70 
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594. Mettoy (UK) "Clockwork Sports Car" - scarce large scale tinplate friction drive futuristic car from the 1950's, comes with 
removable clear plastic roof, opening rear boot with locking catch in dark red/beige colours, some slight shrinkage through age 
to the plastic roof otherwise generally Good Plus to Excellent, 14"/36cm long and comes in a Fair illustrated card box (lacks 
some inner flaps). 

 £100 - £150 

595. Nomura (TN Toys of Japan) large tinplate Police Jeep - battery operated example is white, with 2 x tinplate uniformed 
Policeman drivers (the drivers arm is detached at the shoulder, some age related wear but includes rear jerry can, spare wheel, 
radio set and opening bonnet to reveal engine detail - would benefit from further polishing otherwise a Fair to Good impressive 
example, 14"/35cm long. 

 £40 - £50 

596. Horikawa (SH Toys of Japan) "Attacking Martian" - 12"/30cm 1960's Robot is metallic gold in colour, with opening 
doors to chest, some light age related wear and untested but with a clean battery compartment otherwise Excellent in a Good 
Plus card box with illustrated lid. 

 £100 - £130 

597. Modern Toys (Japan) "Neptune battery operated Tugboat" - circa 1960, tinprinted detail, untested with a clean battery 
compartment - otherwise Excellent Plus to Near Mint and comes in a Fair to Good card box, 14"/35cm long. 

 £30 - £40 

598. Chein & Co (USA) tinplate clockwork Speedboat - circa 1950's, white, red with green trim, clockwork motor in working 
order with integral key, propeller and rudder to rear, includes brake, some marks near to the front of the hull otherwise a Good 
Plus to Excellent scarce example, 15"/38cm long. 

 £40 - £50 

599. Mettoy (UK) tinplate clockwork Fire Engine - circa 1950 - red, with tinprinted detail including 3 x seated fireman, 2-piece 
extending ladder on turntable - Excellent Plus with clockwork motor in working order, 12"/29cm long. 

 £60 - £70 

600. Wells O' London "Army Lorry with Anti-Aircraft Gun" - scarce 1940's tinplate clockwork Army Truck in 3-colour 
camouflage with 2 x seated Soldier figures plus driver, untested but with the battery -operated searchlight to rear, clockwork 
motor with integral key in working order, very minor age related wear particularly to wheels otherwise Excellent and still retains 
its Good card box with illustrated label to the lid, 9.5"/24cm long. 

 £100 - £130 

601. Bandai (Japan) large tinplate Rolls Royce Silver Cloud - scarce friction drive example - black, with bright plated parts, 
detailed tinprinted interior and hub caps, light wear to the high spots above the wheelarches and to roof but does include the 
plastic radiator mascot and front spot lamps, friction drive in working order - otherwise an Excellent bright example which comes 
in a Poor to Fair card box with a torn illustrated lid marked "Frankonia 1962", 11"/29cm long.  

 £60 - £80 

602. Chad Valley or similar "Enid Blyton's Noddy Tea Set" - scarce 1950's set of ceramic cups, saucers and teapot with all 
the well known Noddy characters in colour to each item, together with a "Noddy Loves Big Ears" tinplate lapel badge, contents 
would benefit from further light cleaning otherwise Excellent.  All is contained in a Fair (torn) presentation box with colourful 
header card and inner card packing piece. 

 £20 - £40 
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603. Yonezawa (Japan) "Battery Operated Burger Chef" Novelty - scarce example comes with tinplate cooking range and 
baseplate, dog figure with plush face, frying pan and salt cellar, the figure is wearing blue trousers and a check shirt, als o 
includes 2 x tinplate "Burgers" and an Egg accessories - untested but appears Excellent standing 9"/23cm tall and comes in a 
Good Plus card box with inner packing piece and illustrated lid (marked Amico Toys 212) - circa 1960's. 

 £30 - £50 

604. Nomura (TN Toys of Japan) "Somersaulting Poodle with Bark" battery operated toy Poodle figure - yellow plush 
material with tartan jacket, remote control cable attached with clean plastic control box, untested but appears Excellent for 
display 9.5"/24cm long and comes in a Fair to Good illustrated box (lid split at one corner).  

 £30 - £40 

605. Illfelder Toys (Japan) "Good Time Charlie, Last of the Big Spenders" battery operated novelty toy - large 12"/31cm 
figure dressed in top hat and tails, with cigar and whisky bottle, sat on a tinplate dustbin with illuminated lamp standard, 
untested with some surface corrosion around the battery compartment cover, and stains to his shirt otherwise a Good Plus 
scarce example in a Good card box with illustrated lid. 

 £30 - £40 

606. Rosko (Tomiyama of Japan) "Gino the Neapolitan Balloon Blower" battery operated novelty toy - tinplate figure, 
11"/28cm high with tinprinted trousers and t-shirt, black plastic shoes, check jacket with yellow neckerchief, tinplate cylinder, 
comes with hand bell accessory (needs re-attaching), bottle of soap liquid and instructions - untested but with a clean battery 
compartment - Excellent for display and comes in a Good card box with illustrated lid.  

 £30 - £40 

607. A pair of battery operated Japanese Novelty Figures (1) Yonezawa "Piggy Cook" - tinplate and plastic pig figure 
holding frying pan and pepper pot, tinplate cooker with stand, untested, with some surface corrosion to the battery compartment 
area, the pig is wearing a check shirt with tartan trousers, lacks his chefs hat but does come with a green plastic hat with bell 
and a tinplate fried egg accessory, 9.5"/24cm tall - otherwise Fair comes with the Poor remains of an illustrated box, (2) Nomura 
(TN Toys of Japan) "Charley Weavaer Bartender" - tinplate and plastic bespectacled figure with felt hat, corduroy trousers, 
white shirt with tie and braces, includes his cocktail shaker and plastic glass together with a tinprinted bar stand and a clean 
battery compartment to underside - Good Plus, 12.5"/32cm tall. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

608. Alps (Japan) "Mambo the Jolly Drumming Elephant" battery operated novelty toy - detailed tinprinted baseplate, with 
various metal drums and cymbals, 2 x drumsticks, bell to his trunk, gold coloured plush covering with red hat, untested but with 
a clean battery compartment - otherwise Good Plus to Excellent for display, 9"/24cm high and comes in a Fair card box with a 
torn illustrated lid. 

 £30 - £40 

609. Waco (Japan) "Bombardier Prop Fighter Plane" tinplate battery operated novelty toy - blue/white/red tinplate aircraft 
with plastic engine cowl and propeller, opening clear plastic cockpit with tinplate Pilot figure, both the underwing battery 
compartments are relatively clean, the toy is untested but includes mystery action to underside - Excellent overall for display, 
11"/27cm long and comes in a Good Plus card box with illustrated lid and inner cardboard packing. 

 £30 - £40 

610. Marx Toys (New York) "Electric Target Game" circa 1950's - a scarce mains electric target game with 17"/43cm wide 
tinplate target stand with tinprinted figures, comes with 2 x tinplate pistols, each with 4 x darts with rubber suckers.  Each pistol 
is enclosed within its own envelope with instructions - a scarce item originally intended for 120v mains electricity, however the 
item is UNTESTED and is intended for display only - otherwise Excellent for display and comes in a Good Plus printed carton 
with inner packaging. Also included is "Variety Deluxe" Games Compendium made by MC Products (UK), unchecked for 
completeness but includes Snakes & Ladders, Chess, Draughts, Dominoes etc - Good including box.  (2) 

 £30 - £40 
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611. TK Toys "Eat at Joe's" clockwork man with sandwich advertising board novelty - tinplate with plastic clowns head, 
printed advertising board to front, includes his cane, some age related wear to his  rubber hands but the clockwork motor in 
working order, making him move up and down as he doffs his tinplate hat, some age related mark to back of his trousers but 
overall otherwise a Good Plus example circa 1960, 8"/20cm tall. 

 £30 - £40 

612. Alps or similar "Made in Occupied Japan" Walking Bear clockwork novelty animal, no key but the clockwork motor is 
present although needs attention - otherwise Fair but does include a Fair original card box, circa 1950's, 5"/13cm long.  

 £20 - £30 

613. Lehmann "Baulky Mule" - tinplate clockwork novelty item featuring 2-wheeled Cart, with clown figure and reins, tinplate 
mule, clockwork motor in working order (although may benefit from slight adjustment/lubrication due to age) - otherwise Good 
Plus for display, 8"/20cm long. 

 £60 - £80 

614. Lehmann (Germany) "Gustav the Miller" novelty - 1930's tinplate toy featuring windmill atop a metal pole with a Gustav 
figure climbing it and collecting a heavy sack of flour, operated by rotating the windmill sails, may need some adjus tment due to 
age and would benefit from further cleaning otherwise Good for display, 18.5"/47cm tall. 

 £50 - £60 

615. Lehmann (Germany) No.700 "Tom" the Climbing Monkey - tinplate novelty figure with articulated limbs, lacks his 
climbing pole but does include his string and ring pull, the tinplate figure is 9"/22cm high and is Good Plus.  

 £30 - £50 

616. Japanese tinplate Wild West Horsedrawn Wagon with tinprinted cowboy figure and reins, friction drive to rear wheels 
and drivers arm movement, circa 1960 - Excellent, 8"/21cm long. 

 £20 - £30 

617. German tinplate clockwork Seal novelty, "Made in Germany" to underside with a English patent, similar to the post -war 
British Wells item. Cream with grey/black to his back, no key but the motor is in working order, his forearms rotate, his rear tail 
moves from side to side, includes most of his whiskers and bell to his neck - a Good scarce pre-war example which has 
survived very well, 8"/20cm long. 

 £20 - £30 

618. Schuco (Germany) Tyrolean Boy with Tankard - clockwork example with black pressed steel feet, ceramic tankard, 
dressed in shorts, shirt and tie with hat, some age wear to the clothing and no key but otherwise a Good pre-war example in 
working order, raising the tankard to his mouth. 

 £30 - £40 

619. Schuco clockwork Monkey with Violin - scarce example with blue felt jacket, red trousers, pink hat, brown tinplate violin 
with loose string but does include the bow, fitted with black metal feet, no key but the motor is in working order - Good Plus for 
display. 

 £40 - £50 

620. Schuco 986/1 Solisto clockwork Clown Drummer - with red felt jacket and yellow trousers, tinplate drum with 
drumsticks, black pressed steel feet, pale blue hat, tinplate clown face, some age related wear otherwise Good, no key but in  
working order. 

 £40 - £50 
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621. Schuco Tyrolean Dancing Boy and Girl - pre-war clockwork novelty, the boy has tan shirt and short trousers, matching 
hat, the plastic girl has a faded green skirt, the body has a tinplate face and black pressed steel feet, no key but the motor is in 
working order as the body repeatedly lifts the girl into the air, some age related wear - otherwise Fair to Good scarce example 
circa 1937. 

 £40 - £50 

622. Schuco Curvo 1000 - tinplate clockwork Motorcycle is red, with detailed tinprinting, including rider with green jacket, no 
key, the clockwork motor is present but the spring needs attention, however scarce item "Made in the US Zone of Germany" 
and generally Good Plus for display. 

 £60 - £70 

623. Schuco pair of clockwork Cars (1) Kommando 2000 (made in the US Zone of Germany) - red, opening bonnet, some 
age related wear but the motor is in working order (no key) - red and (2) 1035 Micro Racer Go-Kart - with steerable front 
wheels, red in colour with silver detail, some cracking to the rubber tyres but the motor is in working order with a brake - Good 
Plus.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

624. Schuco 3000 tinplate clockwork Car circa 1950's - dark blue, no key but the motor is in working order, minor age wear 
otherwise an Excellent bright example. 

 £30 - £50 

625. Schuco 4012 Radio Car - larger scale tinplate model is cream, with red interior, both clockwork motors are in working 
order, one has the musical movement with on/off switch, minor damage to the base of the retractable aerial but the model is 
fitted with steerable front wheels, small scratch to drivers door otherwise Excellent Plus and comes in a Fair card box with 
illustrated lid and a Schuco key. 

 £60 - £80 

626. Schuco Studio Racing Car and 1500 Single Car Garage with opening doors - both are suitable for restoration or 
spares.  (2) 

 £20 - £30 

627. A pair of German clockwork Cars (1) "Auto Six" diecast vintage car with steering and clockwork motor, lacks a 
headlamp but the clockwork motor is in working order with brake - Fair including card box and instruction sheet, (2) Tippco or 
similar miniature vintage tinplate clockwork car - motor requires adjustment/lubrication - Fair.  (2) 

 £20 - £30 

628. British made tinplate Car and Speedboat - circa 1940's (1) green Limousine with blue balloon wheels, 4"/11cm long 
and (2) "Thelma" miniature tinplate push along Speedboat - red/cream, includes rudder and uniformed pilot, 6"/15cm long - both 
of unconfirmed manufacturer possibly Wells (3) Wells (UK) "Golden Streak" tinplate clockwork Railcar, 9"/23cm 
long - blue/yellow, the clockwork motor in working order but appears weak - Good to Good Plus for display.  (3) 

 £40 - £60 

629. Arnold (Germany) Record car - 1950's tinplate Streamlined Car with Gyro motor - cream, light age related wear but 
overall Good Plus, 7.5"/18cm long. 

 £30 - £40 

630. Tipp & Co (Tippco of Germany) tinplate Limousine with electric lights - circa 1920's, the car is turquoise with black roof 
and trim, tinplate balloon wheels, wired for electric lighting to twin headlamps at the front and rear red shaded tail-light 
(untested), includes uniformed chauffeur figure, some age related wear particularly to the upper surfaces fitted with battery  
compartment to underside, the clockwork motor is in working order with integral key, driving the rear wheels - overall a Good 
scarce example, 9"/23cm long. 

 £200 - £300 
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631. A pair of Japanese tinplate Cars (1) friction drive American style 2-door Sedan with rear spare wheel cover - two-tone 
blue, circa 1940's 5"/13cm long and (2) 10"/26cm "Golden Wings" Racing Car, lack rear hub caps but includes driver figure and 
windscreen, friction drive - otherwise Good.  (2) 

 £20 - £30 

632. Alps or similar Japanese made large tinplate Bulldozer - orange/red, with tinprinted detail, clear plastic engine cover, 
driver figure with articulated arms, clean battery compartment to underside, rubber tracks intact, mystery action to 
underside - otherwise Good to Good Plus, 10"/26cm long. 

 £30 - £40 

633. A group of tinplate and plastic Aircraft (1) German Silver Streak twin engine Passenger Plane, Japanese Stunt Plane 
and a large Marx Toys (Hong Kong) twin engined Jet Aircraft in bright plated RAF livery, 16"/40cm long - Fair.  (3) 

 £20 - £30 

634. Britains, Dinky Toys, Spot-on and other assorted Cars and Accessories - to include Wells or similar tinplate clockwork 
car, Spot-on Trik-Trak plastic Racer and a Japanese tinplate miniature car. Diecast accessories include Dinky Toys telephone 
kiosk, Britains Mobilgas, Shell and Power Petrol Pumps, oil bins, traffic lights together with a selection of keys - Fair.  (17) 

 £20 - £30 

635. Linemar "Friction Defence Truck" with battery operated lighted Pom-Pom Guns - scarce tinplate military vehicle circa 
1958 with black chassis, two-tone blue bodywork with grey gun, seated soldier operator to rear, clean battery compartment, 
very light storage wear but appears Excellent Plus to Near Mint and comes in a Fair to Good illustrated box (marked 1958), 
16"/41cm long. 

 £80 - £120 

636. Triang 200 Series pressed steel Tipper Truck - green/red, some surface corrosion due to storage but a scarce early 
model with red pressed steel hubs and solid steering wheel - a Fair basis for restoration, 19"/48cm long. 

 £30 - £40 

637. Meccano Constructor Car No.2 - made-up body with clockwork motor - a quantity of components including made-up 
body in brick red with boat tail, broken driver figure and steering wheel, clockwork motor present but requires attention. Other 
components include radiator, wheels, various mudguards finished in blue, home-made component and a tin of screws 
etc - unchecked for completeness but components appear Fair to Good.  (qty) 

 £200 - £300 

638. Wiking Roco OO and HO Scale boxed and unboxed plastic cars - Wiking models include Tractor, Horch, Mercedes 
540K, Mercedes Van "Nordsee" and others including an Echo Truck with tilt, Praline Cadillac Ambulance, Minix Hillman Minx 
and others including a number of Wiking N Gauge Cars. Boxed items include Double Decker Berlin Bus, Roco Volvo Truck and 
Trailer, Volvo PV544 and Triumph TR4 - unboxed items are Fair to Excellent and boxes items are generally Excellent Plus to 
Near Mint in Good packaging.  (60) 

 £30 - £40 

639. Hornby Series Railway Accessories Set No.3 empty box - box contains a quantity of mostly tinplate accessories 
including 3 x benches, luggage trolley, sack truck, filler box, ticket machine and others - Good to Excellent.  (8 plus empty box) 

 £40 - £60 
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640. Marx Toys (USA) tinplate clockwork "Tricky Taxi" - dent to roof and no key but scarce item in working order circa 
1940's - otherwise Good. Also included is a Wells Brimtoy Pocketoys British Railways Bedford Lorry, tinplate Van and Mini, 
Japanese Railway Locomotive and German Level Crossing Hut (for spares) plus a miniature Greyhound Bus. Britains and 
Timpo items include Horses, Canoe, O Gauge or similar, lamps and telegraph poles - Fair to Good.  (qty) 

 £30 - £50 

641. Britains Military Staff Car and other unboxed items - to include a post-war Staff Car (requires repair), repainted 
Cannon, Anti Aircraft Gun and a Tumbrel Cart. Also included are a quantity of cast metal animal figures of varying scales, trees 
and accessories - Fair. Also included is a early wooden 2-way Jigsaw toy featuring Trains on one side and Animals on the 
other.  (qty) 

 £40 - £50 

642. Hornby Pre-War Speedboat and other Boat models and accessories to include Hornby pre-war tinplate "Viking" 
vintage, tow-tone green, lacks mast and other accessories but the motor is in working order with brake, rudder and 
propeller - Good, together with a Sutcliffe "Victor" Torpedo Boat - blue/white with loose motor to interior otherwise both Good for 
display, boxed items a Bocour and Pyro Plastics empty boxes containing an electric power unit with propeller and inst ructions 
and an electric motor and other components - Fair including packaging. Also in this lot is a Motorific (Ideal USA) Automatic 
Bailer model Boat - Fair including clear perspex case.   (3 boats plus accessories) 

 £50 - £60 

643. Schuco, Stahlberg and other Car models - Stahlberg large scale plastic Volvo models include 343DL 3-door 
Saloon - metallic green and a vintage 4-door Tourer with spoked wheels - Excellent larger scale items to approx 1/20th scale. 
Boxed items comprise Schuco 1001/1 Mercedes Mirako Car with red plastic body, motor in working order with a key, some light 
wear to the baseplate. Also in this lot is a large "1936 MG" Avon Aftershave Bottle - red with white plastic roof - Excellent Plus 
to Mint in Good Plus boxes.  (4) 

 £30 - £40 

644. Tomte (Norway) group of soft plastic 1/43rd and other vehicles - to include 2 Trucks and a Peugeot suitable for 
spares - Poor to Fair. More complete models comprise Dodge Truck (similar to the Dinky model), 2 x Leyland 4-wheel Tipper 
Trucks, Land Rover, Mercedes Sport Cars and others including Citroen - would benefit from further cleaning otherwise Good to 
Good Plus.  (9 plus a qty of spare parts) 

 £40 - £50 

645. Schuco 5311 Elektro Ingenico - larger scale tinplate battery operated car is powder blue, with detailed tinprinted 
interior, bright plated parts, steerable front wheels, some slight spidering to the paintwork through age but otherwise Excel lent. 
Comes as part of a set with Fair (tape repairs) battery box, some road signs, steering wheel accessory with cable and 3 x 
Schuco leaflets - all is contained in a Fair illustrated card box (tape repairs to the corners of the lid).  

 £100 - £130 

646. Distler (Germany) tinplate Jaguar XK120 - lacks its rear control accessory and would benefit from further polishing and 
a loose front baseplate - otherwise Good for display, 8.5"/21cm long. 

 £40 - £50 

647. Mettoy, Triang Minic, Crescent and other model vehicles - to include larger tinplate Mettoy 3019 clockwork Open 
Tourer, no key but the clockwork motor is in working order. Smaller vehicles include a Triang repainted Morris "Minic 
Transport", together with Crescent Toys (UK) Police Car with loud speaker - black, British made Breakdown Truck, 2 x Crescent 
Service Ramps and a Britains Policeman figure - Fair to Good.  (7) 

 £30 - £40 

648. Charbens and other post-war diecast Cars and Van - to include a Charbens 1940's diecast Delivery Van, Chad Valley 
Wee-Kin or similar friction drive diecast 2-door Car with brass wheel hubs and a unmarked Austin A30 or similar - Fair to Good.  
(3) 

 £30 - £40 
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649. Wells Brimtoy Pocketoy post-war diecast clockwork Cars - to include a blue 2-door Coupe, green pre-war style car with 
white tyres and a light green Vauxhall 4-door Saloon (lacks a headlamp), fitted with the later black plastic wheels - all have 
working clockwork motors and share one key between them otherwise Good to Good Plus.  (3) 

 £30 - £40 

650. Triang Minic Push & Go "Twin Train Set" - scarce toy from the 1950's comprising "Canyon Cutter Express" and 
"Transcontinental Over Lander" friction drive Diesel Locomotives in red and orange, together with 2 x silver and 2 x dark blue 
matching 4-wheeled Passenger Coaches. Each item has a coupling at one end and the contents are generally Excellent Plus to 
Near Mint in a Excellent card box with colourfully illustrated lid and illustrated card insert, a scarce item.  

 £80 - £120 

651. CKO Kellermann (Germany) 445A tinplate friction drive Tractor with plastic bucket loader and towing matching trailer, 
approx 1/43rd scale (damage to part of the plastic steering wheel - otherwise Excellent Plus ex shop-stock example still with 
plastic driver figure in a sealed cellophane bag and comes in an Excellent illustrated box, 10"/26cm long.  

 £40 - £50 

652. CKO Kellermann (Germany) 389 tinplate friction drive Tractor and Trailer - scarce example is metallic green with 
rubber tyres, comes with separately applied plastic steering wheel and driver accessories (in a bag within the box) - Mint ex 
shop-stock example in a Excellent illustrated box. 

 £50 - £60 

653. CKO Kellermann 389 tinplate friction drive Tractor and 4-wheel Trailer - metallic green, lacks new steering wheel 
accessory but comes with a seated driver figure still in paper bag - otherwise Excellent Plus in a Good Plus illustrated box. Also 
included is an empty box only for CKO 435 Mercedes Concrete Truck - Excellent.  (2) 

 £30 - £50 

654. Fleischmann tinplate Deep Sea Diver toy - scarce example from the early part of the 20th Century, with a brown 
tinplate body and matching diecast divers boots, gold painted helmet with black detail, yellow gloves, lacks the air supply tube 
but does include the inlet pipe at the rear, this version is not fitted with an electric lamp, still a Good scarce example standing 
5"/13cm high and comes in a Fair card box for a Bing Boat 10341/1. 

 £200 - £300 

655. Animate Toys (USA) "Jumbo Baby Steam Roller" tinplate toy from the 1930's - scarce example with white body with 
green trim and chassis, fitted with wooden steam boiler and rollers front and rear, may benefit from further cleaning but still a 
Good example, 5"/12cm long. 

 £40 - £50 

656. Astra (UK) large "Mobile Unit" Military Gun and Searchlight on Trailer - cast metal example with spring loaded 
mechanism to gun, made to fire, comes with battery operated rotating searchlight on turntable, has been fitted with replacement 
aluminium ammo box cover otherwise Good Plus, still retains a Good original box with inner packing pieces, 2 x instruction slips 
and catalogue showing contemporary range circa 1939, 11"/28cm long. 

 £50 - £60 

657. Brio (Sweden) large wooden Fire Engine - red, with silver single piece elevating ladder, metal bell and 4 x fireman 
figures, fitted with white rubber tyres, some play wear - otherwise Good, 12"/30cm long. Also included is an informative leaflet 
dated 1935 about Hornby Speedboats and a map of the Reverend Awdry's of the Island of Sodor which are Good.  (3) 

 £30 - £40 
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658. Schuco and other tinplate and plastic model vehicles to include Schuco 3041 Varianto Limo - sage green, the 
clockwork motor is in working order, comes with a plain key and some control wire - Good Plus although would benefit from 
further cleaning. Also included is an Ichiko or similar tinplate Oldsmobile friction drive Fire Chief's Car (lacks roof beacon), 
9"/22cm long, together with a group of Airfix or similar OO/HO scale Military Vehicles including DUKW Amphibious vehicle, AEC 
Matador, Half-Track and others (may have loose/missing parts) - Fair.  (14) 

 £30 - £50 

659. A group of Criddles and Avon shop advertising signs - comprising "Criddles Old-Fashioned Black Treacle" signs, one 
sign is 10"/25cm long, the others 2 are 12"/30cm long. Also included are 2 x 8"/20cm "Avon Brilliant Boat Polish" signs - circa 
1930's, may be samples all are generally Good colourful examples.  (5) 

 £30 - £40 

660. Tipp & Co (Tippco of Germany) 1930's large tinplate Passenger Bi-Plane - orange, with detailed tinprinting, battery 
compartment to underside with navigation lights on the edge of each lower wing, balloon tyres to the undercarriage, clockwork 
motor in working order with permanent key, propels the aircraft forward and turns the main propeller, 2 further propellers to wing 
mounted engines, includes small hook in the centre of the upper wing for display, fitted with RAF markings, some light age 
related wear particularly to the top of the fuselage but still a Good to Good Plus impressive example with a 20"/52cm wingspan. 

 £200 - £300 

661. Tipp & Co (Tippco of Germany) TC-1029 tinplate Single Engined Bomber - beige, with red/blue trim, the clockwork 
motor is in working order propelling the aircraft forward on the red balloon wheels and rotating the loose plastic propeller,  
comes with a plastic pilot figure to the cockpit, comes with a large key and 4 x lead type bombs which are suspended from 
under the wing operated by the clockwork motor (untested). The small hook is present in the centre of the wing for display 
purposes - Fair to Good scarce example with a 14.5"/37cm wingspan. 

 £100 - £150 

662. "Mettoy Airways" tinplate vintage Airliner - circa 1950's, scarce toy is metallic grey with blue/yellow trim, registration 
number GA-AGX , red plastic see-through engine cowls, the clockwork motor is present with an integral key but the spring may 
need attention - otherwise Good Plus to Excellent for display, 20"/50cm wingspan. 

 £80 - £120 

663. Mettoy Pre-War vintage Airliner with RAF markings - large tinplate clockwork Aircraft is metallic grey with orange/blue 
trim, RAF roundels to wings, clockwork motor in working order which propels the plane forward on its balloon wheels and 
rotates the large propeller, some light age related wear but overall Good Plus toy aeroplane that has survived remarkable wel l, 
21.5"/55cm wingspan. 

 £120 - £160 

664. Mettoy K2010 tinplate clockwork Passenger Aircraft circa 1950 - metallic grey with red trim, registration number 
G-AMTY, tinprinted window detail to sides, clockwork motor in working with integral key propels the aircraft forward on its 
undercarriage, some light age related wear and some light creasing to the wing but overall  Good Plus to Excellent for display 
with 16.5"/42cm wingspan. 

 £60 - £70 

665. Gunthermann (Germany) pre-war large tinplate Tri-motor Aircraft - pale yellow with repainted mustard colour stripes to 
wings, clockwork motor to underside with integral key in working order, propels the aircraft forward on its balloon wheels and 
turns the large propeller, fitted with 2 x uniformed pilots to cockpit, open passenger windows to sides of fuselage, numbered 
E695, believed circa 1932, some age related wear and retouching to the wings - otherwise Good impressive example with a 
22"/56cm wingspan. 

 £150 - £200 
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666. Mettoy 2010 Single Engine Passenger Aircraft circa 1950 - yellow/orange with clockwork motor driving balloon wheels, 
registration number G-AAGI, tinprinted window detail to sides - Good Plus with a 17"/43cm wingspan. 

 £50 - £70 

667. Mettoy (UK) Single Engine tinplate clockwork Passenger Aircraft - silver with blue trim, blue/red roundels to wings, 
clockwork motor in working order driving balloon wheels, light age related wear but otherwise Good Plus to Excellent with a 
15"/38cm wingspan. 

 £40 - £60 

668. Wells (UK) tinplate clockwork Fighter Aircraft circa 1940's - 2-colour camouflage with clockwork motor and integral key 
in working order driving front wheels - Good Plus with a 10.5"/26cm wingspan. 

 £30 - £40 

669. Wells o' London 301 tinplate Single Engined Fighter Aircraft with clockwork motor driving the wheels in working 
order - an Excellent example circa 1940's with 10"/26cm wingspan. 

 £30 - £50 

670. Wells o' London pre-war tinplate Bi-plane - blue/black Passenger carrying Aircraft circa 1930's with balloon wheels in 
working order, some light age related wear - otherwise a Good Plus to Excellent example which has survived very well and has 
13.5"/24cm wingspan. 

 £60 - £70 

671. Mettoy Playthings (UK) 2012/2A "Fleet Air Arm Trainer" tinplate clockwork Aircraft - red/yellow/blue, with clockwork 
motor driving propeller and balloon wheels in working order with integral key, red plastic propeller, circa 1960 - Excellent Plus to 
Near Mint with a 17"/43cm wingspan and comes in a Fair card box (lacks an end flap).  

 £60 - £70 

672. "Leeway Flyer" 1940's pedal car sized Train Locomotive - impressive wooden Steam Engine with pedal gear and 
cranks to back axle, 4 x blue wheels, steerable to front, large pressed steel boiler with bell attached, has been overpainted but 
otherwise a Fair solid example which would benefit from some restoration, 43"/109cm long. 

 £50 - £70 

673. KNK (Earth Whole Models of Japan) very large scale radio-controlled model of a Military Jeep - very scarce 
substantially constructed example, believed fitted with a Chikyudo petrol engine and designed to be radio-controlled, unchecked 
for completeness but comes with water cooled engine with fan, battery-operated front and rear lamps with fold down 
windscreen, opening bonnet with spring loaded catches and folding canvas canopy, there are some tools in the rear toolbox 
and a screw on spare wheel.  The model is untested for either operation or completeness but is otherwise a Good Plus to 
Excellent scarce example which is sought after by radio-controlled enthusiasts worldwide and is 21"/54cm long.  The model 
comes with a photo-copy of the instruction book (in Japanese). 

 £1500 - £2000 

674. Pre-war Japanese made mechanical Acrobat on a wire frame - with celluloid Boy acrobat with articulated limbs, the 
motor is in working order but may need some lubrication and the stand erecting in just the right place otherwise Fair to Good, 
13"/33cm high. 

 £30 - £40 
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CONDITIONS OF SALE

The Buyer will be the highest bidder known to the Auctioneer at the fall of the hammer. Any dispute will be
settled by the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final.

Purchasers will be charged a premium of 20.83% on the hammer price. 
The premium is subject to VAT at 20% (total 25     %).

BUYERS PREMIUM FOR LIVE ON-LINE BIDDING VIA INVALUABLE. Purchasers will be charged a total
premium of 30% on the hammer price inclusive of VAT. This will include a 5% charge made by Invaluable
which will be shown separately on your invoice.

There is no additional charge for bidding via the Vectis Live website.

There is no VAT charged on lot prices.
If payment is to be made by cheque and the cheque exceeds the cheque card guarantee limit, then goods
can only be collected on the day of the sale if the buyer is known to us, or if prior arrangements have been
made. We reserve the right to hold goods until a cheque is cleared. Lots can be paid for by credit card. Most
major brands are accepted.

Commission bids will be executed at no extra charge and we guarantee to purchase lots as cheaply as
possible, allowing for other bids. 
Successful commission bidders will be notified by post immediately after the sale. 
Full payment must then be sent to the Auctioneers by return of post.

Persons are reminded to handle all items with care. Any loss or damage will be payable at a cost to be
decided by the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final. Please be careful.

We have endeavoured to describe items as accurately and as fairly as possible.
The terms we have used to define condition are detailed in the Condition Classification. The classification
relates to the appearance of an item. No warranty can be given to the mechanical or electrical operation of
any item. It must be understood that any description or assessment of an item or its condition must be
regarded as opinion only, and cannot form part of any legal contract.

Where we have identified particular faults or damage to items it must be understood that reference to such
faults does not imply the absence of others, nor does the lack of such a reference imply that an item is free
of faults. Prospective purchasers must satisfy themselves as to the suitability of lots before buying. Only in
the event that an item should be found to be a deliberate forgery, could a transaction be rescinded. Once this
is proven to the Auctioneers, then all money paid will be refunded, provided the item is returned within 7 days
of the sale in the condition it was sold.

4 TELEPHONE BIDDING
Vectis Auctions cannot guarantee that all telephone requests will be honoured due to the rising demand for
telephone bidding, particularly at certain sections of the auction, it may be impossible to have a line available.
Although Vectis Auctions will try to accommodate every request, we cannot be held responsible for any
missed calls due to human or technical errors.

4 BANK TRANSFER
If you wish to pay by bank transfer, our bank details are as follows: 
Handelsbanken, Ground Floor, Winder House, Kingfisher Way, Stockton-on-Tees, TS18 3EX.

Account Name: Vectis Auctions Limited 

Sort Code: 40-51-62

Account: 42076703 

IBAN: GB16HAND40516242076703

Swift Code: HANDGB22



CONDITIONS OF SALE: CONTINUED

4 ESTIMATES
Based upon prices recently paid at auction for comparable property, and take into account condition, rarity,
quality and provenance. Estimates are subject to revision. Vendors should not rely upon estimates as a
representation or prediction of actual selling prices.

4 RESERVES
In normal circumstances, Vectis Auctions do not accept reserves, however if a vendor wishes to place a
reserve on a lot and that lot is eventually unsold, Vectis Auctions will charge the vendor a fee of 7.5% of the
placed reserve. The reserve is the confidential minimum price the vendor will accept and must be agreed with
Vectis Auctions beforehand. This value will not exceed the top pre-sale estimate.

4 LATE WITHDRAWALS
(A) Lots withdrawn once an item has been catalogued will incur a charge of 15% of the midpoint between top
and bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

(B) Lots withdrawn after the catalogue has been printed and distributed will incur a charge of 25% of the mid
point between top and bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

4 PAYMENT OF PROCEEDS OF AUCTION
Payment is normally made twenty five working days after the sale, however Vectis Auctions reserve the
right to withold any funds if the buyer fails to make payment. If the buyer fails to make payment within the
calendar month, Vectis Auctions have the right to pay the vendor an amount up to the net proceeds payable
in respect of the amount bid by the defaulting buyer.

For your guidance we have included estimated prices against each Lot.
Please remember that these are merely our opinion of what each Lot might realise.

The results from this auction will be published on our website after the sale.

BACK ISSUES OF CATALOGUES

We have a good selection of back catalogues going back many years. 
Each catalogue costs £3.50.

To order your copies or for further information 
please contact the Vectis office.

Vectis Auctions, Fleck Way, Thornaby, Stockton-on-Tees, TS17 9JZ.
Telephone: 0044 (0)1642 750616 - Fax: 0044 (0)1642 769478.

e-mail: admin@vectis.co.uk 
website: www.vectis.co.uk
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or view the auction live via
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and www.invaluable.com

To enable this system to operate successfully, the following bidding
increments will apply:

Images of all Lots can be viewed at 

WWW.VECTIS.CO.UK

Any postal, fax, internet or bids that have been telephoned in for
this sale that contain odd figures will be rounded up to the nearest
bid increment.

For example a bid for £56 will be rounded up to £60 or a bid for
£222 will be rounded up to £240.

If you have any queries regarding the above or would like some
further information about participating in this auction, please
contact us on 01642 750616.
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